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Abstract

Energy harvesting from ambient vibration is the next developmental stage for re-

alizing the self-reliant micro-electromechanical systems. Initially, the researchers

focused on the linear vibration-based transduction mechanism. But later on, the

limitation of frequency bandwidth in linear systems leads to exploring the rich dy-

namical behaviours of nonlinear vibrations. Instabilities such as parametric ex-

citation and galloping phenomenon are to be avoided for structural stability and

integrity. However, the underlying mechanisms which trigger these unwanted insta-

bilities can be utilized for energy scavenging purposes by using piezoelectric based

energy harvesters. So, the present study is attempted to utilize the geometric and

inertial nonlinearities along with modal interactions for piezoelectric based energy

harvesting by extracting energy from parametric and galloping instabilities.

In this research work, four nonlinear problems related to piezoelectric energy har-

vester systems have been investigated. In all the cases, the harvester system con-

sists of a vertical cantilever beam with piezoelectric patches and attached mass at

an arbitrary position. In the first work, nonlinear dynamic analysis of a cantilever

beam based piezoelectric energy harvester subjected to parametric base excitation

is carried out. In the second problem, the harvester subjected to a combination

parametric resonance case has been studied. In these problems, the second mode

frequency is considered to be approximately three times the first mode frequency,

giving rise to an internal resonance of 1:3. In the third problem, an experimental

setup has been developed to validate the theoretically studied PEH systems with

base excitation under parametric resonance conditions. In the fourth work, galloping

based harvester is investigated both theoretically and experimentally. The govern-

ing equations of motion of the above-mentioned systems have been derived either by

force-moment balance (Newton’s method) or by energy balance approaches. These

spatiotemporal governing equations of motion are then discretized to their temporal

forms by using generalized Galerkin’s method. The method of multiple scales is then

applied to reduce the second order differential equations to a set of first order differ-

ential equations. These equations are then used to obtain the steady state response

and stability either by using numerical methods for solving differential equations

(Runge-Kutta method) or by solving a set of algebraic or transcendental equations
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by using Newton’s method. Both time and frequency responses have been plotted

to obtain the output voltage and power.

In the first two studies, the response and stability of the system under principal

parametric and combination parametric resonance conditions with 1:3 internal res-

onance has been studied. The parametric instability regions are shown for variation

in different system parameters such as excitation amplitude and frequency, damping

and load resistance. Bifurcations such as turning point, pitch-fork and Hopf are

observed in the multi-branched non-trivial response. By tuning the attached mass,

an attempt has been made to harvest ambient energy from an available wider range

of frequencies.

An experimental setup with a slider-crank mechanism based shaker and a harvester

consisting of a cantilever beam with PZT patch and attached mass is designed and

developed. The challenges posed by parametric resonance in crack development in

the PZT and the beam are reported. The theoretical and experimental output volt-

age and the power obtained are found to be in good agreement with the theoretical

findings.

A piezoelectric energy harvester based on the galloping (a flow induced instability)

phenomenon is also presented. Two different types of bluff bodies viz., D-shaped and

triangular-shaped bluff bodies have been used in the experiment, which is performed

in the wind tunnel to study the voltage-time response across a load resistance under

uniform flow condition. The effect of the position of bluff bodies on voltage and

power output are investigated. Theoretical investigations have been carried out

considering both uniform and time-varying wind speed.

Extensive parametric studies have been carried out both theoretically and experi-

mentally and the results have been presented in four major chapters in addition to a

literature review chapter where more than 300 research articles have been critically

reviewed. All the critical findings have been summarised in the last chapter, where

the general conclusion and specific conclusions have been high lighted. Further, the

scope of future work, which may be extended from the present work, is highlighted

in the last chapter.

The developed analytical solutions are found to be in good agreement with the ex-

perimental findings. Hence, the developed analytical expressions for piezoelectric

TH-2466_126103011
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based energy harvesters with the principal or combination parametric resonance

conditions or the galloping based PEH system can be used effectively for determina-

tion or design and development of new PEH systems without conducting expensive

experiments in facilities such as wind tunnels. These PEH systems may be used in

making smart, self sufficient devices that will provide energy to low powered wireless

sensor nodes or microelectromechanical systems for structural health monitoring, re-

connaissance purposes, and many other applications.

Keywords : cantilever beam, piezoelectric energy harvester, parametric base ex-

citation, bimorph, internal resonance, electromechanical, Galerkin’s method, the

method of multiple scales, principal parametric resonance, combination parametric

resonance, parametric instability, bifurcations, galloping phenomenon
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction

Microelectronic devices are primarily used in sensing, actuation and data trans-

mission purpose. These devices are basically battery powered and hence required

recharging/replacement after power utilization, which may be difficult in remote lo-

cations. The recent advancement in the development of microelectronic systems [2]

has reduced the power consumption of these devices significantly [3]. Now, the focus

is to power these devices by harvesting energy from the ambient vibration for its

energy requirements. This task has been driving researchers around the globe for

the last two decades. These self-sustained systems may be capable of surviving even

in remote areas on their own.

One solution to this end is to extract power from potential ambient sources of energy

like solar, wind and vibration. Sources like solar, wind and water provide macro-

scale energy in the range of few kW to GW. The energy requirement of low power

electronic devices is less than a Watt (< 1W). In this regard, the micro-scale en-

ergy harvesting is required to power such devices which are in the range of µW to

mW. Available kinetic energy in the ambient sources is sufficient to power such de-

vices. Vibrational energy is available almost everywhere in the ambient, e.g., human

motions, vibration of machine components, vibration of locomotives, bridges, wind

induced phenomena (i.e., galloping and vortex induced vibration) and ocean waves.

1
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PZT / MFC / PVDF / ..

tip masssubstrate

fixed end

x

y

y(t)

Figure 1.1: Conventional beam based piezoelectric energy harvesting (PEH)
system

Several transduction mechanisms [4] viz., electromagnetic, electrostatic, piezoelec-

tric and electrochemical are exploited to convert the available energy into electricity.

The combination of these transduction mechanisms, e.g., electromagnetic and piezo-

electric, are also explored [5, 6]. Among them, the piezoelectric based transduction

mechanism has advantage over others because of its energy extracting capabilities

over a wide range of available frequencies, structural simplicity, easy to fabricate

with less peripheral components, easy to integrate with microelectronic circuits and

having higher energy density [7, 8], which makes it most suitable for micro-scale

applications.

Piezoelectric materials [9] are employed extensively in sensing, actuation and en-

ergy harvesting purposes. With these materials, the vibrational mechanical energy

can be converted into electricity. These materials are compact and having quick

responses within very short period of time. Vibrational energy can be converted

into electrical energy by using structural elements such as beams, plates, shells or

combination of these basic elements embedded with piezoelectric patches. A beam

structure or a combination of several beam structures are generally used for energy

harvesting purpose due to their simplicity and size. Apart from the traditional PZT

(lead zirconate titanate) materials, wide ranges of flexible piezoelectric materials are

also available which can be integrated with wearable devices for sensing purposes.

Figure 1.1 shows a conventional beam based piezoelectric energy harvester where

the ambient vibration is used to harvest the energy.

In general, linear vibration based piezoelectric energy harvester (PEH) systems work

over a short range of bandwidth near the resonance frequency. Energy transduction

reduces sharply for mistuned (away from resonance) linear harvesting systems. To
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address this issue, researchers are focusing on tapping the rich dynamics associated

with the response of the systems with inherent or induced nonlinearity [10]. Nonlin-

ear systems display behaviours such as bifurcation, chaos, internal resonance. The

multi-branched fixed point response of a nonlinear system may be periodic, quasi-

periodic and chaotic. Energy harvesters based on nonlinear vibration have potential

to extract energy over a wide range of available frequencies. The source of nonlin-

earity can be of geometric or material in nature, and it can also arise due to external

excitation and constraints such as impact, friction, backlash and freeplay [11].

Nonlinear stretching or large curvature causes the geometric nonlinearity and con-

centrated or distributed mass cause inertial type nonlinearity in the system [12].

Nonlinear stress-strain relation leads to material nonlinearity and stretching leads

to nonlinear strain-displacement relation, and large curvature leads to nonlinear

curvature-displacement relation. Other sources of nonlinearity are external forces

acting on a system. The external force may be gravitational, magnetic or fluid

forces. Nonlinear behaviour also comes from constraints in the system. The perfor-

mance of structures associated with the energy harvesting systems can be improved

by exploiting some characteristics of the nonlinear dynamics. [13].

The governing equations of motion of nonlinear PEH systems are represented by cou-

pled electromechanical partial (spatio-temporal) differential equations [14]. Apart

from numerical methods, some analytical methods are also used for solving these

nonlinear equations. These analytical methods include the method of harmonic

balance and perturbation methods such as method of averaging, Linstedt-Poincarè

technique and method of multiple scales [13]. The method of multiple scales is a

commonly used technique that provides transient and steady-state responses. The

reduced equation obtained in this method can be used to study the stability of the

steady-state solutions. It can also give information related to the response of the

harmonics of the forcing frequency [15].

The commonly used source of energy for the vibration based energy harvesters are

external excitations [16–18]. These excitations may be forced, parametric or com-

bination of both. In the case of forced vibration simple resonance occurs when the

external frequency nearly equals any of the modal or natural frequencies. The para-

metric resonance occurs when the external frequency Ω nearly equals to the sum of

the modal frequencies, i.e., Ω = ωm ± ωn. When ωm = ωn, the external frequency
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is equal to twice the natural frequency and the resonance condition is known as

principal parametric resonance condition. When the excitation frequency coincides

with combination (sum or difference) of natural frequencies [19] the combination

parametric occurs. The characteristic of a typical parametrically excited system is

that a time-varying term appears as the coefficient of the response in the governing

equation of motion [20]. Parametric resonance may lead to a large amplitude vibra-

tion. In few studies [21, 22], the PEH system is investigated under the parametric

excitation.

The interaction of flexible structures with the fluid flow may cause the self excitation

of the system, such as galloping [23]. In this phenomenon the aerodynamic lift forces

are generated by a small transverse motion of the structure. It is self excited flow

induced instability where the aerodynamic lift forces act in the transverse direction

to that of the flow. The flow energy transfers to the structure by the damping-type

forces. For effective energy transfer a bluff body is usually attached to the elastic

structure with piezoelectric patches to extract the wind energy [24].

Another physical phenomenon that occurs in nonlinear system is internal resonance

(IR) [25]. When the natural frequencies of a system are commensurable then internal

resonance occurs. For example, the internal resonance of 1 : 3 may occur when the

second mode frequency is 3 times the first mode frequency. The internal resonance

causes mode coupling between participating modes and leads to rich dynamical

responses [26] due to energy transfer between the participating modes. The system

with parametric excitation and internal resonance brings many critical phenomena.

The dynamic response in such cases may be fixed point, periodic, quasiperiodic or

chaotic [27] which has not yet been explored for energy harvesting purposes.

Applications of PEH devices involves the condition or health monitoring of many

systems such as tire pressure, bridge, building, aircraft and railway. In most of the

structural health monitoring systems, wireless sensor nodes (WSN) or networks are

used for data transfer which can be powered by integrated PEH systems. Energy

involves in human activities [28] are also sufficient to power wearable or implantable

biomedical monitoring sensors (i.e. pacemaker, pressure, tissue stimulation) [29].

In recent times, several miniature energy harvesting devices from walking [30], limb

motion and elbow and knee joints have been developed.
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There exist vast potential fields of application for smart and self-sustained PEH sys-

tems. Recent progress in PEHs suggests that there exist strong commercial viability

apart from the usual use of these devices. Due to the above mentioned potential ad-

vantages of piezoelectric based energy harvester, in the present work, an attempt has

been made to study the nonlinear dynamics of such systems to harvest energy from

wide range of frequency utilizing the concept of nonlinear parametric and internal

resonance conditions. A similar cantilever beam based system is also explored with

galloping instability conditions for harvesting energy. The structure of the thesis is

outlined in the following section.

1.2 Thesis Organization

The present thesis consists of 7 chapters which are described below.

Chapter 1 starts with the introduction to the piezoelectric energy harvester (PEH).

In Chapter 2, an exhaustive literature review has been carried out, highlighting

the usefulness of piezoelectric based energy harvester and its potential use and lim-

itations. The technical gap is also highlighted which motivates to carry out the

present research work and through several studies the objective of the current work

is described.

In chapter 3, the nonlinear dynamic analysis of parametrically excited cantilever

beam based PEH system is studied considering cubic and inertial nonlinearities and

internal resonance of 1:3. Here the effects of internal resonance, load resistance,

amplitude and frequency of excitation on the performance of the PEH have been

studied. The voltage and power output for different system parameters are pre-

sented.

Chapter 4, contains the study of the nonlinear dynamic behaviour of a similar system

under combination parametric and 1:3 internal resonance conditions. The instability

regions, time and frequency response curves, harvested output voltage and power

have been investigated for different system parameters. Stability and bifurcation

analysis has also been performed.
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In chapter 5, the dynamic behaviour of the piezoelectric energy harvester system is

experimentally investigated under the principal parametric resonance condition. An

in-house shaker is designed, developed and used for harvesting the energy experi-

mentally.

In Chapter 6, the dynamics of PEH system attached with D-section and triangular

section bluff bodies under flow-induced vibration (galloping phenomenon) are stud-

ied. The effects of wind speed, load resistance and position of the bluff bodies on the

harvested voltage and power have been observed experimentally. Analytical studies

have also been performed and compared with the experimental findings.

The general and specific conclusions are summarized in Chapter 7. Also the scope

of future work has been discussed in this chapter.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

2.1 Introduction

The objective of this chapter is to review the literature related to the piezoelectric

based energy harvesters. The survey is subdivided into several aspects related to

piezoelectric energy harvester (PEH) systems such as potential applications, PEH

systems, review works, ambient energy sources, piezoelectric materials, mathemati-

cal modelling, linear and nonlinear energy harvesters, galloping based PEH systems,

miscellaneous PEH systems and electrical circuits which are discussed in section 2.2

to 2.9. The technical gap which motivates to carry out the present research work

is discussed in section 2.10. The following section briefly discusses numerous useful

applications of piezoelectric based energy harvesters.

2.2 Applications of PEH

PEH devices are commonly used for health monitoring of large structures like bridge

[31–33], buildings [34], aircraft [35] and railway [36] and small scale components like

tire pressure [37] and powering accelerometer [38]. In most of the cases in structural

health monitoring (SHM) systems, wireless sensor nodes (WSN) or networks [39] are

used for data transfer, which can be powered by integrated PEH systems. Energy

generated during different human activities [28, 40, 41] are found to be sufficient to

7
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power wearable or implantable biomedical monitoring sensors such as pacemaker,

pressure and tissue stimulation [29]. In recent times several miniature energy har-

vesting devices from walking [30], limb motion [42] and elbow and knee joints [43]

have been developed. Kumar et al. [44] studied some bi-functional vibration based

devices for simultaneous energy harvesting and refrigeration purpose. One may find

many such uses of PEH devices that cover a vast range of applications. The next

section sheds light on the basic PEH system.

2.3 PEH Systems

Figure 2.1 shows a different configurations of conventional cantilever beam based

piezoelectric energy harvesters with base excitation. A basic PEH system consists

of an elastic structure (substrate) with piezoelectric patches either on both the sides

(bimorph, Fig. 2.1(a),(b)) or on one side (unimorph, Fig. 2.1(c),(d)) of the substrate.

Usually the piezoelectric patches are kept near to the fixed end. A tip mass is also

attached at its free end, which helps in large deflection at reduced frequency. The

whole system is attached to a host vibrating structure. The output voltage generated

across the electrodes of the piezoelectric element is in AC form, that needs to be

converted to DC voltage for storage of energy into a battery. Other forms of storage

are capacitors, super-capacitors and combination of batteries with capacitors. A

purely resistive load element is also used to find the power output as well. In

case of multiple piezoelectric elements, the series (Fig. 2.1a) or parallel connection

(Fig. 2.1b) is adopted. In the following subsection base excited PEH systems have

been discussed.

2.3.1 Base excited PEH systems

PEH Systems scavenge energy from the ambient vibrations for energy harvesting.

Generally, the harvester is a cantilever beam with piezoelectric patch subjected to

external excitation from the ambient vibration. External excitation can be broadly

classifies into deterministic and stochastic type [45]. Among them the deterministic

type is widely explored. Within the vast deterministic excitations, harmonic type has
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Figure 2.1: Different configurations of conventional cantilever beam based piezo-
electric energy harvesters (PEH) with base excitation (a) PEH system I (b) PEH

system II (c) PEH system III (d) PEH system IV

been mostly used. The mechanical energy associated with harmonic base excitation

is expressed either in displacement or forced form. The nature of vibration may be

linear if the amplitude of excitation is very small and the system is away from the

resonance conditions. Further, it may be nonlinear depending on the amplitude and

frequency of the external excitation and the resonance conditions. In this section

the work related to linear and nonlinear energy harvesters has been discussed.

2.3.1.1 Linear PEH systems

The earlier works [28, 46–51] give the direction for the development of the vibration

based energy harvesters. Later on linear vibration based energy harvesters have been
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explored, where near resonance condition is essential for effective energy harvesting

in harmonically base excited systems.

Roundy et al. [16] presented a basic linear electromechanical model of a conventional

energy harvester with a tip mass. They have developed a prototype of size 1 cm3

and generated a power density of 70 µW/cm3. Also, they have shown that with

an optimized configuration, maximum power of 250 µW can be achieved with an

acceleration of 2.5 m/s2 and a frequency 120 Hz. Sodano et al. [52] theoretically

and experimentally investigated a cantilever based linear PEH system.

Further, many researchers have attempted to increase the power and bandwidth

of the linear harvester using different methods, which include strain magnification

[53], geometric alteration [54, 55] and an array of harvesters having nearly spaced

frequencies [56, 57]. One may find the details of early developments in the field of

linear vibration based harvesters in the review work of Anton and Sodano [7] and

Cook-Chennault et al. [58]. In the following section, the nonlinear PEH systems are

discussed.

2.3.1.2 Nonlinear PEH systems

The limitations of linear vibration based harvesters are their limited frequency band-

width and few resonance conditions. This leads to shift the research focus on nonlin-

ear vibration based harvesters [10, 59–64]. The term bandwidth defined as the range

of frequency that is available for energy transduction. Wider bandwidth means a

higher range of ambient frequency over which energy transfer is possible. The source

of nonlinearity in the dynamic systems may be of material, geometric or inertial type.

Nonlinear stretching or large curvature causes the geometric nonlinearity and con-

centrated or distributed mass imparts inertial type nonlinearity in the system. As

discussed in the introduction chapter one may observe multiple resonance conditions

due to external excitation and internal resonance due to nearness of the natural fre-

quencies. In these systems one may observe both stable and unstable fixed point

and periodic responses with multiple stable equilibrium points and many bifurcation

points. Also, quasiperiodic and chaotic responses [65] may be observed in this type

of system. A nonlinear vibration based harvesting system brings several advantages

in the power harvesting capabilities as the ambient vibration contains wide range
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of frequencies. Hence these nonlinear vibration based energy harvesters outperform

the linear harvesters.

Geiyer and Kauffman [66] induced chaotic nonlinear phenomena in a bistable piezo-

magnetoelastic energy harvester to increase bandwidth and power output. Chaos

has been observed by Cao et al. [67] in piezomagnetoelastic energy harvester under

the low frequency of excitation when a nonlinear magnetic force is applied. A hybrid

bistable piezoelectric beam energy harvester with internal resonance due to movable

magnet is presented by Yang and Towfighian [68]. An axially loaded, tunable and

clamped-clamped piezoelectric energy harvester (PEH) is presented by Masana and

Daqaq [62] where an improved steady state response, power and frequency band is

achieved by imparting nonlinearity by axial load. Similarly, Harne and Wang [69]

developed a biologically inspired harvesting system by using a dynamic compressive

axial suspension. The system comprised of a simply supported beam in horizontal

position with piezoelectric patches. The axial compression helps in maximizing the

beam bending and enhances the average output power harvested.

Kecik and Borowiec [70] presented an autoparametric energy harvester which con-

sists of a pendulum and a nonlinear oscillator, where they observed that the chaotic

motion of the pendulum generates the highest power as compared to swinging and

rotation. A coupled nonlinear vibro-impact beam system for energy harvesting is

analyzed by Vijayan et al. [71]. The power generated is found to be sensitive with

beam thickness ratio and clearance between beams. A higher power is observed

due to dissimilar mode shapes of the interacting modes. Borowiec [72] analysed the

nonlinear dynamics of vertical beam harvester with tip mass under the harmonic

excitation with an added stochastic component. It has been observed that in non-

linear piezoelectric based harvesters the power output is significantly higher than

those of the linear harvesters.

A cantilever beam with a tip mass is considered as an energy harvester by Rezaei

et al. [73]. An improved resonance bandwidth is observed by applying a nonlinear

cubic restoring force. Scapolan et al. [74] analysed the problem of energy harvesting

as a parametrically excited electromechanical oscillator with nonlinear cubic damp-

ing to extend the dynamic range of the harvester. Tang and Li [75] developed a

two stage vibration energy harvester. When the second stage of higher frequency

is driven by first stage of low frequency under higher acceleration, the first stage
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exhibits chaotic characteristics. Friswell et al. [64] proposed a base excited vertical

cantilever beam with a tip mass for energy harvesting considering cubic and inertial

nonlinearity. Here an improved bandwidth is achieved as compared to linear config-

uration. Litak et al. [76] examined the regular and chaotic responses of a vertical

beam and a tip mass based vibrational energy harvester by varying the tip mass. A

similar model is evaluated under various excitation forces such as purely harmonic,

purely random, and combinations of harmonic and random by Bilgen et al. [77].

Apart from the base excitation, the flow energy is also utilized as an energy source to

develop PEH systems. The next subsection describes the flow induced PEH systems.

2.3.2 Flow induced PEH systems

Galloping is a common phenomenon observed in electrical transmission cable lines.

Davison [78] described this phenomenon in electrical cables. Galloping is self excited

vibration [79] of a flexible structure where the energy associated with the lift force

(acts in the transverse direction) causes negative damping. Hartog and Pieter [80]

explained the criteria for phenomenon of galloping. Apart from overhead transmis-

sion lines the galloping is also observed in tall buildings and space shuttle during

launching. There exist a critical speed (onset of galloping) above which the phe-

nomenon occurs. Galloping [81] and flutter (in air-crafts) phenomena are related to

flow induced instabilities (Päıdoussis et al. [82]). These instabilities have been inves-

tigated [24, 83–86] for energy harvesting purpose. Generally a prismatic structure

attached with a bluff body and piezoelectric patch is employed for harvesting wind

energy.

Before exploring the galloping instability for harvesting purposes researchers used

to study the structural stability against galloping. For example Novak [87] stud-

ied the galloping of prismatic structures. Nayfeh and Abdel-Rohman [23] analysed

a cantilever beam under galloping where a higher order lift force is considered.

Mukhopadhyay and Dugundji [88] examined the response of a slender cantilever

beam under galloping. In this work the response is found to be sensitive with angle

of attack. Alonso and Valero [89] investigated the effect of cross sectional shape of

the bluff bodies on the galloping instability.
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The recent work by Allen and Smits [90], Tang et al. [91], Zhu et al. [92] and Barrero-

Gil et al. [84], further inspired the research studies, where galloping instability is

utilized to extract energy from wind for energy harvesting. Hobeck and Inman [93]

developed a biologically inspired piezoelectric grass which consists of an array of

cantilevers. Abdelkefi et al. [1] studied the performance of PEH system attached

with various bluff body shapes, i.e., D section, square and isosceles triangle with 30◦

and 53◦ angle.

Li et al. [94] reviewed recent PEH systems based on flow induced vibrations from

the future perspective to use existing harvesting technology in the aerospace field

and discussed the drawbacks along with potential implementation challenges. An-

drew and Mahmoodi [95] reviewed designs and methodologies of wind excited PEH

systems. Hamlehdar et al. [96] reviewed the energy harvesting from fluid flow us-

ing piezoelectrics. Flapping foil based flexible flow energy harvesters (Xiao and

Zhu [97]) also attracted the researchers. In the review work presented by Abdelkefi

[17], recent energy harvesters based on aeroelastic vibration mechanisms i.e. flut-

ter, vortex induced vibration, galloping and wake galloping are discussed. In this

work, mathematical models and qualitative and quantitative comparisons are also

reviewed. Another flow induced phenomenon like vortex induced vibration (VIV)

is also explored for energy harvesting in the work of Akaydin et al. [98] and Sun

et al. [99]. Sun et al. [99] studied PEH, utilizing flow energy of water by using VIV

and galloping, here the galloping is found to be superior to the VIV for energy har-

vesting. Flutter [100–103] and wake galloping [104–106] are also explored for energy

transduction.

Different shapes of bluff bodies (Abdelkefi et al. [1]) have been explored for better

performance of the galloping based PEH (GPEH) system. The galloping of rhombic

shaped bluff bodies is investigated by Ibarra et al. [107]. In another study trapezoidal

shape is found to be best suited blunt body shape (Kluger et al. [108]) for energy

harvesting. The regular shapes such as square and rectangular sections have been

studied by many researchers. For example, in the work of Ewere and Wang [109],

square and rectangular sections are compared and square is found to be better than

rectangular one. The bioinspired bluff body is investigated by Ewere et al. [110],

where the galloping velocity can be controlled by wavy profiled bluff body without

any gain in the output power. Javed and Abdelkefi [111] analysed the effect of
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inclination of bluff body on energy harvesting. Inverted piezoelectric flag (Xiao and

Zhu [97], Orrego et al. [112], Shoele and Mittal [113]) is also explored for harvesting

purposes with flexible piezopolymers like PVDF. Kwon [103] used a T shaped PEH

system. Javed and Abdelkefi [114] found that the geometry of bluff body, angle

of attack and aerodynamic force representation impacts the performance of GPEH

system.

Galloping is also utilized in electromagnetic (Zhang et al. [115], Vicente-Ludlam

et al. [116]) and hybrid (Javed and Abdelkefi [111]) energy harvesters. The concur-

rent forced and self-excited hybrid PEH systems [117–122] are also investigated for

performance improvement and harnessing bridge vibration along with galloping.

Perturbation methods like the method of multiple scales [23, 123–125], Krylov-

Bogoliubov [109] and method of normal form [126, 127] have been used to obtain a

closed form solution.

Structural and aerodynamic nonlinearities are exploited in several studies, like, Ab-

delkefi et al. [128] investigated the level of harvested power from aeroelastic vibra-

tions of a cantilever beam attached with a triangular bluff body and is supported by

nonlinear torsional spring. A nonlinear restoring force is considered to improve the

performance of GPEH system by Bibo et al. [125]. In most of the studies a quasi

steady approximation is used to model the fluid forces while in the work of Yan and

Abdelkefi [122] a GPEH system is modeled as nonlinear quasi steady approach. In

this work, the GPEH is analysed under combined forces of wind and base excitation.

Periodic, aperiodic, quasi periodic and chaotic responses are observed.

The effect of galloping on a tall prismatic structure is considered by Abdel-Rohman

[123]. The beam of square cross section considered having two degrees of freedom

(along and across the steady wind). The amplitude in the along wind direction is

found to be small as compared to the across wind transverse amplitude. Generally,

a steady wind condition is considered for simplicity but realistic wind conditions

are mostly turbulent in nature. For more realistic modeling, in the work of Abdel-

Rohman [124], a similar system is analysed under unsteady wind environment where

a single harmonic component is considered as unsteady component for simplicity.

Also, in the work of Zulli and Luongo [129] and Luongo and Zulli [130], unsteady

component of wind with having two frequency components is considered. PEH
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under turbulent air flow is also explored by Kwuimy et al. [131] and [98]. Realistic

wind data maps [132] may be useful to find the average wind speeds at a particular

location, which can help in deciding the design of energy harvesting system.

Many researchers have carried out a literature review on energy harvesting systems

in the last twenty years. In the following section the published review papers related

to energy harvesting systems are briefly discussed.

2.4 Review Works in PEH Systems

This section briefly summarises the work carried out in the review papers published

since the year 2003. The very first review on power scavenging technologies and

conventional energy sources have been presented in the work of Roundy et al. [16].

Here three different conversion mechanisms viz., electro-magnetic, electrostatic, and

piezoelectric have been discussed. Sodano et al. [133] specifically review the vibra-

tion based PEH systems where they suggested to use rechargeable batteries instead

capacitors and emphasised the key areas such as the harvesting circuitry, location

of the harvesting unit, tuning of the power harvesting medium and identification of

practical applications of power harvesting system such as wireless sensor and self

powered damage detection unit for implementation to improve the efficiency of the

system. DuToit et al. [3] developed a coupled electromechanical model to analyze

the response of a PEH system and characterized a few vibrational energy sources

present in the ambient. Experiments were also performed for validation purposes.

Anton and Sodano [7] reviewed the piezoelectric based energy harvesters between

the period of 2003 to 2006. The authors emphasize the need for the development

of a complete harvesting system with useful applications. The focus is given to the

improvement of the harvesting power by piezoelectric configuration, circuit imple-

mentation and storage. They also discussed the ambient source of energy for PEH

from implantable and wearable power supplies, fluid flow energy and MEMS. Few

self powered systems and use of materials other than piezoceramics i.e., PVDF, AFC

(active fiber composite) and MFC (micro fiber composite) for harvesting purposes

are also discussed. One may find a detailed study regarding PVDF material in the

work of Kawai [134].
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Wei and Jing [135] focused on the conversion mechanisms, basic theories and po-

tential applications of vibration based energy harvesters (VEH). Alireza et al. [40]

presented the state of the art of the kinetic energy harvesting by piezoelectric and

electromagnetic transduction mechanisms. Priya [8] discussed the selection of the

piezoelectric materials along with analytical models that have been reported to de-

scribe the efficiency and power of the harvesting system.

Cook-Chennault et al. [58] recognized the potential of VEHs among the regener-

ative sources for several applications such as powering wireless sensors, condition

monitoring, medical implants and smart clothing. Bogue [136] discussed few devel-

oped harvesting modules based on electrodynamic, piezoelectric and thermoelectric

effects. Here it is proposed to use the wireless sensing in the automotive industry

where monitoring of tire pressure can be done by developing a micro generator by

exploiting the motion and vibration of the vehicle itself. Shaikh and Zeadally [137]

reviewed a comprehensive outlook of energy harvesting specifically for wireless sensor

networks (WSNs) from all possible sources in the environment including mechanical

and human motions.

Kim et al. [138] reviewed the VEH with piezoceramics and piezopolymers. They also

discussed some key elements of the energy harvesting process such as electric circuit,

storage, substrate elements (cantilever, cymbal, stack, shell) and their mathematical

modelling. They highlighted the development of flexible piezoelectric material hav-

ing high coupling coefficient and efficient harvesting circuit as main issues that limit

the technological impact of vibration based energy harvesters. The importance of

flexible piezoelectric materials is received well for further development of wearable

electronic devices for biomedical purposes. One may find the recent progress in flex-

ible and stretchable piezoelectric devices for mechanical energy harvesting, sensing

and actuation, in the work of Dagdeviren et al. [139].

Twiefel and Westermann [140] briefly surveyed conversion methods, linear and non-

linear (Bistable/multistable systems, amplitude limiter and active resonance tuning)

harvester systems with an improved electric circuit. The nonlinear bistable systems

are specifically reviewed by Harne and Wang [141], where modeling, analysis ap-

proaches and challenges are discussed. The review work of Xiao and Wang [142] is

broadly divided into linear, nonlinear systems, piezoelectric material, circuits and

large scale energy scavenging.
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Several studies focused on the improvement of harvesting system by tuning the

resonating frequency. In this direction, Zhu et al. [143] presented a review of the

mechanical and electrical tuning strategies for enhancing the capability of harvesters.

Later on Yildirim et al. [144] reviewed the techniques (amplification, resonance tun-

ing and exploiting nonlinear oscillations) for performance enhancement of the PEH.

Ibrahim and Ali [145] presented a comprehensive review of the manual and au-

tonomous frequency tuning methods for PEH systems. Here emphasis is given to

the development of the integrated autonomous (self tunable) harvesters and MEMS

based PEH systems. Li et al. [146] focused on the different aspects such as configu-

rations, materials, electric circuit and optimization for the improvement of PEH.

While hybrid energy harvesting from the interaction of aerodynamic and elastic

forces are reviewed by Abdelkefi [17], Tan et al. [147] focused on recent developments

in VEHs based on MEMS with electromagnetic mechanism. Strategies on improving

efficiency are reviewed by Uchino [148]. Wong et al. [149] summarised specifically

the raindrop energy harvesting with piezoelectrics and through a brief experiment

shows that the bridge type structure is suitable compared to the cantilever due to

high voltage generation.

After exploring the linear regime of vibration, the research focus shifted to explore

the nonlinear vibrations for further improvement in PEH systems. One may find

a detailed review of the utilization of nonlinearity in PEH in the work of Daqaq

et al. [10]. They presented in-depth review of the effect of nonlinearity (inherent

or induced) in VEHs (vibration energy harvesters). They also felt that it would

be interesting to incorporate internal resonance (IR) where modal interactions take

place by energy transfer between them for an effective energy harvesting from low

frequency excitations.

The design and development of PEH systems are required to prior knowledge of the

available energy sources in its surroundings for energy transduction. In the next

section, few ambient energy sources are discussed.
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2.5 Ambient Energy Sources

The sun is the fundamental source of all renewable (flow energies of wind and water

bodies) or non-renewable (coal, oil, gas and chemical) energy sources. Depends

on the scale of harvesting energy, one may classify these sources at the macro or

micro level. A vibration is a form of kinetic energy which is an outcome of repeated

dynamic movement around the equilibrium. This vibrational energy is considered

as a waste and unwanted. Hence early research was focused on mitigation of this

waste energy. Since last decade the researchers are exploring the energy harvesting

from vibration sources by different transduction mechanisms. In the review works

of [16] several energy sources of vibration energy are discussed with approximate

available acceleration values and frequency range. These sources comprise of several

home appliances, car engines, shock absorbers, human activities and structures near

busy roads.

The flow energy of wind is another green source of energy (both macro and mi-

cro level). Wind turbines are used to extract energy on macro scale, while micro

energy is extracted through four basic mechanisms mainly flutter, vortex induced

vibrations (VIV), galloping and wake galloping [17, 150]. Shaikh and Zeadally [137]

found that the energy harvesters can fulfil the energy requirements of microelec-

tronic devices and sensors such as sensor node platforms. The energy harvested

is sufficient to power microelectronic devices and sensors. Yildiz [151] investigated

potential ambient harvesting sources.

Human activities are also a great source of energy to power microelectronic sys-

tems [18]. One can harvest energy from walking, by inserting piezoelectric based

microsystem inside the shoe (Shenck and Paradiso [152], Turkmen and Celik [30]

Mateu and Moll [153]). Monsefi and Inman [154] studied the heartbeat vibration,

which can also be harvested for powering pacemakers. The physical movement of

systems (i.e., computer mouse) may be useful to harvest energy as well (Mikami

et al. [155]) for wireless communications.

Vibration generates pressure waves, which are converted into electric signals by the

human ear. Energy from these acoustic noise signals can be harvested by PVDF

film (Wang et al. [156]). Also, one may harvest energy from pavements [157, 158],
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bridges [159] raindrop impacts [160], friction-induced vibration [161], swirling flows

[162], arterial wall deformations [163], vehicle tyres [37] from textiles [164–166] by

utilizing piezoelectric or other transduction mechanism.

It is essential for a harvesting device that its natural frequencies matches or lies

nearly to that of the source’s frequency of excitation for better energy transfer. The

fundamental frequencies of the systems considered in this work are in the range of

1 to 16 Hz. For example, in case of fundamental frequency of 4 Hz, the system

can harvest energy when the excitation frequency is nearby to the frequencies 1.4

Hz (superharmonic), 8 Hz (principal parametric), 12 Hz (subharmonic) and 16 Hz

(combination parametric resonance of sum type). In such cases the linear system

will be active only when the excitation frequency is nearly equal to the fundamen-

tal frequency itself i.e. only at 4 Hz in this particular case. For the fundamental

frequency range of 1 Hz to 16 Hz the harvester will be active from 0.2 Hz (super-

harmonic resonance with 1 Hz) to 70 Hz (combination parametric resonance of sum

type with natural frequencies 16 Hz and 48 Hz). There are several natural processes

where a frequency bandwidth of 1 to 100 Hz is available for harvesting purpose which

includes vibration in bridges, buildings, moving vehicles on undulated surface, en-

gine and several household appliances. In summary, any system or subsystem with

vibrational energy can be a source of energy for harvesting units. One has to decide

the transduction mechanism for harvesting such available untapped and wasted en-

ergies. In the next section the types of piezoelectric materials and their properties

have been discussed.

2.6 Piezoelectric Material

Piezoelectricity is a property of certain solids (crystals, ceramics and polymers, etc.)

where electricity is a by-product of the application of pressure or force (direct) and

vice-versa (converse). So far the PZT (Lead zirconate titanate, Pb(Zr,Ti)O3) is

widely and extensively used ceramic material for energy harvesting (EH) purpose.

Being ceramic, it is brittle and having Young’s modulus nearly 70 GPa. Flexible

polymer PVDF is also useful in energy harvesting [101]. MFC (Micro fibre com-

posite, developed by NASA) is another flexible piezoelectric material. Aluminum
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nitride (AlN) as Mo/AlN/Mo is used to develop an efficient low frequency ring type

harvesting system (Massaro et al. [167]). Flexible piezoelectric materials find appli-

cations in the field of biomedical [139, 168]. One can find the properties of several

piezoelectric materials in the work of Bhalla et al. [169], Yang et al. [34] and Erturk

and Inman [170].

Sij = sEijklTkl + dkijEk (2.1)

Di = diklTkl + εTikEk (2.2)

Here, field variables T , S, E and D represents the stress, strain, electric field and

electric displacement component respectively. Also dkij, s
E
ijkl and εTik denotes piezo-

electric constant, elastic compliance and permittivity constant respectively. The

Eq. (2.1) and Eq. (2.2) represents the standard form of linear piezoelectric constitu-

tive relations as per the IEEE standard on piezoelectricity [169–171]. The details of

the above mentioned constitutive relations of piezoelectric material that governs the

coupling between mechanical (stress, strain) and electrical (electric field and electric

displacement) domain can be found in the books of [9] and Arnau and Soares [172].

There are three piezoelectric modes, i.e., d31, d33, and d15 which has been explored

for energy harvesting applications. These modes differ in the direction of stress and

field polarization (Kim et al. [173]). The direction of electric field and input strain

in the PZT is perpendicular in d31 mode (Roundy and Wright [174]) and parallel in

d33 mode (Jeon et al. [175]). The generated output AC voltage across the piezoce-

ramic layers is converted into DC voltage by AC-DC converter for energy storing in

capacitors or batteries.

The next section deals with the mathematical modeling and solution strategies of

coupled electromechanical PEH systems.
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2.7 Mathematical Modeling and Solution Strate-

gies

A beam structure [64, 176] or the combination of several beam based PEH systems

[71, 177–180] are commonly used to harvest vibrational energy. Generally, the Eu-

ler–Bernoulli beam theory is used to derive the equation of motion of the coupled

electromechanical system. Theoretical modeling of the PEH devices includes the

structure (substrate) with piezoelectric patches in unimorph or bimorph configura-

tions and electrical behavior. It is the piezoelectric element that coupled the energies

associated with mechanical and electrical domains. For unimorph cases, the neutral

axis shifts and for bimorph patch configuration the neutral axis may (unsymmet-

ric piezoelectric element) or may not (symmetric piezoelectric element) shift. One

may use either force and moment balance method or energy principle to derive the

equation of motion. In the case of force balance method, either Newton’s second

law or D’Alemberts principle may be used. In the energy method, one may use the

Lagrange principle or Extended Hamilton’s principle. In the case of complicated

systems, one may adopt the finite element method [53] to derive the equation of

motion. Gauss’s law [170] is used to find the equation governing the circuit. A

typical governing equation of motion of a PEH system is presented in Eq. (2.3) and

Eq. (2.4).

q̈ + 2ζq̇ + q + αq3 + βqq̇2 + γq2q̈ + ηV = q f1 cos(φ1τ) + f2 cos(φ2τ) (2.3)

V̇ + χV + q̇ = 0 (2.4)

Here q(τ) and V (τ) represents the nondimensional time modulation and voltage re-

spectively. Here ζ, α, (β, γ), η and χ denotes the damping term, coefficient of cubic

term, coefficient of nonlinear inertial terms, coupling term and time constant respec-

tively. While Eq. (2.3) governs the dynamics of cantilever beam with piezoelectric

patches, Eq. (2.4) represents the external circuit equation having only external load

resistance. It may be noted that Eq. (2.3) governs the system under parametric

excitation (when f1 6= 0), direct excitation (when f1 = 0) and combination of both
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parametric and direct excitation (f1 6= 0, f2 6= 0). These nondimensional electrome-

chanical equations are coupled and nonlinear. Equation (2.4) may vary as per the

electric elements such as reluctance and capacitance involves in the external elec-

tric circuit. It may be noted that in the absence of α, β and γ terms, the Eq. (2.3)

becomes linear. The mathematical modeling of the PEH system can be expressed ei-

ther as a lumped (discrete) parameter [3, 16, 21, 48, 174] or continuous (distributed)

parameter models [14, 62, 64, 176, 181].

In the case of cantilever beam, large transverse displacement leads to a nonlinear

curvature and displacement relation, which involves the cubic nonlinearity into the

system. An attached mass is associated with the existing inertial nonlinearities

(Friswell et al. [64], Kar and Dwivedy [12], Zavodney and Nayfeh [182]). Thus

the governing equations of motion of the system become coupled, nonlinear and

electromechanical. Thus a different analytical approach is required to obtain closed

form solutions of the governing equations. One may find the detailed derivation

approach in the work of Erturk and Inman [170], Erturk and Inman [176] and Friswell

et al. [64]) for the development of governing equations by distributed parameter

modelling. In most of the literature only single mode approximation is adopted for

analysis. The next subsection discusses the forcing in PEH systems.

2.7.1 Forcing in PEH systems

The vibration characteristics of the host structure are mathematically modelled as

forced excitation of the associated PEH system. The mechanical energy is repre-

sented in several ways, i.e., direct, parametric, stochastic, negative damping (lift

force to bluff body) etc.

2.7.1.1 Direct excitation

In the case of direct excitation, the loading on the structure and the displacement

of the structure takes place in the same direction. It is the most explored excitation

to harvest energy so far (Roundy et al. [16], Erturk and Inman [176], Friswell et al.

[64]). It may be harmonic (single or multifrequency) or stochastic in nature. The

resonance plays an important role in deciding the energy transduction efficiency of
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the harvesting unit. In the case of lock-in, where the external and systems frequency

coincides, the amplitude becomes high. The linear vibration based systems must be

tuned near to the frequency of excitation.

2.7.1.2 Parametrically excited PEH systems

Generally, in parametrically excited system, the direction of external excitation and

response are orthogonal to each other. In such systems the governing differential

equation of motion, the time varying excitation term, appears the coefficient of the

response of the system. A small parametric excitation [11, 13, 183] can produce a

large response when the frequency of excitation is away from the principal frequency

of the system. When the excitation frequency is twice that of first natural frequency

of the system, then principal parametric resonance occurs. In recent times, the linear

and nonlinear energy harvesting systems under direct base excitation is extensively

explored. Though a large quantity of literature is available on forced excitation

of the system; however, very few studies focus on the investigation of the energy

harvesting through parametric excitation. The parametrically excited multimodal

system may exhibit the combination parametric resonance of sum and difference type

[13]. Faraday [184] observed the parametric excitation while Mathieu [185] treated

the phenomenon mathematically [186]. The existence of a time varying coefficient

in the differential equation is the characteristic of parametrically excited systems

[20]. There are several dynamical systems where parametric resonance occurs [187]

and cause danger to the system. Mechanical amplification [188–190] is also one

of the characteristics of such systems. Existence of such phenomenon in systems

such as ships rolling [191], pipes conveying fluids [192], rail corrugation [193] and

rail vibration and noise [194] causes instabilities. In some cases such as flutter

suppression [195], quenching of self-excited vibration [196, 197], enhanced damping

properties [198] and vibration suppression in drive systems [199], it acts as stabilizer

as well. It also helps in improving the sensitivity of sensors [200, 201].

By using the lumped mass approach, Daqaq et al. [21] studied the parametrically

excited nonlinear PEH system, which consists of a cantilever beam with a tip mass.

Here the effect of electromechanical coupling and load resistance on the output volt-

age, power and critical excitation level are analysed. Experiments are performed to
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validate the results where the beam is kept in horizontal position. A similar system is

analysed by Abdelkefi et al. [181] by considering distributed parameter model. The

effect of piezoelectric coefficients and quadratic air damping on harvested power are

investigated. Jia et al. [202] investigated the feasibility of a parametrically excited

electromagnetic based energy harvester system where a significant improvement in

power and frequency bandwidth is achieved. In an investigation of the dynamics of a

cubic nonlinear Mathieu type equation, Alevras et al. [203] suggested that the para-

metrically excited systems as an energy harvester can be very robust one for broad

frequency range. The nonlinear and nonplanar cantilever beam, when subjected to

parametric excitation exhibits complex response behaviours [204]. The parametri-

cally excited systems caused by time varying damper [74] enhance bandwidth and

power of the harvester as compared to the conventional directly excited systems.

Yildirim et al. [22] investigated an array of parametrically excited beam systems,

and here, a significant increase in the bandwidth is reported. The system is suited

for low frequency operations and each beam provides output power in the mW

range. Yildirim et al. [205] designed and developed a parametrically excited, fixed-

fixed nonlinear energy harvester beam system with a point mass at the center.

The harvester shows the linear and nonlinear behaviour at primary and principal

parametric resonances, respectively. A wideband frequency range is observed due to

nonlinear and parametric effects. Karami et al. [206] investigated a parametrically

excited PEH system, where the rotation of the blades induces magnetic force to the

beam based harvester.

Autoparametric vibration phenomenon is also utilized for energy transduction pur-

pose [207] where parametric and autoparametric base excitation shows the superior-

ity over direct excitation. Yan and Hajj [208] also exploited the autoparametric base

excitation to develop a cantilever based combined absorber and harvester system.

Similarly, a combined autoparametric system (absorber and harvester) is examined

by Kecik and Borowiec [70]. The system comprises of pendulum and oscillator and

the chaotic pendulum motion gives the highest output voltage.

Higher order parametric excitation can also be explored as energy harvesters in

MEMS systems at high frequencies [209]. Bobryk and Yurchenko [210] reported

a significantly improved performance of energy harvester when subjected to the

random parametric excitation. Li et al. [211] studied the coherence resonance of
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buckled PEH under the stochastic parametric excitation. The nonlinear dynamics

of a cantilever beam with parametric excitation [12, 27, 182, 212–215] is analysed

extensively, where rich nonlinear behaviours, i.e., secondary resonances, bifurcations

and chaos have been observed.

2.7.1.3 Stochastic excitation

The behaviour of external excitation can be classified broadly into two domains i.e.

deterministic and stochastic. Since the ambient is full of random excitations, several

studies focused on energy harvesting from stochastic excitation. Daqaq [45] studied

the harvester with cubic geometric nonlinearity, under Gaussian white and colored

excitations. It has been demonstrated that the damping and inertia nonlinearities

may enhance the harvester’s performance. Litak et al. [216] analysed a bistable

magnetopiezoelastic energy harvester excited by Gaussian white noise. A similar

system is investigated by Kumar et al. [217]. Where the corresponding Fokker-

Planck (FP) equation is analyzed. It is observed that the solution approach using

Fokker-Planck (FP), reduces computational time significantly [218].

The magnetoelastic harvester is observed under white Poisson noise with nonlin-

earity Khovanova and Khovanov [219] and it has been found that the system per-

formance depends on nonlinearity and ambient energy. Improved performance is

obtained under random impulsive excitation for monostable and bistable system.

Chunbo et al. [220] investigated a cantilever beam based PEH with vertical stochas-

tic excitation where an improvement in efficiency is reported. Bobryk and Yurchenko

[210] explored random ambient excitation along with telegraphic noise as paramet-

ric excitation to enhance the harvesting capabilities of linear harvester. An inverted

beam based PEH system with a tip mass is analysed by Borowiec et al. [221], which

is excited by stochastic resonance. In the following section PEH systems with flow

induced vibration have been described.
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2.7.1.4 Flow induced excitation

The kinetic energy available in the fluid is another source of energy that has been

utilized for energy harvesting purposes. Fluid phenomena such as galloping (Barrero-

Gil et al. [84], Sirohi and Mahadik [24]), vortex induced vibration (VIV), wake

galloping [104–106, 150] and flutter [101] have been explored in developing PEH

systems.

2.7.1.5 Simultaneous excitation

Simultaneous excitation, i.e., direct with parametric excitation or direct with gal-

loping [222], provides more opportunities to the PEH system for ambient energy

harvesting. Several recent studies involve the analysis of PEH system under such

simultaneous excitations. A combination of parametric and direct excitation is stud-

ied by Xia et al. [223], where direct excitation helps in overcoming the necessity of

threshold amplitude of excitation to parametric excitation. In another work, rich

dynamic responses are observed (Yan and Abdelkefi [122], [6]) when concurrent gal-

loping and base excitations provide input energy to the harvester. In the next section

resonance conditions used to harvest energy in PEH systems have been discussed.

2.7.2 Explored resonance conditions

This section deals with the proposed and developed PEH systems where different

resonance conditions are utilized for energy harvesting. These resonance conditions

include primary resonance, secondary resonances (subharmonic, superharmonic) for

direct excitation and principal parametric and combination parametric resonance

conditions for parametrically excited systems. The reason behind exploring differ-

ent resonance conditions is because the ambient vibration contains a wide range of

excitation frequencies and when any of these frequencies match, the natural frequen-

cies of the system resonance occur. It may be noted that the harvesting of energy is

possible during the resonance conditions only. The presence of more than one nat-

ural frequency and mode produces physical phenomena such as internal resonance,

combinational resonance, saturation and the existence of periodic responses to a
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periodic excitation. These can be utilized to harness more power. In the following

subsection literature related to the primary and secondary resonance conditions has

been reviewed.

2.7.2.1 Primary and secondary resonance

Primary resonance occurs when the frequency of external excitation coincides with

one of the natural frequencies of the system. Away from the resonance condition,

the response amplitude, and hence the output voltage reduces significantly. Hence

Cheng et al. [224] used self tuning and Niri and Salamone [225] used passive tuning

method to enhance the output voltage of the PEH. Available narrow bandwidth also

limits the harvester functionality. Tadesse et al. [226] has proposed to separately

excite the multiple modes of linear harvester for enhanced performance. Qi et al.

[227] proposed that with an array of beams one can harvest energy with multiple

resonance conditions simultaneously. Generally the natural frequencies are separated

with a large bandwidth, but by utilizing a flexible attachment to the harvester

(Seo et al. [228]) or folded configuration (Gong et al. [229]), one may bring the

natural frequencies closer within a practical range. By using a magnetic forces,

several authors (Leland and Wright [230], Challa et al. [231], Al-Ashtari et al. [232])

proposed a frequency tunable technique in PEH systems.

Nonlinear harvesting systems are capable of harvesting not only under primary res-

onance but also under secondary resonance conditions. For example in Leadenham

and Erturk [178] the superharmonic resonance condition is explored. The limited

literature suggests that these secondary resonances are lesser explored for harvesting

applications. In the next subsection literature related to internal resonance has been

covered.

2.7.2.2 Internal resonance

Nonlinearity brings an interesting dynamic phenomenon i.e., internal resonance (IR)

in multimode systems. While in the case of linear systems the different modes can

be excited separately by adjusting the external excitation but in nonlinear systems

coupling among different modes is possible [26, 233–235]. Internal resonance arises
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when the modal frequencies are in integer relationship with each other. For example

if the second modal frequency is near twice the 1st mode frequency, one may observe

1:2 internal resonance condition. In other words, these commensurable or nearly

commensurable frequency ratios [25] causes mode coupling phenomenon [71] and

energy transfer takes place between participating modes of the system. This leads to

periodic, quasi-periodic, and chaotic responses [12, 26, 27, 233, 236]. Such responses

attracted scientific community from time to time and inspired them to apply internal

resonance conditions in multi-dimensional interconnected systems for a large number

of application fields.

Recent developments in nonlinear energy harvesting systems show that the mecha-

nism of internal resonance can be utilized to improve the energy harvesting capa-

bilities of harvester systems. Perhaps the consideration of internal resonance is less

explored in order to harvest more energy over wide bandwidth in the field of en-

ergy harvesting from vibration. The commensurate modal frequencies can be used to

broaden the steady state bandwidth Chen et al. [237] due to nonlinear energy transfer

which occurs among the commensurate modes. In order to seek better performance

in the field of PEH, few recently developed systems [179, 237–239] incorporated the

internal resonance condition of 1:2. Similarly, Yan and Hajj [208] investigated an

autoparametric vibration based PEH for enhanced frequency bandwidth. Where the

frequency ratio of beam to base structure is taken as one half that causes the beam

motion. A hybrid PEH system with internal resonance (1:2) is explored by Yang

and Towfighian [68], where an axially movable magnet based bistable configuration

is analysed. It is observed that large magnetization moment and closely placed mag-

nets lead to wide bandwidth. Xiong et al. [240] achieved 1:2 internal resonance by

incorporating an auxiliary oscillator to the main nonlinear harvester and they have

shown experimentally that 130% improvement in bandwidth can be achieved. In all

these internal resonance based PEH systems an auxiliary system is attached to the

main system in such a way that the combined system exhibits internal resonance.

To enhance the steady state bandwidth limit, an axially loaded energy harvester with

1:2 internal resonance is studied by Jiang et al. [238]. Chen et al. [237] considered the

1:2 internal resonance with L-shaped energy harvester to improve the bandwidth.

An autoparametric vibration based energy harvester is investigated by Yan and Hajj

[208], where nonlinear response enhances the frequency bandwidth. Inspired from
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the trees which exploit nonlinear mechanisms such as multimodal frequency distri-

butions and nonlinearities to damp out the vibrations caused by aerodynamic forces,

Harne et al. [179] studied L-shaped vibration energy harvesting system under pure

harmonic, mixed harmonic and stochastic excitations which exploits the 1:2 inter-

nal resonance. The robustness and practicality of utilizing nonlinear mechanism

to enhance the performance of energy harvesting systems are investigated analyti-

cally, numerically, and experimentally. Xu and Tang [239] proposed a piezoelectric

cantilever beam attached with a pendulum for multi-directional energy harvesting

purposes. System dynamics is analysed for 1:2 internal resonance which is due to

nonlinear coupling between cantilever beam and the pendulum. L-shaped beam-

mass structure with quadratic nonlinearity tuned to two-to-one internal resonance

is studied by Cao et al. [241] for bandwidth enhancement. Alazmi et al. [242] ex-

amined the vibration and voltage response of an electromagnetic ferrofluid-based

vibratory energy harvester with primary and a 1:2 internal resonance conditions.

Rocha et al. [243] presented a two degree of freedom frame structure for energy har-

vesting with nonlinear piezoelectric material which exhibits 1:2 internal resonance

between symmetric and the sway modes. Chen and Jiang [244] proposed a new pos-

sibility to enhance energy harvesting by tuning harvesters at the internal resonance

of 1:2. Recent experimental work of Shaw et al. [245] provides valuable insight into

frequency responses of nonlinear systems consists of a cantilever beam with a non-

linear spring at the tip with deliberately induced 1:3 internal resonance. Complex

dynamics of periodic and quasi periodic response have been observed. The Effi-

ciency of PEH systems is increased by the application of internal resonance Chunbo

et al. [220]. Mode coupling leads to interaction and energy transfer between higher

and lower modes. Here a cantilever beam is considered under vertical stochastic

excitation.

2.7.3 Solution strategies

Apart from numerical methods, some analytical methods are useful while solving

nonlinear equations of motion. Some analytical methods include harmonic balance

method and perturbation methods such as the method of averaging, the Lindstedt-

Poincarè technique and the method of multiple scales (MMS) etc. to solve the
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nonlinear governing temporal equation of motion [13, 246]. The method of multiple

scale technique provides transient as well as steady state response. It helps to

access the stability of steady state solution. It can also give information related

to the response of the harmonics of the forcing frequency [15]. The perturbation

technique of MMS [21, 181, 247] is widely used for finding closed form solutions

of the harvesters. Finite element method is also adopted [248–251, 251–253] for

analysing the PEH system.

2.8 Miscellaneous PEH Systems

Some miscellaneous PEH systems are also explored for energy harvesting which in-

cludes the excitation force by moving load [254, 255], impact [47, 256–259], oscillating

ball [260, 261] and by magnetic plucking (Xue and Roundy [262]).

Several studies focused on the geometric alterations [54, 55, 263–270] for performance

improvement of energy harvesting systems. Other unconventional shapes such as L

shaped [177, 179, 237], M shaped [178], U shaped [249], E shaped [180, 271, 272],

T shaped [103] and trunk shaped beam structure [273] are also explored for energy

harvesting.

Few studies involve the development of bioinspired PEH system [93, 97, 273–280]

as well. It has been observed that there exist enormous possibilities for energy

harvesting through piezoelectric materials. Completely developed and deployable

harvesting system (harvester with sensor/actuator) is not only useful but undoubt-

edly commercially viable as well.

2.9 Electrical Circuits

Electrical circuits are an integral part of PEH systems. The AC-DC rectifier, voltage

regulator and energy storage unit are basic components of an electric circuit (Li

et al. [146]). A DC-DC converter (buck, boost etc.) may also be used to provide a

regulated output voltage. Also, there has been attempts to develop efficient electrical

circuits as well. Like in the work of Ramadass and Chandrakasan [281], bias-flip
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rectifier and shared inductor is used instead of more common full-bridge rectifiers.

An improvement in the power extraction capability is reported with reduced no

of passive components due to shared inductor. To reduce the voltage drop across

the full wave diode bridge rectifiers, an asynchronous full-wave rectifier is explored

[282] for use with multiple piezo-generators. In an another study [283], Schottky

diode bridge rectifier and double voltage divider circuit is employed in a harvesting

circuit for power amplification. Le et al. [284] presented several circuit designs

and comparison been made, where a full wave synchronous rectification is found to

perform better than others. in a recent study Adhikari et al. [285] studied a VIV

based PEH system under random field where it is found that there exist an optimal

value of inductor at which the mean power becomes maximum when an inductor is

applied parallel to the load resistance. Similarly, electrical circuits of PEH systems

has been studied for various interfacing circuits [286], for better understanding,

improvement [287] and energy optimization.

Generally capacitors [56], supercapacitors [288, 289] and rechargeable batteries [289–

291] have been used as an energy storage element. Leakage resistance [289] and

the piezoelectric element influences the efficiency of the storage unit. Capacitors

are not suitable for continuous power supply since they provide power in short

burst [292]. However the requirement of certain minimum output voltage does not

apply to capacitors as compared to batteries. So far the rechargeable batteries and

supercapacitors [293, 294] are found to be suitable as an energy storage unit for

PEH systems. Commercially available energy harvesting integrated circuits are also

utilized as electric circuits in PEH systems [295, 296].

For more basic understanding, specifically related to the electrical circuits, one may

go through the work of Ottman et al. [297, 298].

2.10 Summary and Identification of Research Gaps

In most of the literature base excited cantilever beam with piezoelectric patches is

considered for analysis as an energy harvester. The beam is generally modelled as

an Euler-Bernoulli beam. While in most cases small curvature is considered in some
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cases moderately large curvature is taken which gives rise to geometric nonlinear-

ity in the system. In some studies tip mass is considered to enhance the bending

effect to generate higher output voltage and power. The governing coupled elec-

tromechanical equation of motion of such systems is either that of a forced with/or

parametrically excited system with or without nonlinearity. Most of the linear har-

vesting system operates near the resonance condition. As the ambient vibration

has a broad bandwidth of frequency so these linear harvesters are not suitable for

producing energy in a wider range of frequency. So in such cases one may go for

nonlinear forced vibration based harvester where multiple resonance conditions such

as simple resonance, superharmonic and subharmonic resonance conditions. Fur-

ther one may increase the bandwidth by using the concept of parametric excitation

where principal parametric and combination parametric resonance conditions can

be explored. As these phenomena are not yet explored, hence there is need to study

the dynamics of such systems for enhanced performance of the harvester. While

in most of the cases, only single mode approximation is taken for the analysis, few

researchers also studied systems with more number of modes. In some cases these

modes are having integer relations giving rise to internal resonance conditions of 1:1

and 1:2. Such internal resonance conditions can be achieved by attaching a mass

at arbitrary position in the cantilever beam. While the dynamics of the cantilever

beam without piezoelectric patch having attached mass either at the tip or at ar-

bitrary position have been widely studied similar studies have not been carried out

for piezoelectric embedded cantilever beam for energy harvesting purpose. Hence

there is a need to carry out the nonlinear dynamic analysis of the PEH system

with different types of internal resonance conditions (e.g., 1:3 internal resonance).

While most of the experimental work focused on PEH with forced vibration with

simple resonance conditions, very few experimental studies have been carried out

on parametric excitation based PEH. So there is a need to carry out experiments

to validate the theoretical findings. The position of the attached mass is chosen in

such a way that the ratio between the first two frequencies is commensurable, which

leads to the existence of internal resonance of 1:3 between first two frequencies of

the beam system. Hence a two mode approximation is adopted here for the dynamic

analysis. Due to modal interaction, energy transfer between modes takes place. The

system considered in the analysis is inspired by the work of Zavodney and Nayfeh

[182] and Dwivedy and Kar [27]. The present system is compact as compared to the
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systems where internal resonance between multiple beam elements are considered.

All these factors lead to the development of complex and coupled nonlinear equa-

tions of motion. Also the existence of geometric, inertial nonlinearity along with 1:3

internal resonance brings the possibility of multiple resonance conditions other than

primary resonance, i.e., principal parametric, combination parametric, subharmonic

and superharmonic resonances.

The researchers separately explored the PEH system under parametric excitation

and systems involving internal resonance. However, the system with parametric

excitation and internal resonance brings rich dynamical responses i.e. quasiperiodic

and chaotic [12, 27, 236]. This combination has not been explored to date for energy

scavenging. The parametric excitation can be of the type of principal parametric

and combination parametric.

The governing spatio-temporal equation of motion is determined, which is reduced to

its temporal form by using generalized Galerkin’s method. The method of multiple

scales (MMS) is used to solve the resulting equations of motion to obtain the steady

state response and voltage. Here the system is analyzed under principal parametric

and combination parametric resonance conditions. By utilizing parametric excita-

tion and internal resonance conditions here, an attempt has been made to harvest

the vibration energy for a wide range of frequencies. To perform experimental anal-

ysis, an in-house shaker is designed and developed to provide base excitation to the

system. Experimental studies are performed to understand the dynamics along with

challenges posed by parametrically excited system on the voltage and power output

across a load resistance.

Finally, the present system configuration is also studied under the effect of flow

induced instability, which is the phenomena of galloping. The energy transduction

requires an attachment of the bluff body with a slender structure. In the present

study, two bluff bodies having D and triangular sections are considered for dynamic

analysis. In most of the literature, only steady wind conditions are explored for

energy transduction purposes. However in the present work the effect of both steady

and unsteady wind speeds is investigated on the dynamics of the system. The mass

of the bluff body is also taken into account and since the beam is in inverted position

the effect of gravity affects the dynamics of the system. In all the previous studies

the bluff body is placed at the top of the slender structure. While in the present work
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the mathematical modeling and the experiment, both accommodated the variation

in the position of the bluff body along the beam. By this variation the frequency of

the system can be adjusted. The effect on the dynamics of the bluff body position

is investigated. A comparative study between D and triangular section bluff body is

also presented. The parametric study involves the effect of the variations of steady

wind speed, unsteady wind speed component and external load resistance. The

experiments of the harvester under steady state wind conditions are also performed

in the wind tunnel facility. The output voltage and power are measured for different

system parameters. The unsteady wind state is modeled by a simplistic model of

harmonic variations in the steady state wind condition. Such kind of model can also

be employed to the systems exposed to the wake galloping phenomena. Also, it is

notable that the unsteady wind component brings the parametric instability into

the system caused by galloping.

The present investigation explores the piezoelectric energy transduction under two

kinds of known instabilities viz., parametric excitation and galloping phenomena

which, in general are to be avoided. This work may find applications in health mon-

itoring of the machine components and civil structures like bridges and high rise

buildings. The present system may be attached to vehicles under undulated roads

and train in motion as well. The galloping based PEH system (GPEH) can be em-

ployed in remote locations also. Also, both excitation forces of parametric excitation

and galloping are available in bridges, which can be explored for harvesting. The

objective of the present work is mentioned in the following section.

2.11 Objectives of the Present Work

Taking into consideration of the gaps from the current state-of-the-art literature the

objectives of the present work are as follows.

• To study the nonlinear dynamics of a base excited piezoelectric based energy har-

vester with parametric and internal resonance conditions to generate voltage for a

wide range of frequencies.

• To study the nonlinear dynamics of galloping based piezoelectric energy harvester

under flow-induced vibration with uniform and time-varying wind flow.
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To achieve these objectives, the following studies are performed.

• Nonlinear dynamic analysis of parametrically excited piezoelectric energy harvester

under principal parametric resonance and 1:3 internal resonance conditions.

• Nonlinear dynamic analysis of piezoelectric energy harvester under combination

parametric resonance of summed type and 1:3 internal resonance conditions.

• Design and development of experimental setup to investigate the dynamics of a base

excited piezoelectric energy harvester system.

• Study the dynamics of piezoelectric based energy harvester under steady and un-

steady wind flow, through analytical and experimental investigations.
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Chapter 3

Piezoelectric Energy Harvester

under Principal Parametric and

1:3 Internal Resonance

3.1 Introduction

As discussed in the previous chapter, most of the energy harvesters comprised of a

base excited cantilever beam with piezoelectric patches with or without tip mass.

Inspired from the work of Zavodney and Nayfeh [182] and Dwivedy and Kar [27]

where the nonlinear dynamics of the harmonically base excited cantilever beam with

an attached mass at an arbitrary position is studied, the present work explores the

possibility of utilizing similar system for an energy harvesting purpose by attaching

bimorph piezoelectric patches. In the present work the coupled electromechanical

nonlinear governing equation of motion is derived. It is reduced to its temporal

form by using a generalized Galerkin principle. The method of multiple scales is

used to solve the resulting equation of motion to obtain the steady state response

and voltage. Here the system is considered with principal parametric and 1:3 internal

resonance conditions to harvest the vibration energy for a wide range of frequencies.

The results are compared with the existing literature and it is observed that the

proposed harvester yields higher voltage and power.

37
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3.2 Mathematical Modeling

A slender cantilever beam of length L with uniform rectangular cross sectional area

having mass attached at a distance of d from the fixed end is subjected to a harmonic

base excitation of z(t) = Z0 cos(Ωt) as shown in Fig. 3.1. Piezoelectric patches are

attached to both the faces of the beam. Euler-Bernoulli beam equation is used

for mathematical modeling. Considering an arbitrary point at a distance, s from

the base, the transverse and axial displacements can be given by v(s, t) and u(s, t)

respectively. The displacement-curvature relation of the beam is nonlinear due to

large oscillation of the beam which can be represented by using geometrical and

inertial nonlinearities. The bending moment at a distance, s from the fixed base can

dξ L

s
d

ξ

y, v

x, u

u(ξ,t) v(ξ,t)

m

Rl

z(t)=z0 cos Ωt

substrate

tp
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bs=bp

tp

z

v

MFC

Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of the energy harvester

be written as follows [182].

M(s) = EbIbκ(s, t) ≈ EbIbv
′′
(

1 +
1

2
v′2
)

(3.1)

Where the curvature κ(s, t) is expressed in the following form.

κ(s, t) =
∂ϕ(s)

∂s
=

v′′

cosϕ
=

v′′√
1− v′2
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Here Eb, Ib and ( )′ denotes the Young’s modulus of the substrate, moment of inertia

of the substrate and the differentiation with respect to s, respectively. Also ϕ(s)

denotes the rotation of the beam at a distance s from the base which can be expressed

in terms of axial and transverse displacement as sinϕ = v′, cosϕ = (1− v′2)1/2. By

expressing the moment in the beam M(s) as the sum of all external moments as

follows.

M(s) = −
∫ L

s

{[ρ+mδ (ξ − d)] v̈ + cv̇}
(∫ ξ

s

cos(ϕ)dη

)
dξ︸ ︷︷ ︸

M1

−
∫ L

s

{ρ+mδ (ξ − d)} [ü− g]

(∫ ξ

s

sin(ϕ)dη

)
dξ︸ ︷︷ ︸

M2

+

∫ L

s

J0δ (ξ − d) ϕ̈dξ︸ ︷︷ ︸
M3

+

−ts/2∫
−tp−ts/2

{
Ep

(
−yv′′

(
1 +

1

2
v′2
))
− e31Ee

}
bpydy+

tp+ts/2∫
ts/2

{
Ep

(
−yv′′

(
1 +

1

2
v′2
))
− e31Ee

}
bpydy

︸ ︷︷ ︸
M4

(3.2)

By following the work of Zavodney and Nayfeh [182], Erturk and Inman [170] and

Dwivedy and Kar [27] the internal moment M(s) in the beam can be expressed

as the sum of total external moment due to lateral (M1) and longitudinal (M2)

inertia of beam element dξ and attached mass m and due to rotary inertia of at-

tached mass (M3) and stress developed in the piezoelectric patches due to bending

which spanned the whole length of the beam (M4). Here subscript ‘b’ and ‘p’ de-

notes the terms related to ‘beam substrate’ and ‘piezoelectric patch’ respectively.

Here ρ, Ep, e31 and Ee denotes the mass per unit length, the Young’s modulus of

piezoelectric element, piezoelectric constant and Electric field respectively. The in-

extensibility condition u(s, t) = 1
2

∫ s

0

{v′(ξ, t)}2
dξ + z(t) [299] is used to express the

axial displacement u(s, t) in terms of the longitudinal displacement v(s, t). After

double differentiating the moment equation with respect to ‘s’ one can obtain the
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governing equation of motion in the following form.

[ρ+mδ(s− d)] vtt + cvt + EI [vssss + {vs(vsvss)s}s]− [J0δ(s− d)(vs)tt]s

− (Nvs)s −HssηV̄ (t) = 0
(3.3)

The coupled electromechanical circuit equation with parallel connection for bimorph

configuration can be expressed as follows [170].

Cp
dV̄ (t)

dt
+
V̄ (t)

2Rl

− ip(t) = 0 (3.4)

Here,

ρ=ρbAb + 2ρpAp, EI = EbIb + EpIp, H = [H(s)−H(s− L)],

N=
1

2
ρ

∫ L

s

[∫ ξ

0

(v2
s)ttdη

]
dξ +

1

2
m

∫ L

s

δ(ξ − d)

[∫ ξ

0

(v2
s)ttdη

]
dξ

+m(ztt − g)

∫ L

s

δ(ξ − d)dξ+ρL
(

1− s

L

)
(ztt − g)

−J0δ(ξ − d)

{
1

2
vsttv

2
s + vsv

2
st

}
, Cp =

êbpLp
tp

,

ip(t)=−
2∑

n=1

e31
tp + tb

2
bp

Lp∫
0

(vss)tds, η =
e31bp
tp

[(
tp +

tb
2

)2

− tb
2

4

]

Ib=
bbtb

3

12
, Ip =

2

3
bp

[(
tp +

tb
2

)3

−
(
tb

3

8

)]
, Ab = bbtb, Ap = bptp

The boundary conditions for the present cantilever beam system are expressed in

the following form.

v(0, t) = 0, vs(0, t) = 0, vss(L, t) = 0, vsss(L, t) = 0 (3.5)

Here, g, c, z, ξ, δ, H and V̄ denotes the acceleration due to gravity, the coeffi-

cient of viscous damping, the displacement of the base, the variable of integration

along the beam length, the Dirac delta function, the Heaviside function and the

voltage across load resistance respectively. Also bb, bp, tb, tp, Ab, Ap, Ip, ê, Cp and

Rl are respectively, the width of beam, width of piezo-patch, thickness of beam,
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thickness of piezo-patch, area of cross section of beam, area of cross section of piezo-

patch, moment of inertia of piezo patch, permittivity at constant strain, piezoelectric

capacitance and load resistance. As per Galerkin’s method with two mode approx-

imation, the transverse displacement v(s, t) of the beam is represented by using a

scaling factor r, time modulation q(t) and shape function ψ(s) of the beam [182] as

follows.

v(s, t) =
∞∑
n=1

r ψn(s)qn(t) (3.6)

The following non-dimensional parameters are used in the further study.

x =
s

L
, β =

d

L
, τ = θ1t, ωn =

θn
θ1

, λ =
r

L
, µ =

m

ρL
, Γ =

Z0

Zr

J =
J0

ρLr2
, φ =

Ω

θ1

, V̄ (t) = rvV (t), rv =
K̄1r

Cp
, Kn =

K̄nr

Cprv

ηn =
−ηrv

ρ~nθ2
1rεL

2

{
−dψn
dx

∣∣∣∣
x=0

+
dψn
dx

∣∣∣∣
x=1

}
, χ =

1

2Cpθ1Rl

ip(t) = −
2∑

n=1

rθ1K̄n
dqn(τ)

dτ
, K̄n = e31

tp + tb
2

bp
L

1∫
0

d2ψn(x)

dx2
dx

Using the above nondimensional parameters the following nonlinear coupled elec-

tromechanical temporal governing equations of motion are obtained.

q̈n + 2εζnq̇n + ω2
nqn + ε

∞∑
k,l,m

{αnklmqlqm + βnklmq̇lq̇m + γnklmqlq̈m} qk+εηnV (τ)

−ε
∞∑
m=1

fnmqm cos(φτ) = 0

(3.7)

V̇ (τ) + χV (τ) +
2∑

n=1

Knq̇n = 0 (3.8)

In the absence of piezoelectric patches and considering only single mode approxima-

tion, the equation of motion of the system reduces to that of the model investigated

theoretically and experimentally by Zavodney and Nayfeh [182]. Also with two mode

approximation the governing equation of motion without piezoelectric patches re-

duces to that of Kar and Dwivedy [12]. The coefficients are defined in Appendix

A.
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3.3 Solution of Temporal Equation

A uniform first order approximate solution of Eq. (3.7) is obtained by using the

standard method of multiple scales [12, 13, 182, 300]. The time dependence can be

expressed in to multiple time scales as Tn = εnτ where ε is a book keeping parameter.

The time derivative can be expressed as follows.

d

dτ
= D0 + εD1 +O(ε2),

d2

dτ 2
= D2

0 + 2εD0D1 +O(ε2), Dn =
∂

∂Tn
(3.9)

The solution of the system can be expanded in the following form.

qn(τ ; ε) = qn0 (T0, T1) + εqn1 (T0, T1) +O(ε2) (3.10)

V (τ) = V0 (T0, T1) + εV1 (T0, T1) +O
(
ε2
)

(3.11)

By substituting Eq. (3.9), (3.10) and (3.11) in Eq. (3.7) and further equating the

coefficient of ε0 and ε1 equal to zero, yields the following set of equations.

O(ε0) :

D2
0qn0 + ω2

nqn0 = 0 (3.12)

D0V0 + χV0 = −
∞∑
n=1

KnD0qn0 (3.13)

O(ε1) :

D2
0qn1 + ω2

nqn1 = −


2ζnD0qn0 + 2D0D1qn0 −

∞∑
n,m=1

fnmqm0 cosφτ

+ηnV0 +
∑
klm


αnklmqk0ql0qm0

+βnklmqk0D0ql0D0qm0

+γnklmqk0ql0D
2
0qm0




(3.14)

D0V1 + χV1 = −D0V0 −K1 (D0q11 +D1q10)−K2 (D0q21 +D1q20) (3.15)

The solution of differential equations of O(ε0) is obtained as follows.

qn0 = An(T1) exp(iωnT0) + cc (3.16)
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V0 = −
2∑

n=1

KnZnAn(T1) exp(iωnT0) + cc (3.17)

Here cc is the complex conjugate of the preceding terms and An(T1) is an unknown

complex function to be determined. Using Eq. (3.16) and (3.17) into Eq. (3.14) the

following secular and near secular terms are obtained which should be eliminated

for finite amplitude of response of the system.

n = 1 :
1

2

(
f12A2e

i(−φ+ω2)T0 + f11Ā1e
i(φ−ω1)T0

)
−Q12A2Ā

2
1e
i(−2ω1+ω2)T0

+eiω1T0

(
−2iω1

(
ζ1A1 + A

′

1

)
+ η1K1Z1A1 −

2∑
j=1

αe1jAjĀjA1

)
= 0

(3.18)

n = 2 :
1

2
f21A1e

i(φ+ω1)T0 −Q21A
3
1e

3iω1T0

+eiω2T0

(
−2iω2(ζ2A2 + A

′

2) + η2K2Z2A2 −
2∑
j

αe2jAjĀjA2

)
= 0

(3.19)

From Eq. (3.18) and (3.19), it may be observed that by taking principal parametric

case φ = 2ω1 + εσ1 and internal resonance ω2 = 3ω1 + εσ2 and expressing An (T1) =
1
2
an(T1)eiϑn(T1) where amplitude an(T1) and phase ϑn(T1) are considered as slowly

varying function of time scale T1 and eliminating the secular term (the coefficient of

eiωnT0 term) for bounded solution, we obtained the following reduced equations.

2ω1a1
′ = −2ω1ζ1a1 +

1

2
{f11a1 sin 2γ1 + f12a2 sin(γ1 − γ2)}

− 1

4
Q12a2a1

2 sin(3γ1 − γ2) + Πaa1 (3.20)

2ω1a1γ1
′ = ω1a1σ1 +

1

2
{f11a1 cos 2γ1 + f12a2 cos(γ1 − γ2)}

− 1

4

2∑
j=1

αe1jaj
2a1 −Q12a2a1

2cos(3γ1 − γ2) + Πba1 (3.21)

2ω2a2
′ = −2ω2ζ2a2 +

1

2
f21a1 sin(γ2 − γ1)− 1

4
Q21a1

3 sin(γ2 − 3γ1) + Πca2 (3.22)

2ω2a2γ2
′ = −2ω2a2(σ2 − 1.5σ1) +

1

2
f21a1 cos(γ2 − γ1)

− 1

4

2∑
j=1

αe2jaj
2a2 − 0.25Q21a1

3cos(γ2 − 3γ1) + Πda2 (3.23)
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Where,

Πa =
K1η1χω1

(χ2 + ω2
1)
, Πb =

K1η1ω
2
1

(χ2 + ω2
1)
, Πc =

K2η2χω2

(χ2 + ω2
2)
, Πd =

K2η2ω
2
2

(χ2 + ω2
2)

Zn =
ω2
n + iχωn

(χ2 + ω2
n)
, γ1 = −ϑ1 + 0.5σ1T1, γ2 = −ϑ2 + (1.5σ1 − σ2)T1

Here the terms Πa, Πb, Πc and Πd are the functions of coupling terms ηn and Kn in

Eq. (3.7) and (3.8), respectively along with time constant χ of the resistive capacitive

circuit and nondimensional frequencies of the system ωn. The time constant term η

is inversely proportional to the load resistance Rl. Normalizing method is used to

find the stability of trivial state by using pi = ai cos γi; qi = ai sin γi; i = 1, 2 one

may get the following normalized reduced equations in Cartesian form.

p′1 =
−1

2ω1

 2ω1ζ1p1 +

(
ω1σ1 −

1

2
f11

)
q1 +

1

2
f12q2 −

1

4

2∑
j=1

αe1jq1

(
p2
j + q2

j

)
+

1

4
Q12

{
q2

(
q2

1 − p2
1

)
+ 2p1p2q1

}
− Πap1 + Πbq1


(3.24)

q′1 =
−1

2ω1

 2ω1ζ1q1 −
(
ω1σ1 +

1

2
f11

)
p1 −

1

2
f12p2 +

1

4

2∑
j=1

αe1jp1

(
p2
j + q2

j

)
+

1

4
Q12

{
p2

(
p2

1 − q2
1

)
+ 2p1q1q2

}
− Πbq1 − Πap1


(3.25)

p′2 =
−1

2ω2


2ω2ζ2p2 + ω2 (3σ1 − 2σ2) q2 +

1

2
f21q1 −

1

4
Q21

{
q1

(
3p2

1 − q2
1

)}
−1

4

2∑
j=1

αe2jq2

(
p2
j + q2

j

)
− Πcp2 + Πdq2

 (3.26)

q′2 =
−1

2ω2


2ω2ζ2q2 − ω2 (3σ1 − 2σ2) p2 −

1

2
f21p1 +

1

4
Q21

{
p1

(
p2

1 − 3q2
1

)}
+

1

4

2∑
j=1

αe2jp2

(
p2
j + q2

j

)
− Πcq2 − Πdp2

 (3.27)

Now after perturbing the above reduced equations Eq. (3.24) − (3.27) one can obtain

the expression in the following form.

{4p′1,4q′1,4p′2,4q′2}
T

= [J ] {4p1,4q1,4p2,4q2}T (3.28)

Here, superscript T and matrix [J ] denotes the transpose and the Jacobian matrix
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respectively. The eigenvalues of [J ] will define the stability and bifurcation of the

fixed point response of the system. The stability and bifurcation of the fixed point

response of the system is characterize by the eigenvalues of Jacobian matrix. Those

eigenvalues which have negative real parts belongs to asymptotically stable solutions

and vice versa. One can obtain the steady-state beam deflection, output voltage,

output power and input power by using the following dimensionalized forms.

v(s, τ) =
2∑

n=1

r ψn(s)an cos(ωnτ + ϑn) (3.29)

V̄ (τ) =
2∑

n=1

rv Kn
ωn√
χ2+ω2

n

an cos(ωnτ + ϑn + δn) (3.30)

Pout =
1

Rl

(
2∑

n=1

rv Kn
ωn√
χ2+ω2

n

an

)2

(3.31)

Pin = 1
2
m̂üż ≈ 1

2
m̂z2

0Ω3 (3.32)

ηh =
Pout
Pin

(3.33)

Here, δn = tan−1

(
χ

ωn

)
. The efficiency of the energy harvester (ηh) can be found

by dividing the resulting output power to that of the maximum input power (Pin)

of the harvester. While the output power can be obtained by the Eq. (3.31), the

input power can be obtained by the rating of the prime mover used for the base

excitation. Also, m̂, ü, z0 and Ω denotes the mass of the harvester, acceleration in

axial direction, magnitude and frequency of excitation respectively.

3.4 Results and Discussion

In this section the numerical results for the parametrically excited energy harvester

are discussed using the instability plot, time response, frequency response and forced

response of the system for principal parametric resonance condition. The geometric

and material properties considered in this work are given in Table 3.1. While the

substrate properties are similar to the experimental work of Zavodney and Nayfeh

[182] and theoretical work of Kar and Dwivedy [12] the piezoelectric properties are
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taken similar to Chen and Jiang [244]. Using the Jacobian matrix [J ] (Eq.(3.28))

Table 3.1: Geometric and material properties of beam with piezoelectric patch

Property Piezo Patch Substrate

Young’s modulus, GPa Ep = 15.86 Eb = 190

Density kg m−3 ρp = 5440 ρb = 7800

Length, m Lp = 12.54× 10−2 Lb = 12.54× 10−2

Width, m bp = 1.12× 10−2 bb = 1.22× 10−2

Thickness, m tp = 1.25× 10−4 tb = 3.7× 10−4

Permittivity nFm−1 ê = 19.36 −
Piezoelectric constant Cm−2 e31 = −19.84 −

the transition or the instability curve (Fig. 3.2) has been obtained by finding the

eigenvalues for the trivial state that is when, p1 = q1 = p2 = q2 = 0. Figure 3.2(a)
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Figure 3.2: Trivial state instability regions for (a) ν = 0.001, 1, 2.5, 5 for Rl =
1 kΩ (b) ν = 0.001 with variation of load resistance Rl.

shows the trivial state instability boundary for different nondimensional damping

parameters ν = 0.001, 1, 2.5 and 5 which is plotted in the nondimensional ampli-

tude of external excitation (Γ) and nondimensional external frequency (φ) plane.

Inside the region the system is unstable (US) and outside it is stable (S). It may

be observed that as the forcing amplitude (Γ) increases the instability region also

increases. It is further observed that due to presence of internal resonance alternate

stable and unstable regions are observed for a particular value of (Γ). This stable

and unstable zigzag zone gets diminished for higher damping parameters. It may

clearly be observed that for higher values of damping parameter the system remains
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stable for all frequency range below a critical value of forcing parameter (Γ). For

example in case of ν = 1 and 2.5, the critical values of φ = 2 are Γcrit = 4.75 and

11.7, respectively, below which the system is stable for all values of frequencies of

external excitation, Rl = 10 kΩ. Hence for energy harvesting, the system must

be operated above Γcrit value so that the system may have nontrivial fixed point,

periodic, quasiperiodic or chaotic responses, which will be studied in terms of the

frequency and force response curves.

Figure 3.2(b) shows the trivial state boundary for damping parameter ν = 0.001

with variation in load resistance from 1 kΩ to 100 kΩ. Here it may be observed that

with increase in load resistance the stability boundary shifts towards right (higher

values of φ). Initially Γcrit increases with increase in Rl but for higher values of Rl

it decreases. So there must be a critical value of Rl for which Γcrit will be optimum.

Or in other words for every load resistance the energy harvester should be operated

above a critical value of Γ. For example ν = 0.001 the Γcrit = 1.6 (for Rl = 10 kΩ)

and 1.05 (for Rl = 100 kΩ) below which there will be no vibration and hence no

energy harvesting.
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Figure 3.3: Time response corresponds to points (a) o1(1.4, 10), o3(2.5, 10) (b)
o2(2.147, 10) (c) Frequency response for parameters ν = 1, Γ = 10, Rl = 1 kΩ as

shown in Fig. 3.2.

To verify the instability region of the system the time responses have been plotted

(Fig. 3.3) corresponding to 3 distinct values of φ (points o1, o2 and o3) as shown in
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Fig. 3.2(a). Clearly, corresponding to the point o1 (φ = 1.4, Γ = 10) and o3 (φ = 2.5,

Γ = 10) the system response is bounded and hence stable (Fig. 3.3(a)) and for point

o2 (φ = 2.147, Γ = 10) the system is trivially unstable (Fig. 3.3(b)). Figure 3.3(c)

shows the corresponding frequency response curve where point o1 and o3 are stable

trivial fixed point response but point o2 comes out to be unstable nontrivial response.

Further in Fig. 3.3(c), it may be observed that the trivial state instability region

lies in between the super critical pitchfork bifurcation point, PFB, (BPFL, φ =

1.694) and sub critical pitchfork bifurcation point, PFB, (BPFR, φ = 2.310) from

where nontrivial branches emanates. The stable nontrivial branch starting from the

supercritical PFB point (BPFL) becomes unstable by a left saddle node bifurcation

point, SNB, (BSNL, φ = 1.912) hence to generate more voltage the system may be

operated near to the SNB point which is denoted by BSNL. Hopf bifurcation point,

HBP, (BHB, φ = 2.072) and right SNB point, (BSNR, φ = 2.074) is also visible near to

the positively tuned frequency. Blue and black color shows the unstable and stable

fixed point response respectively.
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Figure 3.4: (a) Frequency response plot (b) variation of voltage with frequency
of external excitation (c) variation of power with frequency of external excitation

with parameters ν = 0.001, Γ = 1, Rl = 1 kΩ.

The frequency response for modal amplitudes (a1, a2), variation of voltage (V ) and

power (P ) with frequency ratio φ for different values of damping parameter viz., ν =

0.001 and ν = 0.1 for Γ = 1, Rl = 1 kΩ are shown in Figs. 3.4 and 3.5, respectively.

The trivial state loses stability by supercritical pitchfork bifurcation, PFB (BPFL,

φ = 1.966) and a nontrivial branch emanates as shown in Fig. 3.4(a). At saddle node
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with parameters ν = 0.1, Γ = 1, Rl = 1 kΩ.

bifurcation, SNB (BSNL, φ = 2.037) the nontrivial branch becomes unstable and

response jump up to the upper stable branch for frequency sweep up. For frequency

sweep down case the response follows the stable branch upto Hopf bifurcation point

(BHB, φ = 1.503), below which there exist only stable trivial response. Frequency

sweep up leads to the saddle node bifurcation point at (BSNR, φ = 2.071) and jump

down phenomenon to trivial stable response occur hence no energy harvesting is

possible between 2.071 < φ < 2.350. At φ = 1.503 the voltage V = 40.22 V and

power P = 1.618 W is achievable as shown in Fig. 3.4(b) and (c), respectively. At

φ > 2.35 there exist both stable trivial and nontrivial branch of solutions and as

per initial conditions the system follow any of the stable branch. The trivial state

is unstable between 1.966 < φ < 2.34 range. With increase in damping Fig. 3.5

shows the minor shift in pitchfork bifurcation points occur where supercritical and

subcritical PFB points lies at (BPFL, φ = 1.973) and (BPFR, φ = 2.027) respectively.

The trivial state become unstable between 1.973 < φ < 2.027 range. While one may

generate voltage of 17.61 V near SNB point (BSNM, φ = 2.044) but this value may

be increased to 35.6 V (as shown in Fig. 3.5(b)) after a jump up phenomenon at the

SNB point (BSNM) by sweeping down the frequency φ up to left SNB point (BSNL,

φ = 2.027). The Hopf bifurcation in Fig. 3.4 becomes the left SNB point (BSNL, φ =

2.027) at higher damping. one may note that by frequency sweep up the voltage and

the power will decrease up to right SNB point (BSNR, φ = 2.064). Hence as per the

requirement of the voltage and power generation the user can operate the system
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between BPFL and BSNR points. Similar to the previous case here also at φ > 2.41

there exist both stable trivial and nontrivial branch of solutions.
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Figure 3.6: (a) Frequency response plot (b) variation of voltage with frequency
of external excitation (c) variation of power with frequency of external excitation

with parameters ν = 0.001, Γ = 0.6, Rl = 1 kΩ.

Keeping the system parameters same as in Fig. 3.4, except the amplitude of base

excitation Γ which is now reduced to Γ = 0.6, Fig. 3.6 shows the frequency response,

variation of voltage and power with frequency of base excitation φ. It may clearly be

observed that the trivial state of the multi-branched response is unstable between

1.98 < φ < 2.02 (Fig. 3.6(a)) and the nontrivial state of fixed point response em-

anates from supercritical pitchfork bifurcation points at φ = 1.98 (PFB, BPFL) and

φ = 2.02 (PFB, BPFR). Multi-branch stable and unstable fixed point response with

SNB (BSNL, φ = 2.045) and Hopf bifurcation (BHB, φ = 1.429) ensures the jump and

hysteresis phenomena. For frequency sweep up from PFB point, φ = 1.98 (BPFL)

the system response follows the stable branch up to SNB point (BSNL) and then with

further increase in φ leads to the jump up phenomenon and the response follows the

upper stable branch. Sweeping down the frequency from SNB point (BSNL) increases

the response amplitude further upto the Hopf bifurcation point, (BHB, φ = 1.429)

and slight reduction in φ leads to jump down phenomenon and response reaches

the stable trivial state. While frequency sweep up reduces the amplitude along the

stable branch up to the SNB point (BSNR, φ = 2.063) as shown in Fig. 3.6(a). Hence

energy harvesting for φ < 1.429 and φ > 2.063 is not possible. From Fig. 3.6(b)

and Fig. 3.6(c) it may be observed that the maximum voltage of 95.23 V and power

of 9.07 W can be obtained at BHB point. It has been observed that to reach the
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HB point one may follow two paths viz., either by sweeping up the frequency from

BPFL to BSNL and then sweeping down the frequency to reach HB point (BHB) or by

sweeping down the frequency from SNB point (BSNR) to reach the HB point (BHB).
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Figure 3.7: (a) Variation of voltage with frequency of external excitation (b)
variation of power with frequency of external excitation with parameters ν = 0.1,

Γ = 0.8 and 1, Rl = 1 kΩ.

Figure 3.7 shows the frequency response for variation of voltage (V ) and power (P )

with φ for higher values of damping (for example ν = 0.1), amplitude of forcing (Γ =

0.8, 1) and load resistance (Rl = 1 kΩ). The topology of the response (Fig. 3.7(a))

remains similar for different amplitude of forcing. But it is observed that the trivial

and non trivial instability zone of frequency increases for higher Γ value which is

found to be 1.984 < φ < 2.017 and 1.974 < φ < 2.026 for Γ = 0.8 and Γ = 1,

respectively. The maximum voltage of 35.6 V and power of 1.27 W can be obtained

at BSNL (φ = 2.027) as shown in Fig. 3.7(a) and Fig. 3.7(b) respectively. At a

particular value of φ (φ = 2.05) the corresponding voltages and power are 17.62 V

(Γ = 0.8), 25.32 V (Γ = 1) and 0.31 W (Γ = 0.8), 0.64 W (Γ = 1), respectively.

It may be observes that all the previous responses have been plotted by consider-

ing first two modes (a1, a2). To study the influence of internal resonance one may

compare these results with those obtained by single mode approximation (only con-

sidering a1). The results for single mode can be obtained by substituting a2 = γ2 = 0

in the obtained reduced equations which are found to be in good agreement with

those in the work of Zavodney and Nayfeh [182] in absence of piezoelectric patches.

Figure 3.8 shows the variation of voltage (V ) with frequency of excitation, φ for the
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system with single mode and two modes (with 1:3 internal resonance) approxima-

tions. It may be observed from Fig. 3.8(a) that in case of both single and two mode

approximations the trivial state loses its stability at PFB point (BPFL, φ = 1.974),

from where the nontrivial stable branch emanates. While in case of single mode

approximation there is no bifurcation in the upper stable branch, in case of two

mode approximation with internal resonance the system suffers three saddle node

bifurcations namely BSNL (φ = 2.027), BSNM (φ = 2.044) and BSNR (φ = 2.064). For

the range of frequency (2.027 < φ < 2.064) the system with two modes (with inter-

nal resonance) gives more voltage as compared to the single mode approximation as

shown in Fig. 3.8(a).

From Fig. 3.8(b) it may clearly be observed that for same loading condition (Rl =

1 kΩ) by reducing the damping and amplitude of external excitation one may gen-

erate V = 40.22 V (Fig. 3.4(b)) corresponding to the Hopf bifurcation point (BHB,

φ = 1.503) considering two mode approximation. For φ > BSNR (φ = 2.071) the

energy harvesting is not possible for system with two mode approximation. The

single and two mode branches crosses at φ = 2.029 where voltage is found to be V =

15.06 V. For the frequency range of 1.503 < φ < 2.029 the system with two mode

approximation is advantageous as it gives more voltage as compared to the system

with single mode approximation. But for higher frequency (beyond φ > 2.029) the

system with single mode is useful as compared to the two mode. The system with
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internal resonance is useful in case of frequency sweep down (Fig. 3.8(b)) while sys-

tem with single mode approximation is advantageous in frequency sweep up beyond

φ > 2.029. Hence by adjusting the modes suitably a wideband of frequencies can be

utilized for energy harvesting purpose. This can be done by adjusting the position

of the attached mass.

Table 3.2: Bifurcation points on fixed point response curves

ν BPFL BPFR BSNM BHB BSNL BSNR Pmax(W ) Γ

0.001 1.966 2.034 − 1.503 2.037 2.071 1.618(φ = 1.503) 1
0.1 1.973 2.027 2.04 − 2.027 2.064 1.27(φ = 2.027) 1
0.001 1.98 2.02 − 1.429 2.045 2.063 9.07(φ = 1.429) 0.6

Table 3.2 summarizes the critical bifurcation points, pitchfork (BPFL, BPFR), saddle

node (SNB, BSNL, BSNM, BSNR), Hopf bifurcation points (HB, BHB)) for different

values of damping and amplitude of forcing parameters for Rl = 1 kΩ. Here L, M and

R denotes the left, middle and right, respectively. From this table it is observed that

a maximum power of 9.07 W is achievable with ν = 0.001, Γ = 0.6. Here, IR, Th,

Table 3.3: Comparison of piezoelectric energy harvesters

Ref. IR|Th|Exp Piezo ∼ VPeak ∼ PPeak Dim (L× b× t)

Garg and Dwivedy [301] N|Y|Y MFC 6.5V − 145× 14× 0.51
Chen and Jiang [244] N|Y|Y MFC − 0.06mW 304.8× 31.75× 0.51
Vijayan et al. [71] N|Y|N MFC − 10mW 305× 16× 0.5/0.25
Chen et al. [237] Y1:2|Y|Y PZT 6V − 157.5× 14.6× 0.51
Friswell et al. [64] N|Y|Y MFC − 0.2mW 300× 16× 0.254
Harne et al. [179] Y1:2|Y|Y PVDF 2.5V − 126.8/73.5
Xu and Tang [239] Y1:2|Y|Y PZT 5V − 115.25× 5.28× 0.45
Masana and Daqaq [62] N|Y|Y PZT − 2mW 157.5× 14.6× 0.508
Abdelkefi et al. [181] N|Y|N PZT 90V 0.08W 304.8× 31.75× 0.51
Present Y1:3|Y|N MFC 95V 9W 125.4× 12.2× 0.37

Exp, Y, N, Vpeak, Ppeak denotes the internal resonance, theoretical, experimental,

yes, no, peak voltage and peak power respectively.

Table 3.3 compares the performance of peak voltage and power generated of some

nonlinear cantilever based piezoelectric energy harvesters. It may be observed that

the present work yields better voltage and power than the other systems. References
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[179, 237] used two or more beams (as subsystem) to harvest energy with 1:2 internal

resonance and Xu and Tang [239] used a cantilever beam with a pendulum where

1:2 internal resonance is considered, the present system considers a single cantilever

beam with an arbitrary mass and 1:3 internal resonance.

Figure 3.9: Variation of Voltage (V ) and power (P ) with amplitude of base
excitation Γ for parameters ν = 0.001, φ = 2, with varying load resistance Rl =

1, 2, 3, 4 kΩ.

To study the effect of amplitude of base excitation and operative range for energy

transduction, the forced vibration response (φ = 2) of the system have been plotted

as shown in Figs. 3.9 and 3.10 for different load resistance and damping respectively.

In Fig. 3.9 which is plotted for ν = 0.001 and Rl = 1, 2, 3, 4 kΩ, nontrivial thick

lines and thin blue lines represent the stable and unstable branches of the response

respectively. Here the multiple stable fixed point responses lose their stability either

by saddle node or by Hopf bifurcation and also the pitch bifurcation point and SN

bifurcation point shifts towards a higher value of Γ for increased Rl value. For

example from Fig. 3.9(b), a power of 25 mW can be obtained at Γ = 1 and Rl =

4 kΩ. As Rl increases the power obtained also increases although higher Γ will be

required and there exist a critical load resistance Rl at which the power will be

higher.

For lower value of Rl one may observe that the voltage and power decreases with slow

rate between the pitchfork and saddle node bifurcation points. This observation will

be useful for constant voltage and power generation. With increase in Γ beyond SN

one can obtain higher power due to existence of two stable branches for a particular
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Figure 3.10: Variation of voltage (V ) and power (P ) with amplitude of base
excitation Γ for parameters ν = 0.001, 0.01, 0.1 at φ = 2 and load resistance of

Rl = 1 kΩ.

Γ value. One may further observe that with increase in Rl higher amplitude of

response (Γ) is required for energy harvesting which starts at the supercritical PFB

point.

Figure 3.10 shows the effect of damping parameter ν on the forced response for Rl =

1 kΩ. Higher value of Γ is required for energy harvesting as ν increases as pitchfork

bifurcation point shifts towards higher Γ value. The voltage and corresponding

power reduces as Γ increases for for ν = 0.001 and 0.01 but become stable for higher

ν (ν = 0.1). The occurrence of SN bifurcation disappears and nontrivial stable

response looses stability at Hopf bifurcation point for higher value of ν (ν = 0.1). It
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Figure 3.11: Time response (using ode45 in MATLAB) of reduced Eqs. (3.20)
− (3.23) at ν = 0.1, φ = 2.05, Γ = 1 and load resistance Rl = 1 kΩ.

may be noted that in contrast to the conventional belief that higher damping reduces

the amplitude of vibration thereby reducing the voltage and power generation of the

harvester, here it is observed that damping helps in generating more voltage and

power which is actually due to the presence of internal resonance. Figure 3.11

shows the amplitude, voltage and power response corresponds to the parameters

ν = 0.1, φ = 2.05, Γ = 1 and load resistance Rl = 1 kΩ with time response of

reduced equations (Eqs. (3.20) − (3.23)) by MMS. The frequency response matches

with the ode time response. The input power corresponds to Fig. 3.11 when

φ = 2.05, can be calculated using Eq.(3.32) which is found to be 0.12 W and the

corresponding output power is 0.641 W (Fig. 3.11(c)). It may be noted that in case

of parametrically excited system the direction of forcing and response takes place in

orthogonal direction, so a small input power can be used to produce large output

power. Hence the efficiency is quit large unlike the harvester where the forcing and

response takes place in the same direction [302] where it is found to be approximately

8 − 12%.

To explore the possibilities of periodic, quasiperiodic and chaotic responses where

the fixed point responses are unstable, state space plots (a1 vs a2) are shown in

Figs. 3.12 − 3.14 for different values of Rl and Γ. One can clearly observe the

periodic, quasiperiodic and chaotic responses with variation in load resistance Rl

and amplitude of base excitation Γ. It may be noted that the frequency responses

shown in Fig. 3.4 − 3.8 and 3.11 corresponds to Γ ≤ 1 which is equivalent to the
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Figure 3.12: State space plot for ν = 1, φ = 2.120, Γ = 12 and variation of load
resistance as (a, b, c, d) Rl = 15 kΩ (e) Rl = 25 kΩ (f) Rl = 50 kΩ (g) Rl = 65

kΩ (h) Rl = 100 kΩ (i) Rl = 150 kΩ.

amplitude of base excitation near to ≤ 1 mm. This is taken considering the failure of

the similar beam in the work of Zavodney and Nayfeh [182] and Garg and Dwivedy

[303].

Considering high value of Γ, the time responses are shown in Fig. 3.12 − 3.14. For

higher value of Γ near the SNB point, chaotic response is observed which is shown in

the state space plot (Fig. 3.12(a)), the corresponding amplitude curves and variation

of voltage with time are also plotted in Fig. 3.12(b, c, d). It may be observed

that in certain range of time response one may obtain voltage containing several

harmonics. By using suitable filter one may generate the required voltage from

this chaotic response. At load resistance Rl = 25 kΩ chaotic response disappears

and response becomes quasiperiodic (Fig. 3.12(e)). With further increase in Rl the
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Figure 3.14: State space plot for ν = 2.5, φ = 2.180, Γ = 20 and variation of
load resistance as (a) Rl = 10 kΩ (b) Rl = 25 kΩ (c) Rl = 50 kΩ (d) Rl = 75 kΩ

(e) Rl = 100 kΩ (f) Rl = 125 kΩ.

response becomes periodic containing multi harmonics. For Rl = 45, 65 kΩ the

multi harmonic responses are shown in Figs. 3.12(f, g). But with further increase in

Rl the response again becomes chaotic and one observe attractor merging crisis for

Rl = 150 kΩ which is shown in Fig. 3.12(i).

The state space and corresponding voltage response for low damping (e.g., ν =

0.001) is shown in Fig. 3.13 for φ = 2.100, Rl = 25 kΩ and Γ = 6, 8, 10. As

Γ increases the periodic time response for (ν = 0.001, Γ = 4, Rl = 25 kΩ) gets

distorted due to presence of harmonics and finally chaotic and attractor merging

crisis is evident as shown in Fig. 3.13(c). The state space for higher damping (ν =

2.5) with variation in Rl is shown in Fig. 3.14. The response of the system changes

from periodic (Fig. 3.14(a) to quasiperiodic (Fig. 3.14(b, c)) with multi harmonics

and then again it becomes periodic (Fig. 3.14(d−f)) with multi harmonics as Rl

increases.
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3.5 Summary

In the present work dynamic analysis of an internal resonance based energy harvester

has been carried out. The system is modeled as a harmonically base excited verti-

cal cantilever beam with piezoelectric bimorph along with an attached mass at an

arbitrary position such that the system exhibits 1:3 internal resonance. The electro-

mechanically coupled nonlinear governing equation of motion has been derived and

the steady state amplitude, voltage and power response of the system is obtained by

using Method of multiple scales (MMS) for principal parametric resonance condition.

It may be noted that by adjusting the location of the attached mass the frequency

of the system can be tuned and other internal resonance conditions can be utilized.

Form the trivial state instability plot it has been observed that due to the presence

of internal resonance one may obtain a wide range of frequency for energy harvesting

as the system response become stable nontrivial fixed point, periodic, quasiperiodic

and chaotic.

The effect of system parameters such as damping, the amplitude of excitation and

load resistance on the system response has been analyzed by plotting the time re-

sponse, state space and frequency responses. Critical bifurcation points such as

saddle node, pitch-fork and Hopf bifurcations have been found which will help the

designer to choose the system parameters to have optimum voltage or power gener-

ation. For example in the present case one may obtain a maximum voltage of 95.23

V and power of 9.07 W (for, ν = 0.001, Γ = 0.6, Rl = 1 kΩ) which are significantly

higher than those obtained by researchers working in this field.

Though the analysis has been carried out for principle parametric resonance condi-

tion only, other resonance conditions such as combination parametric, subharmonic

and superharmonic resonance may be investigated to get broadband of frequency

for energy harvesting.
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Chapter 4

Piezoelectric Energy Harvester

under Combination Parametric

and 1:3 Internal Resonance

4.1 Introduction

In this work, nonlinear dynamics of a cantilever beam based PEH system under

combination parametric resonance is considered where the frequency of external

excitation is nearly equal to the sum of the first two mode natural frequencies of

the system φ = ω1 + ω2. Further, the attached mass is arranged in such way that

the second mode natural frequency nearly equals 3 times the first mode frequency,

giving rise to 1:3 internal resonance. In section 4.2 the mathematical modeling is

carried out for deriving the governing nonlinear equation of motion which is solved

by using the method of multiple scales as presented in section 4.3. The results and

discussion are presented in section 4.4. In section 4.5, parametric studies have been

carried out to determine the system parameters for achieving 1:3 internal resonance.

The stability analysis of the present system is performed by perturbing the non

autonomous equations.

61
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4.2 Modeling and Governing Equation

Figure 4.1 shows a vertical slender cantilever beam based energy harvester having

length L, attached mass m at an arbitrary position d from the base with bimorph

piezoelectric patches is subjected to a harmonic base excitation z(t) = z0 cos(Ωt).

Considering an arbitrary point along the longitudinal direction of the beam, at a

curvilinear distance s from the base, the transverse and axial displacements are ex-

pressed as v(s, t) and u(s, t), respectively. Due to large deflection, the displacement-

curvature relation of the beam is considered as nonlinear. The Hamilton’s principle∫ t2

t1

(δT − δU + δWnc) dt is used to find the governing equation of motion of the

beam based energy harvester. The Kinetic energy (T ) and Potential energy (U) of

the harvester are expressed is:

T =
1

2

L∫
0

[ρ+mδ (s− d)]
(
u̇(s, t)2 + v̇(s, t)2) ds+

1

2
J0ϕ̇(d)2 (4.1)

U =
1

2

L∫
0

EIϕ′(s)2 ds−
L∫

0

[ρ+mδ (s− d)] g u(s, t) ds (4.2)

Similar to the work of Zavodney and Nayfeh [182] the relation between the lateral

and longitudinal displacement is considered to be governed by the inextensibility

condition, which can be expressed as follows.

u(s, t) = 1
2

∫ s

0

{v′(ξ, t)}2
dξ + z(t) (4.3)

By observing the deflected beam geometry the relation between the angle of rotation

ϕ(s) and transverse deflection v(s, t) is defined as sinϕ = v′ and cosϕ = (1− v′2)1/2.

As per the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory the curvature κ(s, t) is

κ(s, t) =
∂ϕ(s)

∂s
=

v′′

cosϕ
=

v′′√
1− v′2

≈ v′′
(

1 +
1

2
v′

2

)
(4.4)

The non-conservative virtual work done Wnc involves the work done in dissipation of

energy by viscous forceWd and electrical forcesWele [176] due to piezoelectric patches

attached with the beam system. The virtual work done Wnc (Wnc = Wd + Wele) is
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Figure 4.1: (a) Schematic diagram of the piezoelectric based energy harvester,
(b) cross section

expressed as follows.

δWnc = −
L∫

0

cv̇(s, t)δv ds−
L∫

0

[H(s− L1)−H(s− L2)]Mele(s, t)δκ(s)ds (4.5)

The total moment Mele due to piezoelectric patches is expressed as

Mele =

−h1∫
−h2

d31EpbpEe y dy +

h2∫
h1

d31Epbp(−Ee) y dy

Here

Ee =
V̄ (t)

tp
; h1 = 1

2
hs − ȳ; h2 = 1

2
hs + hp − ȳ; ȳ =

Eptpbp(tp + tb)

2(Eptpbp + Ebtbbb)

The Hamilton’s principle

∫ t2

t1

(δT − δΠ + δWnc) dt is used to find the governing

equation of motion of the beam based energy harvester. By following the work of

Zavodney and Nayfeh [182], Erturk and Inman [176] and Kar and Dwivedy [12], the
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nonlinear coupled electromechanical governing equation of motions which represents

the dynamics of the PEH can be expressed as follows.

ρ∗vtt + cvt + EI∗
[
vssss + {vs(vsvss)s}s

]
− [J∗(vs)tt]s − (Nvs)s −HssηV̄ = 0 (4.6)

Here,

ρ∗ = ρ+mδ(s− d), ρ = ρbAb + 2HρpAp, EI
∗ = EbIb + 2HEpIp,

J∗ = J0δ(s− d), η = e31bp
tp

[
(tp + 1

2
tb)

2 − 1
4
tb

2
]
, Ab = bbtb, Ap = bptp,

H = H(s− L1)−H(s− L2), e31 = d31Ep, Ip = 1
3
bp

[
(tp + 1

2
tb)

3 − 1
8
tb

3
]
,

Ib = 1
12
bbtb

3, Lp = L2 − L1

N =
1

2

L∫
s

ρ∗
ξ∫

0

(v2
s)ttdηdξ + (ztt − g)

L∫
s

ρ∗(ξ)dξ − J0δ(ξ − d)

{
1

2
vsttv

2
s + vsv

2
st

}

The subscript ’p’ is used to denote terms related to PZT and ( )s, ( )t denotes

the differentiation with respect to curvilinear coordinate ’s ’ i.e., d ( )
ds

and time d ( )
dt

,

respectively. Term N denotes the longitudinal load at ’s ’.

Cp
ip(t) ip(t)

Cp Rl V(t)

Figure 4.2: Electric circuit in parallel connection

The electric circuit equation in bimorph configuration (with parallel connection,

Fig. 4.2) can be obtain by applying the Gauss’s law [170, 176] as follows.

dQ(t)

dt
=

d

dt

∫
Ap

D .n dAp (4.7)

Here D and n denote the electric displacement vector and outward normal to the

surface. The electric displacement vector (D) in terms of axial stress (σp) and

generated electric field (Ee) in the present case is defined by the following constitutive
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relation.

D3 = d31σp + ê Ee (4.8)

Here σp = Epεp − e31Ee, εp = −yκ(s, t)

Using Eq. (4.8) into Eq. (4.7) the circuit equation becomes as follows.

CpV̄t +
1

2Rl

V̄ − i(t) = 0 (4.9)

Here i(t) = −e31tpcbp

L2∫
L1

(vss)tds, Cp =
êbpLp
tp

. The four boundary conditions at

fixed and free ends are represented as follows.

v(0, t) = 0, vs(0, t) = 0, vss(L, t) = 0, vsss(L, t) = 0 (4.10)

At the fixed end displacement and slope is zero and at the free end the bending

moment and shear forces are zero. By considering the two mode approximation

in the Galerkin’s method, the transverse displacement v(s, t) is represented by a

scaling factor r , time modulation qn(t) and shape function ψn(s) of the beam system

as v(s, t) =
∑2

n=1
r ψn(s) qn(t). After nondimensionalizing the nonlinear coupled

electromechanical temporal governing equations of motion for two modes (n = 1, 2)

are as follows.

q̈n + 2εζnq̇n + ω2
nqn + ε

2∑
k,l,m=1

{αnklmqkqlqm + βnklmqkq̇lq̇m + γnklmqkqlq̈m}+ εηnV

= ε

2∑
m=1

Fnm(τ)qm

(4.11)

V̇ (τ) + χV (τ) +

(
2∑

n=1

e31tpcbp
L

r

Cprv

∫ 1

0

ψnxx(x)dx

)
q̇n = 0 (4.12)
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Here

x =
s

L
, β =

d

L
, τ = θ1t, ωn =

θn
θ1

, λ =
r

L
, µ =

m

ρbAbL
, Γ =

z0

zr
, J =

J0

ρbAbLr2
,

φ =
Ω

θ1

, ηn = −ηrv
ρbAb~nθ21rεL2

∫ 1

0

{δx(x)− δx(x− 1)} ψn(x)dx, ζn = ζ∗n
ν

ε
,

Fnm(τ) = fnm cos(φτ), χ = 1
2Cpθ1Rl

, K̄n = e31tpcbp
L

∫ 1

0

ψnxx(x)dx,

Kn =
K̄nr

Cprv
, rv =

V̄

V

Where
·

( ) = d( )
dτ

and ε is the book keeping parameter. Here the damping, geomet-

ric and inertial nonlinearities, electromechanical coupling and excitation terms are

small, and, hence considered of the order of ε. The coefficients appear in Eqs. (4.11)

and (4.12) are defined in Appendix B. By observing the last term of Eq. (4.11)

the time varying forcing term appears as a coefficient of the response [13] which

is a typical characteristic of parametrically excited systems. It may be noted that

in the absence of piezo patches with single mode approximation, the equation of

motion of the system reduces to that of the model investigated theoretically and

experimentally by Zavodney and Nayfeh [182]. Also with two mode approximation

the governing equation of motion without piezoelectric patches reduces to that of

Kar and Dwivedy [12]. It may be noted that unlike in the previous chapter where

moment based approach was adopted to find the equation of motion of the system,

here, Hamilton’s principle is used to find the governing equations. Also, the present

mathematical model accommodates the variation in the position of piezoelectric

patches. Similar approach is adopted by Yan and Hajj [208] in the development of

autoparametric PEH system where tip mass is used.

4.3 Solution of the Temporal Equation

A uniform first order approximate analytical solution of Eqs. (4.11) and (4.12)

is obtained by using the standard method of multiple scales (MMS). It may be

noted that in the present case combination parametric resonance is studied, while

in different from the work presented in Chapter 3 and in the work of Zavodney and

Nayfeh [182], and Kar and Dwivedy [12], principal parametric resonance condition
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were discussed. In the work by Dwivedy and Kar [27, 304], the combinational

resonance cases were discussed where the dynamic analysis of the beam is studied.

However, in the present work, the nonlinear electromechanical system is explored as

an energy harvester. Similar to previous chapter the time dependence is expressed

into multiple time scales as Tn = εnτ ; n = 0, 1, 2, ... and the time derivatives can

be d
dτ

= D0 + εD1 +O(ε2), d2

dτ2
= D2

0 +2εD0D1 +O(ε2) where Di = ∂
∂Ti

. The solution

of the system (qn, V ) can be expanded in the following from.

qn(τ ; ε) = qn0 (T0, T1) + εqn1 (T0, T1) +O(ε2) (4.13)

V (τ ; ε) = V0 (T0, T1) + εV1 (T0, T1) +O
(
ε2
)

(4.14)

By substituting Eqs. (4.13) and (4.14) into Eq. (4.11) and further equating the co-

efficient involving the terms of ε0 and ε1 to zero, yields the following set of equations.

O(ε0) :

D2
0qn0 + ω2

nqn0 = 0;

D0V0 + χV0 = −K1D0q10 −K2D0q20

(4.15)

O(ε1) :

D2
0qn1 + ω2

nqn1 = −2ζnD0qn0 − 2D0D1qn0 +
2∑

n,m=1

fnmqm0 cos(φτ)− ηnV0 (4.16a)

−
∑
klm

(
αnklmqk0ql0qm0 + βnklmqk0D0ql0D0qm0 + γnklmqk0ql0D

2
0qm0

)
D0V1 + χV1 = −D0V0 −K1 (D0q11 +D1q10)−K2 (D0q21 +D1q20) (4.16b)

The solution of differential equations Eq. (4.15) is expressed as follows.

qn0 = An(T1) exp(iωnT0) + cc,

V0 = −
2∑

n=1

KnZnAn(T1) exp(iωnT0) + cc
(4.17)

Here cc is the complex conjugate of the preceding terms and An is an unknown

complex function to be determined later. Using Eq. (4.17) into Eq. (4.16a) the

following secular and near secular terms for first two modes (n = 1, 2) are obtained
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which should be eliminated for finite amplitude response of the system.

n = 1 :
1

2
ei(φ−ω2)T0f12Ā2 −Q∗1A2Ā

2
1ei(ω2−2ω1)T0

+eiω1T0

[
−2iω1 (ζ1A1 + A1

′) + η1K1Z1A1 −
2∑
j=1

αe1jAjĀjA1

]
= 0

(4.18)

n = 2 :
1

2
ei(φ−ω1)T0f21Ā1 −Q∗2e3iω1T0A1

3

+eiω2T0

[
−2iω2(ζ2A2 + A2

′) + η2K2Z2A2 −
2∑
j=1

αe2jAjĀjA2

]
= 0

(4.19)

The above equations Eq.(4.18), (4.19) are obtained by considering a particular case

of combination resonance of sum type when the frequency of external excitation is

nearly commensurate to the sum of first two natural frequencies of the system i.e.,

φ ≈ ω1 + ω2. Also 1:3 internal resonance condition is considered here by taking

ω2 ≈ 3ω1. To express the nearness of φ to that of ω1 + ω2 and ω2 to that of ω1 the

detuning parameters σ1 and σ2 are introduced as follows.

ω2 = 3ω1 + εσ2,

φ = 4ω1 + εσ1 = ω1 + ω2 + ε(σ1 − σ2)
(4.20)

Expressing the complex functionAn(T1) into its polar form asAn(T1) = 1
2
an(T1)eiϑn(T1),

where amplitude an(T1) and phase ϑn(T1) are slowly varying function of time scale

T1. Now by using this polar form in Eq. (4.18) and (4.19) and eliminating the

secular term (the coefficient of eiωnT0) to find the bounded solution one obtains the

following reduced equations.

2ω1a1
′ = −2ω1ζ1a1 +

1

2
{f12a2 sin(γ1 + γ2)}− 1

4
Q∗1a2a1

2 sin(3γ1− γ2) + Πaa1 (4.21)

2ω1a1γ1
′ = 0.5ω1a1σ1 +

1

2
{f12a2 cos(γ1 + γ2)}

−1

4

2∑
j=1

αe1jaj
2a1 −

1

4
Q∗1a2a1

2cos(3γ1 − γ2) + Πba1

(4.22)

2ω2a2
′ = −2ω2ζ2a2 +

1

2
f21a1 sin(γ2 + γ1)− 1

4
Q∗2a1

3 sin(γ2 − 3γ1) + Πca2 (4.23)
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2ω2a2γ2
′ = ω2a2(1.5σ1 − 2σ2) +

1

2
f21a1 cos(γ2 + γ1)− 1

4

2∑
j=1

αe2jaj
2a2

−1

4
Q∗2a1

3cos(γ2 − 3γ1) + Πda2

(4.24)

Here

Πa =
K1η1χω1

(χ2 + ω1
2)
, Πb =

K1η1ω1
2

(χ2 + ω1
2)
, Πc =

K2η2χω2

(χ2 + ω2
2)
, Πd =

K2η2ω2
2

(χ2 + ω2
2)

Zn =
ωn

2 + iχωn
(χ2 + ωn2)

, γ1 = −ϑ1 + 0.25σ1T1, γ2 = −ϑ2 + 0.75σ1T1 − σ2T1

The stability of nontrivial state can be obtained by perturbing the above Eqs. (4.21)

− (4.24). Normalizing method is required to find the stability of trivial state, as

for the trivial state the perturbed equations will not contain the perturbations γ′n.

By using the transformation pi = ai cos γi; qi = ai sin γi; i = 1, 2, the following

normalized reduced equations in Cartesian form is obtained.

p′1 =
−1

2ω1


2ω1ζ1p1 +

1

2
ω1σ1q1 −

1

2
f12q2 +

1

4
Q∗1
{
q2

(
q2

1 − p2
1

)
+ 2p1p2q1

}
−1

4

2∑
j=1

αe1jq1

(
p2
j + q2

j

)
− Πap1 + Πbq1

 (4.25)

q′1 =
−1

2ω1


2ω1ζ1q1 +

1

2
ω1σ1p1 −

1

2
f12p2 +

1

4
Q∗1
{
p2

(
p2

1 − q2
1

)
+ 2p1q1q2

}
+

1

4

2∑
j=1

αe1jp1

(
p2
j + q2

j

)
− Πbq1 − Πap1

 (4.26)

p′2 =
−1

2ω2


2ω2ζ2p2 − ω2 (2σ2 − 1.5σ1) q2 −

1

2
f21q1 −

1

4
Q∗2
{
q1

(
3p2

1 − q2
1

)}
−1

4

2∑
j=1

αe2jq2

(
p2
j + q2

j

)
− Πcp2 + Πdq2


(4.27)

q′2 =
−1

2ω2


2ω2ζ2q2 + ω2 (2σ2 − 1.5σ1) p2 −

1

2
f21p1 +

1

4
Q∗2
{
p1

(
p2

1 − 3q2
1

)}
+

1

4

2∑
j=1

αe2jp2

(
p2
j + q2

j

)
− Πcq2 − Πdp2


(4.28)

Here, Newton’s method is used to find the nontrivial fixed point responses of the

system. Further to find the stability of the obtained fixed point responses, the above

reduced modulation equations Eqs. (4.25) − (4.28) are then perturbed to obtain
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the following equations.

{∆p′1,∆q′1,∆p′2,∆q′2}
T

= [J ]{∆p1,∆q1,∆p2,∆q2}T (4.29)

Where ∆, superscript T and matrix [J ] denotes the perturbation to the fixed-point,

the transpose and the Jacobian matrix respectively. The stability and bifurcation of

the fixed-point response of the system is can be obtained by finding the eigenvalue

value of the Jacobian [J ]. It may be noted that, the solutions having eigenvalues

with negative real part are stable solutions and those with positive real parts are

unstable solutions. One can obtain the steady-state deflection of the beam v, output

voltage V and power P , by using the following expressions.

v(s, τ) =
2∑

n=1

r ψn(s)an0 cos(ωnτ + ϑn) (4.30)

V (τ) =
2∑

n=1

rv Kn
ωn√
χ2+ω2

n

an0 cos(ωnτ + ϑn + δn) (4.31)

P =
1

Rl

(
2∑

n=1

rv Kn
ωn√
χ2+ω2

n

an0

)2

(4.32)

Here δn = tan−1

(
χ

ωn

)

4.4 Results and Discussions

This section deals with the parametric study of energy harvester for combination

parametric and 1:3 internal resonance condition using the reduced equations devel-

oped in previous section. The material and geometric properties of substrate and

piezoelectric patch considered in this work are given in Table 4.1. The trivial state

instability regions are obtained by finding the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix [J ]

[Eq. (4.25) − (4.28)] by substituting p1 = p2 = q1 = q2 = 0. Figure 4.3(a) shows the

trivial state instability regions with variation in load resistance (Rl) for damping pa-

rameter ν = 0.0005. In this figure, the abbreviation S and US denote the stable and

unstable trivial state regions. It may be noted that there exists a critical value of

nondimensional amplitude of excitation Γcrit below which for all the frequency range
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the trivial state remains stable. Hence, there will be no transverse vibration of the

beam system and hence no power generation is possible. Further, it may be observed

latter that, in the US region, branches of nontrivial fixed point response and peri-

odic responses are possible and hence this trivial state unstable region can be used

for the energy harvesting purpose. As the load resistance (Rl) increases instability

regions shifted slightly towards the higher frequency side. For example, the critical

value of Γ above which trivial state loses its stability gets increased from Γ = 0.55

(φ = 4.026 for Rl = 0.5 kΩ) to Γ = 3.55 (φ = 4.033 for Rl = 10 kΩ). In Fig. 4.4 the

time response for three data points O1(φ = 3.95, Γ = 6), O2(φ = 4.00, Γ = 6) and

O3(φ = 4.10, Γ = 6) shows that there is no voltage generation in the region marked

with S and only the region marked with US is available for harvesting. Further, it

may be noted that for a particular value of Γ, as the unstable range increases with

increase in Rl, hence suitable value of Rl may be taken depending on the require-

ment of the available amplitude and frequency range of the ambient vibration source

for the PEH applications. Figure 4.3(b) shows the instability region plot in Γ− φ

Table 4.1: Material and geometric properties of substrate and piezoelectric
patches

Property Piezo Patch Substrate

Young’s modulus, GPa Ep = 15.86 Eb = 130

Density, kg m−3 ρp = 5440 ρb = 1794

Length, m Lp = 7.6× 10−2 Lb = 32× 10−2

Width, m bp = 1.8× 10−2 bb = 1.8× 10−2

Height, m tp = 1.25× 10−4 tb = 2.5× 10−4

Permittivity, nFm−1 ê = 19.36 −
Piezoelectric constant, Cm−2 e31 = −19.84 −
Subscript p:piezo b:beam

plane, with variation in damping parameter ν = 0.0005, 0.001, 0.005, 0.01 for a load

resistance of Rl = 0.5 kΩ. As the nondimensional damping parameter ν increases

the stability region shifts towards higher values of Γ. Hence, similar to the previous

case, here with increase in ν, the critical value of Γ above which the PEH can operate

becomes higher. In Fig. 4.5, frequency response curves are plotted for the system

parameters ν = 0.0005, Γ = 4 , Rl = 0.5 kΩ along with variation of voltage and

power with respect to the frequency of the excitation φ. Trivial (a1 = a2 = 0) and

nontrivial branches of the fixed-point solutions with the stable and unstable points
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Figure 4.3: Instability plot with (a) variation in load resistance Rl = 0.5, 1, 5,
10 kΩ for ν = 0.0005 and (b) variation in damping parameter ν with Rl = 0.5 kΩ.
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Figure 4.4: Time response corresponds to the points O1(3.95,6), O2(4.00,6),
O3(4.10,6)

(black-stable, blue-unstable) are shown in the figure. It may clearly be observed

from Figs. 4.3− 4.5 that the trivial state loses its stability by Hopf bifurcation (left

HBL
T) at φ = 3.99 and remain unstable up to φ = 4.057 (right HBR

T). Among all

the nontrivial branches only two are stable (as shown by black color) and loses its

stability by Hopf bifurcation (HB) at φ = 3.970 (left HBL
NT) and φ = 4.007 (right

HBR
NT) respectively. If one sweeps down the frequency from φ > 4.057, as the sta-

ble trivial state loses its stability at right HB point (φ = 4.057) the response will

jump to the nontrivial stable branch. For further sweeping down the frequency φ,

the nontrivial response remain stable in the considered range and one may observe

decrease in amplitude, voltage and power. Further, sweeping up the frequency φ,

the nontrivial response remains stable and increase in amplitude, voltage and power

is observed. For example, for a positively tuned system (i.e., σ1 > 0) when φ = 4.1,

the voltage and power are 1.8 V and 6.3 mW, respectively. Similarly, for φ = 4.2,
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Figure 4.5: (a, b) Frequency response plot, variation of (c) voltage and (d)
power with frequency; for parameters ν = 0.0005, Γ = 4 and Rl = 0.5 kΩ

the voltage and power increases to 2.46 V and 12.1 mW and for negatively tuned

cases such as φ = 3.5, the voltage and power are found to be 1.03 V and 2.08 mW,

respectively. So, depending on the applications, the harvester may be operated at a

particular frequency to obtain the required voltage and power.

Figure 4.6 shows the variation of voltage (V ) and power (P ) with frequency φ for

amplitude of excitation Γ = 2 and 4. One may observe that when Γ is decreased

from 4 to 2, keeping the other parameters (ν,Rl) constant, the stable nontrivial

(N-T) branch for φ < 4 disappears. Also, the trivial unstable zone broadens for the

higher amplitude of excitation and HB point gets shifted towards negative detuning

from φ = 4.014 to φ = 4.007. The voltage output increases for higher Γ value. For
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Figure 4.6: Variation of (a) Voltage (b) power with frequency of excitation (φ)
for system parameter ν = 0.0005, Γ = 2, 4 and Rl = 0.5 kΩ

example, the output voltage increases from 1.13 V to 1.32 V and power increases

from 2.55 mW to 3.45 mW at a particular value of φ = 4.050. For φ < 3.969, the

energy harvesting is possible in case of Γ = 4, which depends on the initial condi-

tions since the trivial branch is also stable for the mentioned zone of frequency. The

N-T stable and unstable branches follow similar trends for positively tuned cases

and voltage increases with increase in φ.

Figure 4.7 shows the frequency response curve for parameters ν = 0.0005 and Γ =

4 with the variation in load resistance Rl = 0.1, 0.5, 1, 2 kΩ. It is observed that the

voltage and power increase significantly as Rl increases which shows that the load

resistance plays an important role in achieving an optimum power output. Here at

φ = 4.5, a voltage of 0.77, 3.8, 7.77 and 15.3 V with corresponding power of 5.9,

29.5, 58.9 and 117 mW is achievable as the load resistance increases from Rl = 0.1

kΩ to Rl = 2 kΩ.

In this case, the unstable trivial frequency zone remain fixed (4.001 < φ < 4.054,

∆φ = 0.053) and stable nontrivial braches for frequencies φ < 4.001 disappears

(as shown in insight of Fig. 4.7(a), only showing stable trivial and stable nontrivial

branches) for higher load resistance values Rl > 1 kΩ.

Figure 4.8 shows the variation of voltage and power with frequency when damping

parameter (ν) of the system increases from 0.0005 to 0.005 (for Γ = 10 and Rl = 0.5
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Figure 4.8: The effect of damping parameter ν on (a) voltage and (b) power
response for ν = 0.0005 and ν = 0.005 for Γ = 10, Rl = 0.5 kΩ.

kΩ). The unstable trivial zone decreases slightly (∆φ = 0.017) and the nontrivial

branch which lies in the negative detuning zone (φ < 3.813, ν = 0.0005) disappears

as ν increases. However, the voltage and power reduction are not significant for

positively tuned system and both increases as the frequency of excitation increases.

On the contrary, a significant change in the topology of N-T branch of solution is

observed when damping parameter changes from 0.001 to 0.01 as shown in Fig. 4.9.

The N-T stable and unstable branches in the positively tuned zone form a closed
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Figure 4.9: The effect of damping on voltage response for (a) ν = 0.001 (b) ν =
0.01 for Γ = 10, Rl = 0.5 kΩ.

loop and stable branch loses stability at saddle node bifurcation point (φ = 4.01, ν =

0.01) where voltage output found to be 0.54 V which is much reduced from 2.118 V

for ν = 0.001. Similar to the previous case here also the nontrivial branch, which

lies in the negative detuning zone (φ < 3.883, ν = 0.001) disappears as ν increases

and form a close unstable N-T branch of solution. The trivial unstable zone gets

reduced.

Variation of voltage (V ) and power (P ) with amplitude of harmonic excitation Γ are

shown in the Fig. 4.10 for φ=4 (tuned case) for different damping ratios ν = 0.001

and 0.005 respectively along with change in Rl. Both voltage and power increases

and the critical value of Γ shifts towards higher side with Rl. The topology of the

nontrivial branches of solution marginally changes as ν increases and the nature of

stable nontrivial critical point changes from HB to Saddle node bifurcation point.

For example in Fig. 4.10(a) the Γcr = 2.96 ( V = 1.67 V, at HB point) for nontrivial

branch where Rl = 1.5 kΩ while for higher damping ν = 0.005 in Fig. 4.10(c) the

Γcr = 5.96 ( V = 1.43 V at SN point) for nontrivial branch where Rl = 1.5 kΩ. It

is also observed that voltage and power is slightly reduces as damping increases and

higher damping ratio requires higher critical value of Γ for harvesting purpose.

Considering ν = 0.001, Γ = 0-10 and Rl = 0.5 kΩ for perfectly tuned (φ = 4, σ1 = 0),

negatively tuned (φ = 3.9) and positively tuned (φ = 4.1) cases, variation of voltage
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Figure 4.10: Voltage and power variation with amplitude of excitation (Γ) for
the system parameters Rl = 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.25, 1.5 kΩ, φ = 4 (a, b) ν = 0.001 (c,

d) ν = 0.005

and power with Γ is shown in Fig. 4.11. By Fig. 4.11(a,b) it has been observed that

the voltage and power remains constant as Γ increases. The trivial state is stable

in negatively and positively tuned cases while it loses stability by Hopf bifurcation

for perfectly tuned case as shown in Fig. 4.11(c). The voltage and power increases

as Γ increases for perfectly and positively tuned cases however the values are higher

for positively tuned case. The unstable nontrivial branch disappears as frequency is

tuned to perfect or kept to the positive side.

Voltage and power variation with load resistance (Rl) is shown in Fig. 4.12 for per-

fectly and positively tuned case and the effect of amplitude of excitation Γ on output
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voltage and power is also observed. The trivial branch is unstable for the whole range

of resistance variation in perfectly tuned case (φ = 4) while it is completely stable

for positively tuned case (φ > 4). Output voltage increases with increase in Rl up

to a certain value and nontrivial stable branch loses stability by Hopf bifurcation

at 1.545 kΩ (Γ = 3) and 2.295 kΩ (Γ = 4) as shown in Fig. 4.12(a). Again for a

range of 2.775 < Rl < 2.905 and 3.870 < Rl < 4.045 for Γ = 3 and Γ = 4, respec-

tively the stable branch appears and loses stability by SN bifurcation point. Similar

trend is observed for positively tuned case (φ = 4.1) except that there is continuous

stable nontrivial branch exist and loses stability at SN bifurcation as Rl increases

and voltage and power values are significantly higher than that of tuned case. The
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Figure 4.13: The variation of distance of arbitrary mass (β) with frequency ratio
(ω2
ω1

) for different value of (a) mass ratio µ and (b) beam length Ls while other
geometric and material system parameters are same as mentioned in Table 4.1.

maximum value of power is found to be 40.46 mW at Rl = 3.485 kΩ and Γ=4 as

shown in Fig. 4.12(d).

4.5 On Achieving the Internal Resonance of 1:3

In the present energy harvester, the material properties of the substrate are con-

sidered from the work of Zavodney and Nayfeh [182]. However, the possibility of

achieving the required commensurate frequency ratio of 1:3 by considering different

values of system parameters i.e., geometric (Ls, ts, β, µ) and material properties (Es)

are explored in this section. The effect of the distance of arbitrary mass (β) from

the fixed end on frequency ratio ω2

ω1
is shown in the Fig. 4.13, with change in mass

ratio (µ) and beam length (Ls). As the mass ratio increases the frequency ratio

becomes closer to the required value 3. A discontinuity is observed near β = 2.72

which remain invariant with respect to µ but changes with change in Ls value. This

causes the frequency ratio ω2

ω1
> 3.4 away from internal resonance phenomenon. For

larger beam length, the discontinuity occurs at lower value of β and vice versa. These

curves are very much useful while considering the geometry and location of arbitrary

mass and its distance from the base in order to achieve or avoid the commensurate

frequency ratio, which depends on the application.
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Figure 4.14: The variation of Young’s modulus of beam (Es) with frequency

ratio
(
ω2
ω1

)
for different value of (a) beam length and Ls(b) substrate thickness ts

while other parameters are same as in Table 4.1.

In Fig. 4.14 variation in material property (Young’s modulus of the beam, Es) is

plotted with frequency ratio
(
ω2

ω1

)
with change in substrate length (Ls) and thick-

ness (ts). As Es increases, the ratio of frequencies gets reduce and increasing the

length of the beam causes the curve to shift at higher frequency ratio side as shown

in the Fig. 4.14(a). However, as the thickness of the substrate (ts) increases the

curve shifts towards lower frequency ratio side. One may chose suitable values of

system parameters to get internal resonance of 1:3, for the present system, which

is associated with the cubic and inertial nonlinearities due to the large deformation

and an attached arbitrary mass.

In Fig. 4.15 the variation of mass ratio (µ) with frequency ratio
(
ω2

ω1

)
is observed

for different values of β, Es, Ls and ts. As the mass ratio increases the frequency

ratio reduces. As the distance of attached mass (β) from the fixed end increases the

curve shifts towards lower frequency ratio side and around β ≈ 0.27 the frequency

ratio switch to the higher ratio side as shown in the Fig. 4.15(a). Young’s modulus

in the range of 150 < Es < 210 is varied in Fig. 4.15(b) and in every case one can

get a frequency ratio of nearly 1:3. Higher Es brings the frequency ratio at lower

side and this trend is similar for thickness ts but opposite for larger beam length Ls

values as shown in Figs. 4.15(c) and 4.15(d), respectively.
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Figure 4.15: The variation of mass ratio (µ) with frequency ratio
(
ω2
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)
for

different value of (a) distance of arbitrary mass, β (b) Young’s modulus of beam,
Es (a) beam length, Ls and (b) substrate thickness, ts while other parameters are

same as in Table 4.1).

4.6 Summary

In this work a harmonically base excited vertical cantilever beam with piezoelec-

tric path and attached mass is used as an energy harvester. The mass is attached

at a position such that the second modal frequency is thrice the fundamental fre-

quency and hence the system exhibits 1:3 internal resonance. The system is excited

at a frequency nearly equal to the combination of the first and second modal fre-

quencies. The nonlinear governing equation of motion which is similar to that of a
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parametrically excited system with cubic nonlinearities is derived and solved using

the method of multiple scales. Initially the instability regions have been plotted to

obtain the range of frequencies for which the harvester can be effectively used for

various system parameters such as the load resistance, excitation amplitude, exci-

tation frequency and damping. From these instability regions it has been observed

that there exist critical value of amplitude of base excitation for different value of

load resistance and damping below which the harvester can’t be used as it leads to

trivial state fixed point response. Then the frequency response curves have been

plotted for the same parameters to obtain the voltage and power of the harvester.

Time responses have been plotted to verify the instability regions and the frequency

response curves which are found to be in good agreement. From the frequency vs

power curves, it has been observed that there exist critical values of load resistance

for optimum power generation. It has been observed that the present harvester will

not only useful in energy extraction in the primary resonance zone but also in the

higher frequency zone of combination type (ω1 + ω2). Also, parametric excitation

means a high deformation at a cost of very low excitation magnitude which provides

high conversion rate of power with only limitation of crossing the threshold limit

of excitation magnitude necessary for transverse deflection of the vertical cantilever

beam based harvester.

By suitably using different dimensions of the harvester, the load resistance, different

types of piezoelectric patch and base material and attached mass one can extend

the present analysis using the developed equations to find the range of voltage and

power of the harvester which can be used for a wide range of applications. This

analysis of combination parametric resonance may be coupled with other resonance

conditions for harvesting energy for a wider frequency range as the ambient response

contain both low and high frequencies.
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Chapter 5

Piezoelectric Energy Harvester

under Parametric Excitation: A

Theoretical and Experimental

Investigation

5.1 Introduction

In the present work, both theoretical and experimental investigation of a vertical

cantilever beam based piezoelectric energy harvester (PEH) is carried out under

principal parametric resonance condition. A piezoelectric patch is attached near

the fixed end of the cantilever beam along with an attached mass positioned at an

arbitrary location. The extended Hamilton’s principle is used to derive the spatio-

temporal equation of motion and generalized Galerkin’s approximation is used to

obtain the temporal nonlinear electromechanical governing equation of motion. The

method of multiple scales (MMS) is used to find the reduced modulation equations.

Due to the large transverse deflection and effect of rotary inertia of the attached

mass, the system exhibits cubic and inertial nonlinearities. An experimental setup

with slider crank mechanism based shaker and a harvester consisting of a cantilever

beam with piezoelectric patch and attached mass is designed and developed. The

challenges posed by parametric resonance in crack development in the PZT and the

85
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beam are reported. The theoretical and experimental output voltage and the power

obtained are found to be in good agreement. Further, a qualitative and quantitative

comparative study of 17 energy harvesters has been carried out. The normalized

power densities have also been compared.

5.2 Design and Development of the Experimental

Setup

The objective of this work is to develop a low-cost shaker to provide parametric

excitation to the energy harvester. The requirement of the frequency of excitation,

amplitude (stroke length), specimen dimensions and its weight are the basic param-

eters on which the design and development of the harvester is carried out. The basic

specimen considered in this work is a vertical steel cantilever beam having dimen-

sions of 300 mm × 25.5 mm × 0.51 mm attached with a unimorph piezoelectric

patch of dimensions 50 mm × 25 mm × 0.5 mm, near to its fixed end. A mass (m)

is attached at an arbitrary distance d from the fixed end. The neodymium magnets

(rectangular plate form, 25 mm × 10 mm × 1 mm, the weight of 4.5 gm each) are

used as the attached mass here so that the mass and its position are adjustable

along the beam. The PZT patch (PZT-5H) by Sparkler Ceramics Pvt. Ltd., is

attached near the fixed end of the cantilever beam. The PZT patch is glued on to

the beam surface by using Araldite epoxy-resin (Grade AV138M/HV 998) with a 60

− 40 ratio.

5.3 Shaker Design

A slider-crank mechanism (Fig. 5.1a) is used to convert the rotational motion of the

DC motor to the translational motion of the slider. A base plate is taken to mount

the DC motor with the slider-crank mechanism and the electronic components. The

CAD model of the setup developed using ProE is shown in Fig. 5.1b. To design the

components initially kinematic and dynamic analysis of the slider crank mechanism

has been carried out.
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5.4 Kinematic Analysis

The schematic diagram of the mechanism is shown in Fig. 5.1a. The mechanism

is assumed to have stroke lengths ls between 13 mm to 22 mm with a maximum

frequency of 25 Hz (1500 rpm) to excite the harvester near twice the principal

parametric resonance condition that is twice the natural frequency of the system.

As the stroke length is considered to be in the range of 13 mm to 22 mm, so a

crank is made out of a circular disk having radius 12 mm having slots to connect

the connecting rod at 6.5, 8, 9 and 11 mm. The crank is attached to the shaft of

the DC motor. In Fig. 5.1a, OP is the radius of the crank of length r, PQ is the

connecting rod of length lc. A guided extension rod (QR) of length lr is bolted to the

connecting rod at point Q in the vertical position. A holder is placed over the rod

QR to attach a cantilever beam and it can accommodate a beam up to 35 mm width.

As it is required to move the point Q in a straight line, a rod QR is attached to the

connecting rod and it is made to move inside a guide supported by ball bearings.

The crank radius r decides the stroke length (displacement of point R, ls) by the

relation ls = 2r The length QR is decided based on kinematic constraints.

5.5 Dynamic Analysis

A dynamic analysis is performed to decide the required motor torque to develop the

PEH system. The components are made up of mild steel. The components, which

are supported by the DC motor with their weights, are mentioned in Table 5.1. The

total load of the basic supporting structure is 251 gm. The required torque is

Table 5.1: Components supported by DC motor with weights.

Components weight (g)

crank with connecting rod 48
slider with holder 129
specimen 62
others (screws) 12

total 251
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Figure 5.1: (a) Schematic diagram of slider crank mechanism (b) CAD model
of the piezoelectric energy harvester (PEH) with different parts

calculated using the following expression [305]

T =

(
msr

2ω2

(
cos θ +

cos 2θ

n

)
+msgr

)
×

(
sin θ +

sin 2θ

2
√
n2 − sin2θ

)
(5.1)

Taking ms = 0.225 kg, r = 0.0065 m, lc = 0.05 m, n = lc/r, N = 1500 rpm, g =

9.8 m/s2, the variation of the torque for the basic structure with angular position

for few cycles is shown in Fig. 5.2. Based on the torque calculation a 24 V DC

motor is selected which is capable of producing 6000 rpm. However, for the present

setup a 12 V supply is used, so, the motor can provide maximum speed of 3000

rpm. The operating range of motor speed is decided based on the natural frequency

of the cantilever beam system which is found to be 3.6 Hz (Fig. 5.5b) and 4.3 Hz

(Fig. 5.11b) for beam specimens with substrates S1 and S3, respectively (as men-

tioned in Table 5.2). The experimentally obtained acceleration characteristic of the

holder (without beam system attachment) is shown in Fig. 5.2(b). The acceleration

time response (after filtering) is obtain at a particular speed of DC motor by using

the accelerometer. The photograph of the fabricated setup is shown in Fig. 5.3.

The encoder is connected to the DC motor to read the rotational speed in cycle per
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Figure 5.2: (a) Variation of torque with crank angle (b) Experimental accelera-
tion time response (after filtering) of the holder without beam system attachment

at a particular speed of DC motor by using the accelerometer.

minute. Microcontroller (mbed NXP LPC1768) is programed in such a way that

one can regulate the rotational speed of the DC motor by just rotating the knob

and display the output in display unit (16 ×2 LCD). The microcontroller required

5V DC power, which is provided by USB cable. Power supply converts AC into DC

and is connected to the motor driver. The motor driver provides 12V or 24V power

to the motor.

5.6 Analytical Model

The schematic diagram of parametrically excited PEH system consists of a cantilever

beam of length L, massm at a distance d from its fixed end and a PZT patch of length

Lp near its base is shown in Fig. 5.4. The electrodes of PZT patch are connected

to an external load resistance through a circuit to find out the power output of the

harvester. The longitudinal and transverse motion of the beam is denoted by u(ξ, t)

and v(ξ, t) respectively, where ξ is the curvilinear coordinate along the beam length.
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Figure 5.3: (a) Experimental setup of PEH system with electronic circuit and
oscilloscope (b) Clear view of the harvester with PZT patch.

Figure 5.4: Schematic diagram of piezoelectric energy harvester (PEH) system
with parametric excitation

The nondimensional nonlinear coupled electromechanical temporal governing equa-

tions of motion of the system is expressed in the following equations. The detailed
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derivation can be found in the Appendix C.

q̈ + 2εζq̇ + q + εαq3 + εβqq̇2 + εγq2q̈ + εηV = εq f̂ cos(φτ) (5.2)

V̇ + χV + q̇ = 0 (5.3)

Here,

x =
s

L
, β =

d

L
, τ = ωt, λ =

r

L
, µ =

m

ρbAbL
, Γ =

z0

zr
,

J =
J0

ρbAbLr2
, φ =

Ω

ω
, ζ = ζ∗

ν

ε
, χ =

1

CpωRl

,

η =
−η̄rv

ρbAb~ω2rεL2

∫ 1

0

{δx(x)− δx(x− 1)} ψ(x)dx,

K̄ =
e31tpcbp
L

∫ 1

0

ψxx(x)dx, tpc = tp+ts
2
− ȳ, rv =

V̄

V
=
K̄r

Cp

Where
·

( ) = d( )
dτ

. Here the damping, geometric and inertial nonlinearities, elec-

tromechanical coupling and excitation terms are small, and hence considered of the

order of ε (book keeping parameter). Here α, β, γ and η are the coefficients of

cubic, inertial (qq̇2, q2q̈) and coupling terms, respectively. The coefficients appear

in Eqs. (5.2) and (5.3) are defined in Appendix C2. By observing the R.H.S. term of

Eq. (5.2) the time-varying forcing term appears as a parameter, which is a typical

characteristic of parametrically excited systems that provides energy input to the

system. In the absence of PZT patch, the Eq. (5.2) reduced to that of [182].

5.7 Perturbation Analysis

A uniform first-order approximate analytical solution of Eqs. (5.2) and (5.3) is

obtained by using the standard method of multiple scales. In the present work,

the nonlinear electromechanical system is explored as an energy harvester for the

principal parametric resonance condition. The time dependence is expressed into

multiple time scales as Tn = εnτ ; n = 0, 1, 2, ... and the time derivatives expressed

as: d
dτ

= D0 + εD1 +O(ε2), d2

dτ2
= D2

0 + 2εD0D1 +O(ε2) where Di = ∂
∂Ti

. The system
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solution (q, V ) expanded in a series form as

q(τ ; ε) = q0 (T0, T1) + εq1 (T0, T1) +O(ε2) (5.4)

V (τ ; ε) = V0 (T0, T1) + εV1 (T0, T1) +O
(
ε2
)

(5.5)

By substituting Eqs. (5.4) and (5.5) into Eq. (5.2), (5.3) and further equating the

coefficients involving the terms of ε0 and ε1 to zero, yields the set of equations in

different order of ε

D2
0q0 + q0 = 0 (5.6a)

D0V0 + χV0 = −D0q0 (5.6b)

D2
0q1 + q1 =− 2ζD0q0 − 2D0D1q0 + q0f̂ cosφτ

− ηV0 − αq3
0 − βq0(D0q0)2 − γq2

0D
2
0q0 (5.7a)

D0V1 + χV1 =−D0V0 − (D0q1 +D1q0) (5.7b)

The solution of differential equations (Eq. (5.6a) and (5.6b)) of the order O(ε0) are

expressed as

q0 = A(T1)eiT0 + cc; V0 = −ZA(T1)eiT0 + cc (5.8)

Here cc is the complex conjugate of the preceding terms and A(T1) is an unknown

complex function to be determined later. Using Eq. (5.8) into Eq. (5.7a) the

following secular and near secular terms are obtained which should be eliminated

for finite amplitude response of the system

f̂
2
ĀeiT0φ−iT0 − (3α + β − 3γ)ĀA2eiT0 − 2i(A′ + ζA)eiT0 + ηZAeiT0 = 0 (5.9)

One may obtain similar expression for single mode approximation without con-

sidering 1:3 internal resonance case from [301]. To express the nearness of φ to

that of 2 (principal parametric resonance) the detuning parameters σ is intro-

duced as φ = 2 + εσ. Expressing the complex function A(T1) into polar form as

A(T1) = 1
2
a(T1)eiϑ(T1) where amplitude a(T1) and phase ϑ(T1) are slowly varying

function of time scale T1. Now by using this polar form in Eq. (5.9) and eliminating
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the secular term (the coefficient of eiT0) to find the bounded solution one obtains

the following reduced modulation equations.

a′ = ζeffa+ aFeff sin (δ) (5.10)

1
2
aδ′ = 1

2
σeffa−Neffa

3 + aFeff cos (δ) (5.11)

Here

Neff =
3α

8
+
β

8
− 3γ

8
; ζeff = −ζ + ζe − ζaa; σeff = σ + σe; Feff =

f̂

4
;

ζe =
ηχ

2 (χ2 + 1)
; σe =

η

(χ2 + 1)
; δ = σT1 − 2ϑ; tan δ0 =

−ζeff
−0.5σeff +Neffa2

Here ζ, ζe, ζa and σe represents the internal material damping, the damping term

caused by electric circuit, aerodynamic damping [21, 181, 306] and the shift in sys-

tems frequency due to electromechanical coupling respectively which depends on

parameters η, ξ. Also, Neff denotes the total effect due to cubic (α) and inertial

(β, γ) nonlinear terms in the equation of motion of the beam. The nontrivial (a 6= 0)

frequency response of the reduced equations can be calculated by the following fre-

quency response expression.

σ = 2Neffa
2 − σe ± 2

√
F 2
eff − (ζeff )

2 (5.12)

The above expression is parabolic in nature with respect to the nondimensional

amplitude a. Steady state displacement, output voltage and power are obtained

from the following expressions.

v(s, t) = r ψ(s) a cos(ωt+ ϑ) (5.13)

V (t) = rv
1√
χ2+1

a cos(ωt+ ϑ+ ϕ) (5.14)

P =
a2

Rl

(
rv

1√
χ2+1

)2

(5.15)
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Here ϕ = tan−1 (χ) .

5.8 Results and Discussion

For result and discussion purpose, the geometric and material properties of the

specimen (cantilever beam and piezoelectric patch of PZT-5H) as shown in Fig. 5.1b

are given in Table 5.2. It may be noted that a mass of 27 gm is attached at a

Table 5.2: Geometric and material properties of beam with piezoelectric patch.

Property PZT Patch Sym. Substrate-S1 Substrate-S2 Substrate-S3

Young’s moduli, GPa Ep = 66.7 Eb 190 190 190

Density, kgm−3 ρp = 7500 ρb 7800 7800 7800

Length, m Lp = 0.05 Lb 30× 10−2 29.1× 10−2 30× 10−2

Width, m bp = 0.025 bb 2.55× 10−2 2.55× 10−2 2.55× 10−2

Height, m tp = 0.0005 tb 5.1× 10−4 5.1× 10−4 6.5× 10−4

Capacitance, nF Cp = 71.30 − − − −
Piezoconstant,pCN−1 d31 = -285 − − − −

distance of 213 mm from the base of the system. Further, the PZT is placed at a

distance of 5.7 mm from the fixed base. Initially the free vibration response of the

system is found out to obtain the natural frequency and the damping ratio of the

system. Figure 5.5(a) shows the voltage-time response of the harvester, which is

obtained experimentally by simply tapping the end of the harvester in open circuit

condition. As the voltage is proportional to the displacement of the system, using

the logarithmic decrement method, the damping ratio of the system is found to be

0.0134.

The corresponding FFT of the voltage-time signal is plotted in Fig. 5.5(b), where

the fundamental frequency of the PEH system is found to be 3.6 Hz. By using the

expression given in the Appendix C2, the natural frequency of the system is found

to be 3.53 Hz. Figure 5.6(a) shows the frequency response plot obtained by using

Eq. 5.12. The external load resistance is kept at 100 kΩ. It may be noted that

by sweeping up the frequency up to 6.76 Hz, the beam has a rigid-body motion

and does not undergo transverse vibration, which is one of the characteristics of the

parametrically excited systems.
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Figure 5.5: (a) Open circuit, the voltage-time response of the system when just
tapping the top edge of the beam for damping coefficient calculation by logarithmic

decrement method (b) corresponding FFT of the voltage-time signal

Therefore the piezoelectric patch does not undergo any strain and hence, no voltage

is produced (Fig. 5.6(b)). Further, sweeping up this frequency, after this critical

value where it undergoes supercritical pitchfork bifurcation (PFL), the system has

a nontrivial response and the corresponding output voltage starts to increase with

increase in the external frequency. This continues until the saddle-node bifurcation

(marked SN in Fig. 5.6(b)) and a further increase in frequency leads to the jump

down phenomenon where the beam response may again become trivial. Here the

beam may develop cracks near the fixed end. On sweeping down the frequency, the

jump up phenomenon occurs near the subcritical pitchfork bifurcation point (PFR)

and the trivial response jumps to the nontrivial branch. The acceleration level for

parametric onset is found to be (|z̈| = z0(2πf)2 = 11.7 m/s2, where z0 = 6.5 mm

and f = 6.76 Hz).

To compare, the analytical result with the experimental result, the system is excited

near to twice its fundamental frequency (2ω) to find out the voltage response by

sweeping up the frequency. Figure 5.6(b) shows the plot for the variation of the

voltage with frequency. Here both theoretical and experimental results are plotted,

and both results are found to be almost in good agreement up to 7.33 Hz. The

difference between experimental and analytical findings may be due to the parameter

taken for theoretical analysis and minor imperfection in the experimental setup. The

theoretical prediction of critical threshold frequency and the highest output voltage
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Figure 5.6: (a) Amplitude response with frequency of excitation at Rl = 100 kΩ
and (b) Comparison of analytical and experimental voltage response (c) Compar-
ison of analytical and experimentally obtained power with frequency of excitation
(d) Time response of the output voltage at a particular frequency of excitation of
f = 7.18Hz (with piezo-patch with hairline cracks) (e) FFT of the voltage-time
response shown in Fig. 5.6(d), (f) Input acceleration time plot with FFT of the

filtered signal.
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are closely resembles the experimental findings. It may be noted that the error is

found to be around 2% near the supercritical pitchfork bifurcation point and saddle-

node bifurcation point. In between these points the error is coming to be around

10-15%. The error is calculated as the ratio of the total deviation in output voltage

by total theoretical voltage. Also one may note that the analytically predicted

response consists of stable (solid blue lines) and unstable (solid red lines) nontrivial

branches of fixed points, which coincides with experiment findings.

The steady state power is then calculated by V2
max

Rl
as shown in Fig. 5.6(c). One

may achieve a maximum power of nearly 22.7 mW around a frequency of excitation

of 7.25 Hz for external load resistance of Rl = 100 kΩ. Figure 5.6(d) shows the

experimental voltage-time response for a particular frequency of excitation f = 7.18

and load resistance of Rl = 100 kΩ where the average voltage is found to be V =

40.21V. The FFT of the output voltage vs time response shown in Fig. 5.6(d) is

plotted in Fig 5.6(e) and the time response of the input acceleration along with

FFT of the filtered signal is shown in Fig. 5.6(f).

When the harvester system is excited near the parametric resonance condition, few

hairline cracks are observed transverse to the length of the piezo-patch (Fig. 5.7(c)).

This is because the patch is placed near to the base (spanned from 5.7 mm to 10.7

mm length from the base) where the bending moment is high and large amplitude of

vibration causes PZT patch to break transversely and visible hairline cracks appear

due to the brittle nature (low Young’s Modulus) of patches. Due to these cracks, the

time response (shown in Fig. 5.6(d)) differs from well-expected continuous periodic

profile and sharp peaks rather than smooth variations are visible. Here, near the SN

bifurcation point the beam may develop cracks close to the fixed end due to high

transverse deformation, which produces maximum bending moment at the base and

after few cycles the beam may break as shown in Fig. 5.7(a). The corresponding close

up figure is shown in Fig. 5.7(b), where the direction of the crack is transverse to the

length of the beam. This could be further quantified in terms of the amplitude of the

base acceleration, which is responsible for the onset of a crack in the beam. From

the expression of the base excitation (z = z0 cos(Ωt)) one can find the amplitude of

the base acceleration (|z̈| = z0(2πf)2 = 13.78 m/s2, where z0 = 6.5 mm and f =

7.33 Hz) at which the crack in the beam is possible due to high amplitude transverse

displacement. The length of the beam after disintegration (Fig. 5.7(c)) from near

its fixed end is reduced to Lb = 291 mm, here further it used as next specimen (S2).
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Figure 5.7: (a) Cracked beam with piezo-patch (b) cracked beam (zoomed view)
(c) Piezoelectric patch (PZT-5H) with visible hairline cracks in transverse direc-

tion and disintegration near the electrode separation.
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Figure 5.8: (a) Experimental voltage response with frequency of excitation at
Rl = 25 kΩ and (b) voltage time response at a particular frequency of excitation
of f = 9.63 Hz (when its length reduces to Lb = 291 mm from previous length of

Lb = 300 mm)

Figure 5.8 shows the frequency and time response of output voltage for external load

resistance of 25 kΩ. The natural frequency of the system increases due to reduced

length of the harvester, hence to trigger the parametric excitation the frequency of

excitation shifts towards higher frequency side as shown in Fig. 5.8(a). The voltage

time response corresponds to f = 9.63 is shown in Fig. 5.8(b) where an average

voltage of 11.82 V is achievable. The amplitude and voltage response grows as the

frequency of excitation f and the right side bend of the response shows the hardening
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behaviour, which observed earlier as well. In Fig. 5.9(a) the time response of the

voltage is shown for Rl = 25 kΩ, one can achieve an average voltage of 17 V in this

case for the frequency of excitation f = 9.85 Hz. The corresponding point is from

voltage response in Fig. 5.8(a).
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Figure 5.9: (a) Experimental time response of output voltage at Rl = 25 kΩ
and f = 9.85 Hz (b) when at very high bending of the beam the piezoelectric

patch disintegrate at the frequency of excitation of f > 9.85 Hz

Figure 5.9(b) captures the voltage time response of pre and post-failure of piezoelec-

tric patch attached to the beam due to high rate of deformation (a violent transverse

movement of the beam) when external frequency is nearly f > 9.85. The time re-

sponse becomes trivial from nontrivial as time progresses and some high peaks are

observed which shows that the electric circuit sometimes gets completed, depends on

the nature of the disintegration of the PZT patch. Since the PZT patch disintegrated

in the previous experiment, a new specimen is fabricated for further analysis. The

new specimen (with substrate S3) is having all the material and geometric properties

similar to previous specimens with substrates S1 and S2 (as mentioned in Table 5.2),

except the thickness. The beam thickness (tb = 0.65 mm) of the new specimen is

more than that of previous ones and hence its natural frequency is slightly higher

than the previous specimen. Figure 5.10 shows the variation of voltage and power

with external load resistance when the frequency of excitation kept at a constant

value of f = 8.28 Hz. Here few readings of output voltages are taken at a partic-

ular value of load resistance to plot the variation. This is achieved by keeping the

rpm of DC motor at a constant level. The quadratic curve fit depicts the average
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Figure 5.10: Experimental voltage and power with the variation of load resis-
tance Rl (new beam system with similar geometric (except thickness) and material

properties without any crack) keeping µ, β constant and f = 8.28 Hz

variation of voltage and power. It is observed that as the load resistance increases,

the voltage and corresponding power (Fig. 5.10(b)) also increases and then stabilizes

for certain resistance values. It shows that the load resistance influences the power

output and at a certain value of Rl, the output power gets maximum. One may

obtain the optimal resistance by performing power limit analysis as given in [307].

The voltage time response at a particular load resistance Rl = 800 kΩ is shown in

Fig. 5.11(a) and corresponding FFT is plotted in Fig. 5.11(b). The voltage-time

response is amplitude-modulated response with frequency of oscillation around 4.3

Hz.

The continuous and smooth variation of the voltage-time response means the PZT

patch is working well and there is no evident hairline crack is developed until now,

at this frequency level. The average value of voltage amplitude is nearly 54.72 V.

The participation of other higher harmonics of fundamental frequency is shown in an

insight zoomed figure in Fig. 5.11(b) where their participation is weak as compared

to the fundamental harmonic. The amplitude modulation may be due to certain

imbalances, which causes minor irregularities in energy transfer.

In Fig. 5.12, the variation of output voltage with nondimensional distance (β) and

frequency of excitation (f) along with variation of f with β is shown while keeping

m = 27 gm and load resistance Rl = 100 kΩ invariant. The average voltage is
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Figure 5.11: Experimental (a) voltage-time response for load resistance Rl =
800 kΩ and (b) FFT of the voltage-time response

kept stable within a certain range by keeping the transverse displacement near the

triggering onset frequency of excitation as β and f increases. In Fig. 5.12(c) as β

increases the threshold frequency at which beam starts transverse vibration reduces

linearly. By a suitably position of the attached mass m, one may adjust the natural

frequency of the system and critical threshold excitation value can be reduced fur-

ther. Voltage time response at specific point P1 located in Fig. 5.12(a) is shown in

Fig. 5.12(d) where at β = 0.533 the output voltage is found to be V = 13.58 V.

The voltage-time response at point P2 as mentioned in Fig. 5.12(a), are shown in

Fig. 5.13(a). By observing Fig. 5.13(a), it is found that the pattern of the response

changes (ellipsoidal zone), which denotes the patch abnormalities caused by sudden

high deformation. This pattern carries forward in the responses shown in Fig. 5.13(b,

c, d) for β = 0.833. High voltage peaks are also observed in Fig. 5.13(b,c) and

5.13(d), which further provide concrete proof that PZT patch has suffered some per-

manent structural damage. One conclusion can be drawn from here is that beyond a

certain transverse deflection of beam system the PZT patch may get damages. The

energy extraction from a broken piezo patch poses challenges related to the circuitry

section.

This is probably the first time when time response from a broken patch is analysed.

However to avoid such kind of disruption in energy transduction two possible solu-

tions are suggested. First, the large amplitude vibration may be restricted by using
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Figure 5.12: Experimental findings of (a) voltage with nondimensional distance
of mass from the fixed end of the beam (β) (b) corresponding voltage response
(c) frequency of excitation with (β) and (d) voltage-time response at point P1

located in Fig. 5.11(a) while keeping attached mass m = 27 gm and Rl = 100 kΩ
constant.

stoppers and second, the more flexible MFC (micro-fiber-composites) may be used

instead of using brittle PZT patches. Apart from MFC’s, a wide range of flexible

piezoelectric materials [139] are available, which can be integrated into the structures

to not only harvest energy but in wearable devices for sensing purpose as well. It

also allows using post buckle structures and curved surfaces. However, use of MFC

slightly increases the cost of the system. Another challenge is to avoid the cracks
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Figure 5.13: Experimental findings of voltage-time response, where mass m =
27 gm, β = 0.833 and Rl = 100 kΩ

near the fixed end of the cantilever beam system for long-lasting use and keeping the

structural integrity intact. The best way to avoid this failure is by providing concave

shaped supporting structure of suitable radius [308] to the base attachment element

(holder) or using stoppers [309–311] to prevent large transverse displacement. The

provision of mass at an arbitrary position and its value adjustment is helpful in

order to tune the frequency of the harvester as per the available ambient frequency

of excitation.

A qualitative comparison of several energy harvesters is presented in Table 5.3.

Comparison has been made based on the type of used piezoelectric patch (viz.,

PZT, MFC or PVDF), its configuration (unimorph or bimorph), type of external

excitation (direct, parametric), orientation of the specimen (horizontal or vertical),

nature of study (analytical or experimental), length covered by the piezoelectric

patch (partial or full) and transduction mechanism utilized (piezoelectric or electro-

magnetic). One sample case [21] is described here and the interpretation in a similar

manner for the other cases can be drawn from Table 5.3. Daqaq et al. [21] were the

first to analyze energy harvesting via parametric excitation. In this work, a lumped

parameter model of the cantilever beam with a tip mass and MFC patch is used.

The beam is kept in the horizontal position in this experimental study. It may be

noted that in the present work, the cantilever beam is placed in the vertical position

where the effect of gravity is accommodated in the dynamics of the system. Also,

the mass can be attached to any arbitrary position along the beam and PZT-5H
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patch is used in the present work. Abdelkefi et al. [181] studied a similar system

where a nonlinear distributed parameter model is developed and the effect of nonlin-

ear piezoelectric coupling coefficients on the output voltage and power are analyzed

analytically. The unimorph piezoelectric patch spans the whole length of the beam

and any issues in using PZTs under parametric excitation are not reported. Few

systems utilized the parametrically excited energy harvesters based on electromag-

netic transduction mechanism [202, 205, 312] as well. In such systems, the volume

of the system is generally high as compared to the harvesters based on piezoelectric

transduction.

Table 5.3: Qualitative comparison of the present work with previous literature

References PZT/

MFC

Type: (U,B)

|(P,D,AP)|(H,V)

A/Exp Length

covered

PE/

EM

Daqaq et al. [21] MFC U|P|H A+Exp Partial PE

Abdelkefi et al. [181] PZT U|P|H A Full PE

Friswell et al. [64] MFC U|D|V A+Exp Partial PE

Zhu et al. [313] PVDF U|P|V A+Exp Partial PE

Jia et al. [202] − − A+Exp − EM

Jia and Seshia [207] PZT B|P−AP|V A+Exp Partial PE

Yildirim et al. [205] − − A+Exp − EM

Yan and Hajj [208] PZT B|P|V A Full PE

Yildirim et al. [22] MFC U|P|H A+Exp Partial PE

Mam et al. [314] PZT B|D−P|V A+Exp Partial PE

Panyam et al. [315] MFC U|P|H A+Exp Partial PE

Searle et al. [309] MFC U|D−P|H A+Exp Partial PE

Bahareh et al. [316] PZT U|P|H A+Exp Partial PE

Garg and Dwivedy [301] MFC B|P|V A Full PE

Kuang and Zhu [312] − − A+Exp − EM

Xia et al. [223] PZT B|D−P|H A Full PE

Present work PZT U|P|V A+Exp Partial PE

U→ Unimorph,B→ Bimorph,P→ Parametric,D→ Direct,

AP → AutoParametric,H→ Horizontal V→ Vertical,A → Analytical,

Exp → Experimental,PE→ Piezoelectric,EM→ Electromagnetic
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A combination of direct excitation along with parametric excitation [223, 309, 314] or

autoparametric with parametric [207] is also explored for performance enhancement.

The emphasis is given on harvesting from low frequency direct excitation and post-

buckled beam system in the work of [64]. Zhu et al. [313] and Panyam et al. [315]

explore the effect of axial load in PEH system where the former used piezofilm.

Bahareh et al. [316] analyzed the PEH system with time varying stiffness. In the

previous work of Garg and Dwivedy [301] a system similar to the present one is

studied where it undergoes parametric and 1:3 internal resonance. Here due to

the internal resonance, the first two modes of the system interacts and the energy

transfer takes place between them which helps in extracting more output power and

enhances the bandwidth of the harvester. Without considering internal resonance

and using unimorph PZT in the limited span instead of bimorph MFC, the system

can be reduced to the present system.

The studies of PEH systems mentioned in Table 5.3 are extended in Table 5.4 for the

quantitative comparison of the normalized power density. Here, the parameters con-

sidered for the characterization of the harvesting system are the input acceleration,

volume, frequency, maximum power output and normalized power density, (NPD).

NPD is determined using the expression (NPD = power/(volume × acceleration2),

which is taken from the work of Beeby et al. [317]). The present system yields a

maximum power output and NPD (in µW cm−3m−2s4) value of 22.7 mW and of

15.9 respectively. It may be observed from the Table 5.4 that the maximum power

obtained in the present case is better than most of the harvesters presented in that

table. It is less than from the work of Abdelkefi et al. [181] where full-length patch

was taken. Also it is found to be less than that of Yan and Hajj [208] where very

high acceleration was applied and the volume is higher than the present case. Now

comparing NPD, it is found to be better than most of the cases. It is less than that

of Friswell et al. [64] where the acceleration is very less, but it may be noted that

the output power is higher in the present case than that of Friswell et al. [64].

In comparison with the previous studies where nonlinear (geometric and inertial

type) parametric excited harvesters are analysed the present work differs mainly in

placing the attached mass in arbitrary position along the beam length and keeping

the beam in vertical position instead horizontal in order to let gravity assist in large

transverse displacement of the beam system. Also, the present work is the first in

reporting the challenges in using PZT and cracks in the beam system due to large
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deformations where previous works failed to do so. The future work involves the

experimental investigation on how in such kind of parametrically excited systems

one may bring more stability.

Table 5.4: Quantitative comparison of the present work with previous literature

References Acc.

(ms−2)

Vol.

(cm3)

Freq.

(Hz)

Max

Power

Output

Normalized Power

Density (NPD)

µW cm−3m−2s4

Daqaq et al. [21] 3.14 9.51 5.37 0.06mW 6.42E - 01

Abdelkefi et al. [181] 12 11.7 − 80mW 4.75E + 01

Friswell et al. [64] 1.19 1.23 2.45 0.2mW 1.15E + 02

Zhu et al. [313] 6.37 2.66 9 − 3.30E - 03

Jia et al. [202] 0.57 1800 3.57 171.5mW 2.93E + 02

Jia and Seshia [207] 20 1.21 20 0.15mW 3.10E - 01

Yildirim et al. [205] 9 − 54.4 − 4.14E - 04

Yan and Hajj [208] 98.3 170.5 8.44 1.4W 8.50E - 01

Yildirim et al. [22] 20 1.12 12.1 2.15mW 1.87E + 00

Mam et al. [314] 57.13 10.92 29.8 0.96mW 2.70E - 02

Panyam et al. [315] 60 1.51 224 0.04mW 1.66E - 02

Searle et al. [309] − 4.1 10.8 0.068mW −
Bahareh et al. [316] 47 15.44 10.9 0.0087mW 2.55E - 04

Garg and Dwivedy [301] 36.9 3.94 15.3 9W 1.67E + 03

Kuang and Zhu [312] 4.9 − 18 3.6mW −
Xia et al. [223] − 0.6 − 0.36W −
Present work 13.38 7.98 7.22 22.7mW 1.59E + 01

5.9 Experimental Findings with MFC Patch

Unlike in the previous section where PZT-5H patch has been used for harvesting

energy, in this section micro fibre composite (MFC) patch has been used for

experimentally finding the output voltage and power. The material and geometric

properties of substrate and piezoelectric patch (MFC) are mentioned in Table 5.5.

The beam attached with MFC patch and arbitrary mass is shown in Fig. 5.14.
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Figure 5.14: A vertical beam with unimorph MFC patch and an attached mass

Similar to the previous section here also the beam is attached to a slider crank

mechanism based shaker. The MFC patch is attached using 3M 465 film tape.

Unlike the PZT ceramics, the MFC patch can be detached form the substrate for

reuse purpose. Using the Oscilloscope the rms voltage Vrms, maximum voltage

Table 5.5: Material and geometric properties of substrate and piezoelectric patch

Property Piezo Patch Sym Substrate-S1 Substrate-S2

Young’s modulus, GPa Ep = 15.86 Eb 190 190

Density, kg m−3 ρp = 5440 ρb 7800 7800

Length, m Lp = 28× 10−3 Lb 270× 10−3 190× 10−3

Width, m bp = 14× 10−3 bb 14× 10−3 14× 10−3

Height, m tp = 0.30× 10−3 tb 0.25× 10−3 0.25× 10−3

Permittivity, nFm−1 ê = 19.36 − − −
Piezoelectric constant, Cm−2 e31 = −19.84 − − −
L1, m − − 20× 10−3 10× 10−3

L2, m − − 48× 10−3 38× 10−3

Subscript p:piezo b:beam

Vmax are determined and plotted in Fig. 5.15 and Fig. 5.16 for various values

of attached mass and load resistance, respectively. The experimentally obtained

data are shown using the symbols either triangle or the diamond. Using the
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curve fitting method the variation is also shown by solid lines. The effect of

variation of attached mass m on the output voltage and power is observed in

Fig. 5.15 by keeping the load resistance Rl = 500 kΩ and position β = 0.233. It is

observed that the maximum power achieved when m = 36 gm. It may be noted

from the same figure that the frequency of excitation decreases as m increases.
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Figure 5.15: Variation of
Vrms, P and Vmax with attached

mass m
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Figure 5.16: Variation of
Vrms, P and Vmax with load re-

sistance Rl

The output voltage and power is plotted against external load resistance Rl in

Fig. 5.16. The voltage increases with Rl while power P achieves its maximum

value when Rl = 800 kΩ. Here the frequency of excitation is kept around f =

4.5 Hz. The voltage time response and FFT, corresponds to the specific points in

Fig. 5.15 and Fig. 5.16 respectively are shown in Fig. 5.17. Figure 5.17(a) and (b)

shows the time response and FFT related to mass value m = 36 gm. Two peaks

are observed in FFT, showing that the higher peak is near the excitation frequency

(synchronous frequency) and the other one is observed at 2.5 Hz which is similar to

the sub-synchronous frequency that are generally observed in rotor bearing systems.

It may be noted that the 2.5 Hz frequency is same as the first mode frequency of

the system. Similarly the time response and FFT for Rl = 800 kΩ in Fig. 5.16 is

shown in Fig. 5.17(c) and (d) where a maximum power of 2 µW is observed. It is
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Figure 5.17: Voltage time response and FFT for (a) mass value m =36gm in
Fig. 5.15 (b) FFT of (a) (c) at Rl = 800 kΩ in Fig. 5.16 (d) FFT of (c)

to be noted that the MFC patch covers only 5.2% of the total surface area of the

substrate.

Figure 5.18 shows the effect of the position of attached mass β on output voltage

and power by keeping the load resistance Rl = 500 kΩ and mass m = 18 gm. The

voltage and power output increases initially then almost remain constant with in-

crease in β. One may get an output power of 1.45 µW at β = 0.296. Also as the

position of the mass along the beam goes towards the free end, the excitation fre-

quency decreases. Figure 5.19 shows the variation output voltage and power with

external load resistance Rl. The voltage increases with Rl while power P achieves

its maximum value of 0.6 µW when Rl = 700 kΩ. The frequency of excitation in

this case is kept nearly 10 Hz.

Figure 5.20(a) and (b) shows the voltage time response and FFT for β = 0.296 with

other system parameters as in Fig. 5.18. Similar to the previous case, two frequency

peaks at 2.5 Hz and 4.9 Hz are obtained. Further, in Fig. 5.20(c) and (d), the voltage

time response and FFT corresponds to Rl = 1000 kΩ is plotted, where other system

parameters as in Fig. 5.19. Here several frequency peaks are observed in the FFT,

which is due to the energy interaction between participating modes.
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Figure 5.20: Voltage time response (a) for β = 0.296 (Fig. 5.18) (b) correspond-
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FFT plot.
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The effect of length of the substrate and position of the MFC patch are also studied

and plotted in Figs. 5.21 to 5.23. As given in Table 5.5 length of the substrate (S2)

is lesser than that of substrate (S1). With decrease in the length of the beam the

natural frequency of the system increases from 2.5 Hz to 4.3 Hz. Here the mass, its

position along the beam and load resistance values are taken as m = 36 gm, β =

0.263 and Rl = 1000 kΩ.
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Figure 5.21: (a) Voltage time response and (b) corresponding FFT, for param-
eters m = 36 gm, β = 0.263, Rl = 1000 kΩ and frequency of excitation around 8

Hz

Figure 5.21 shows the voltage time response and corresponding FFT when the fre-

quency of excitation is kept nearly 8 Hz, which is close to twice of the first natural

frequency of the system with substrate S2. As shown in Fig. 5.21(b), which are

similar to other figures, here also two peaks are observed with frequency 4.3 Hz and

8.6 Hz and they are in 1:2 ratio. In S2 the MFC patch is close to the fixed end of

the beam (see Table 5.5) as compared to that of the system with S1. This leads

to higher strain and, consequently more output voltage around 5 V and power of

25 µW, which is significantly higher as compared to the previous case where S1 is

considered with longer beam length and position of the MFC patch is slightly far

away from the fixed end.

When the excitation frequency increases to that of combination of first two natural

frequencies of the system the voltage time response changes (shown in Fig. 5.22a)

and higher frequencies dominates the time response which is visible in FFT (in
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eters m = 36 gm, β = 0.263, Rl = 1000 kΩ. The frequency of excitation is 13 Hz

which is around the combination of first two modal frequencies.
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Figure 5.23: (a) Voltage time response and (b) corresponding FFT, for parame-
ters m = 36 gm, β = 0.263, Rl = 1000 kΩ and frequency of excitation is positively

detuned to that of 13 Hz

5.22b). Further a positive detuning leads to multimodal voltage time response (in

Fig. 5.23a) with multiple frequency components in FFT (in Fig. 5.23b).
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5.10 Summary

In the present analysis, the vertical cantilever beam based piezoelectric energy har-

vester under parametric excitation is investigated theoretically and experimentally.

The system consists of an arbitrary positioned mass, and piezoelectric patch near its

fixed end. The nonlinear coupled electromechanical governing equations of motions

are derived by using Hamilton’s principle and method of multiple scales is used to

reduce the second order nonlinear governing equations to a set of first order reduced

equations that are used for finding the steady state response and the stability of the

system. The results from these equations are compared with those available in the

literature and by developing an experimental setup.

A shaker with piezoelectric energy harvester is developed to experimentally validate

the theoretical findings of the vertical beam based harvester. The limiting super-

critical bifurcation point at which the nontrivial state is observed theoretically is

found to be in good agreement from the experimental findings. Further the theoret-

ical and experimental responses are found to be in good agreement. The maximum

output voltage obtained are also found to be in close agreement. The output volt-

age and power are compared with those found in the literature. It is observed that

the present vertical cantilever beam based harvester nearly produced more output

voltage and power than that of a horizontally placed cantilever beam with same

configurations. Hence one may use the developed reduced equations for finding the

response, voltage and power for similar piezoelectric energy harvester. A broadband

range of frequency between the subcritical and supercritical pitchfork bifurcation

points may be used to harvest the energy. The amount of harvested voltage and

power depends on the system parameter, which may suitably be adjusted by using

the developed reduced equations to harvest more energy. The challenges of crack-

ing in beam and breaking of piezo-patch during experiments are discussed in this

work. In addition, some suggestion on how the challenges can be overcome is also

discussed for system stability and durability. A qualitative and quantitative compar-

ison of 17 energy harvesters have been carried out and the present harvester is found

to be better than most of the harvesters in terms of the normalized power density.

The present experimental and theoretical investigation will help to overcome the

challenges posed by the parametrically excited energy harvester.

The experimental findings suggests that modal interaction takes place when there
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exist a commensurable ratio between the frequencies of the system. The variation

in position of mass and its value can be altered as per available excitations. The

position of piezoelectric patch and length of the substrate affects the power output.

More closer the patch to the fixed end more power output is observed. Here MFC

patch is found to be stable under large strain due to parametric excitation.
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Chapter 6

Dynamics of Galloping Based

Piezoelectric Energy Harvester

6.1 Introduction

While in the previous chapters harmonically base excited piezoelectric energy har-

vester has been considered, in the present chapter wind based energy harvester is

studied. Here a similar structure, i.e., a cantilever beam with piezoelectric patches

having a bluff body near its free end subjected to wind force, is considered. The

system dynamics under uniform and harmonically varying wind flow conditions are

investigated. Experimental investigations have been carried out to validate the the-

oretical findings. In section 6.2 the mathematical modelling for galloping based PEH

has been discussed. In section 6.3 the solution of the temporal equations is solved

by using the method of multiple scales. In the next section 6.4 the theoretical and

experimental results are presented and discussed.

6.2 Mathematical Modelling

A vertical cantilever beam of length L, having an unimorph piezoelectric patch

(PZT-5H) (length Lp) near its fixed end, subjected to the wind speed U∗ is considered

for analysis. A bluff body of mass m near its free end is attached at a distance d

from its fixed end as shown in the Fig. 6.1. The bluff body is subjected to an

aerodynamic lift force in the direction transverse to the wind flow. Similar to the

previous chapters the beam can be modelled as an Euler Bernoulli beam and the

115
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equations of motion for the system can be derived by using extended Hamilton’s

principle [318].

(a)
(b)

Figure 6.1: Schematic diagram of the galloping based PEH system (a) view
transverse to the wind flow (b) view along the wind flow

The kinetic energy T and the potential energy Π of the system in terms of curvature

κ(s, t) longitudinal displacement u(s, t) and transverse displacement v(s, t) are

given by the following equations.

T =
1

2

L∫
0

[ρbAb + (HL1 −HL2) ρpAp +mδ (s− d)]
[
v̇(s, t)2 + u̇(s, t)2]ds+

1

2
Idϕ̇

2

(6.1)

Π =
1

2

L∫
0

EbIbκ(s, t)2ds−
L∫

0

[ρbAb + (HL1 −HL2) ρpAp +mδ (s− d)] g u (s, t) ds

(6.2)

Here the subscript ’b’, ’p’ and ’d’ are used for beam, piezoelectric patch and distance

d, respectively. Also,
·

( ), ρb, ρp, Ab, Ap, Id, Eb, Ib, g, ϕ and δ() denotes the time

derivative, mass density of beam per unit length, mass density of patch per unit

length, cross sectional area of beam, cross sectional area of patch, cross sectional

moment of inertia of mass m at a distance d, modulus of elasticity of beam, cross

sectional moment of inertia of beam, gravity constant, angle of rotation of the beam

in the transverse direction and the Dirac delta respectively. The external virtual
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work done Wnc on the system due to the aerodynamic lift force and piezoelectric

patch is given by the following expression.

δWnc =

L∫
0

Fgδ(s− d)δv(s, t)ds+

L∫
0

Mgδ(s− d)δvs(s, t)ds

+

L∫
0

(HL1 −HL2)Mp(s, t)δκ(s, t)ds (6.3)

Here subscript g is used for galloping related terms. Also Fg, Mg, ()s and Mp denote

the aerodynamic force due to lift force, moment due to lift force (caused by galloping

phenomenon), the derivative with respect to the curvilinear coordinate ’s’ and the

moment in the piezoelectric patch due to the generated voltage across the patch

[319]. The expression for Fg, Mg and Mp are as follows (details can be found in the

Appendix D).

Fg(t) = −Fa

Lbf∫
0

[
a1

(
v̇(d, t) + sv̇′(d, t)

U

)
+ a3

(
v̇(d, t) + sv̇′(d, t)

U

)3
]
ds (6.4)

Mg(t) = −Fa

Lbf∫
0

s

[
a1

(
v̇(d, t) + sv̇′(d, t)

U

)
+ a3

(
v̇(d, t) + sv̇′(d, t)

U

)3
]
ds (6.5)

Mp (s, t) = γcV̄ (t) ; γc = Epd31bp(tb + tp) (6.6)

Here,

Fa = 1
2
ρaDbf

[
U2 + 2U ū(t)

]
Also, ρa, Dbf and U and ū denote the air density, width of the bluff body, uniform

wind speed and the time varying wind speed respectively. Also a1 and a3 are the

empirical coefficients [1] which depends on the cross sectional geometries of the

bluff bodies. Using the extended Hamilton’s principle

∫ t2

t1

(δT − δΠ + δWnc) dt,

the nonlinear coupled electromechanical governing equation of motion of the GPEH
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system can be expressed as follows.

{ρbAb + (HL1 −HL2) ρpAp +mδ(s− d)} vtt + cvt

+ {EbIb + (HL1 −HL2)EpIp}
[
vssss + {vs(vsvss)s}s

]
− [Idδ(s− d)(vs)tt]s

−(Nvs)s −Hssη̄V̄ = F (t) (6.7)

H = HL1 −HL2 = H(s− L1)−H(s− L2), η̄ =
e31bp
tp

[
(t̄− ȳ)2 − ( tb

2
− ȳ)

2
]
,

Cp =
êbpLp
tp

; Ab = bbtb, Ap = bptp, t̄ =
(
tp + tb

2

)
, tpc = 1

2
(tp + tb)− ȳ; e31 = Epd31,

F (t) = δ(s− d)Fg − δs(s− d)Mg, Lp = L2 − L1,

Ip =
1

3
bp

(
t̄3 − tb

3

8

)
, Ib =

bbtb
3

12
, ȳ =

Eptpbp(tp + tb)

2(Eptpbp + Ebtbbb)
,

N =
1

2

L∫
s

[ρbAb + (Hd1 −Hd2) ρpAp +mδ(ξ − d)]

 ξ∫
0

(v2
η)ttdη

 dξ

−
L∫
s

[ρbAb + (Hd1 −Hd2) ρpAp +mδ(ξ − d)]gdξ − Idδ(s− d)
{

1
2
vsttv

2
s + vsv

2
st

}
.

Here H, η̄, N , Cp, ê and c denotes the Heaviside function, coupling term, the

longitudinal load at ’s ’, capacitance of piezoelectric patch, permittivity component

and viscous damping coefficient respectively. Also, d31, e31, Ep, Ip, Lp, bb, bp,

tb, tp and ȳ are the piezoelectric strain constant, piezoelectric stress constant,

Young’s modulus of the piezoelectric patch, moment of inertia of the patch, length

of the patch, width of beam, width of patch, thickness of beam, thickness of the

patch and shift in the neutral axis (for, L1 ≤ s ≤ L2) respectively. Also, F (t)

denotes the total galloping force on the system. The expression for transverse

force Fg and the moment Mg due to aerodynamic wind load is expressed as

follows. One may find the detailed modelling of the wind load in the Appendix D.

The electric circuit equation can be obtain by applying the Gauss’s law [14, 23, 170].

dQ(t)

dt
=

d

dt

∫
Ap

D .n dAp (6.8)
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Where the electric displacement vector (D) is defined by the constitutive equation

D3 = d31σp + ê Ee

CpV̄t +
1

Rl

V̄ + e31tpcbp

L2∫
L1

(vss)tds = 0 (6.9)

Here Q, n, σp and Ee, Rl and V̄ are defined as electric charge, unit normal vector,

stress induced in piezoelectric element, electric field, load resistance and the voltage

across the external load Rl respectively.

It may be noted that the governing Eq. (6.2) is similar to the equations studied

in the previous chapters without considering the wind force and the term related

to the parametric excitation. While in theoretical work of Abdelkefi et al. [1] a

horizontal cantilever beam attached with bluff body at the tip is considered under

uniform wind flow where cubic and inertial nonlinearities are not taken into account,

in the present system the beam is vertically positioned and the model accommodate

both nonlinearities due to large transverse deformation. Also the bluff body can be

positioned along the beam length arbitrarily and the system is investigated under

time varying flow speeds as well. Sirohi and Mahadik [85] analysed the similar

system (as that of Abdelkefi et al. [1]) experimentally and analytically. Here a D

shape bluff body is considered and a power output of nearly 1 mW is achieved at a

wind speed of around 4.5 m/s. Also, it may be noted that the time varying wind

model with single frequency component which is considered in the present study is

adopted from the work of Abdel-Rohman [123, 124].

6.2.1 Steady and unsteady wind flow

Figure 6.2 shows the aerodynamic lift force (FL) and drag force (FD) on the D-shape

bluff body. Here U∗, dv/dt, U∗rel and α denote the wind speed, transverse velocity

of the beam, the relative wind speed and the angle of attack respectively. The wind

speed U∗ is considered of having both steady U and unsteady ū components.
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Figure 6.2: Aerodynamic lift force (FL) and drag force (FD) on the D-shape
bluff body

U∗ = U(s) + ū(s, t) = Urel cosα (6.10)

U2
rel ≈

[
U2(s) + 2U(s)ū(s, t)

]
sec2α (6.11)

Here, the unsteady component is considered as harmonic. The present study is lim-

ited to the effect of harmonically varying unsteady wind component on the voltage

and power output. This wind model is similar to that considered in the work of

Abdel-Rohman [124]. Similar wind model may be applicable for the wake galloping

based energy harvesters as well. The fluctuations in the wind speed due to vortex

shedding may also be modelled as harmonic variation where the frequency of oscil-

lation is vortex-shedding frequency. Here, in the present study the unsteady effect

in the transverse direction is neglected due to its negligible effect. In general the

wind speed varies with the altitude, however in the present case it is assumed to be

invariant to the spatial coordinate ’s’, due to having limited dimensions.

ū(s, t) = u0 cos (Ωt) (6.12a)

v̄(s, t) ≈ 0 (6.12b)

Here u0 and Ω denotes the amplitude and frequency of assumed unsteady har-

monic component. By considering only single mode approximation in the Galerkin’s

method the transverse displacement of the GPEH system v(s, t) = r ψ(s) q(t), where

r is the scaling factor, q(t) is the time modulation and ψ(s) is trhe shape function of

the system, the nondimensionalized nonlinear coupled electromechanical temporal

governing equations of motion can be expressed as follows.

q̈+2εζq̇+q+ε
{
αq3 + βqq̇2 + γq2q̈

}
+εη V = ε

[
k1q̇ + k2q̇

3 + k3 cos (φτ) q̇ + k4 cos (φτ) q̇3
]

(6.13)
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V̇ (τ) + χV (τ) + q̇ = 0 (6.14)

Here the nondimensionalized parameters have been used.

x =
s

L
, β =

d

L
, β1 =

L1

L
, β2 =

L2

L
, τ = ω t, λ =

r

L
, µ =

m

ρbAbL
, J =

Id
ρbAbLr2

,

φ =
Ω

ω
, η =

−η̄rv
ρbAb~ω2rεL2

∫ 1

0

{δx(x− β1)− δx(x− β2)} ψ(x)dx, ζ = ζ∗
ν

ε
,

χ =
1

CpωRl

, K̄ =
e31tpcbp
L

∫ β2

β1

ψxx(x)dx, K =
K̄r

Cprv
, rv =

V̄

V
=
K̄r

Cp

k1 =
1
2
ρaUDbf k̂1

ερbAbrL~ω
, k2 =

1
2
ρaDbfωk̂2

ερbAbrL~U
, k3 =

ρau0Dbf k̂1

ερbAbrL~ω
, k4 =

ρau0Dbfωk̂2

ερbAbrL~U2

The equations of motion Eq. (6.13) and (6.14) contains inertial, cubic type and

coupled nonlinear terms. Here the damping, geometric and inertial nonlinearities,

electromechanical coupling and excitation terms are small, and, hence considered

of the order of ε (book keeping parameter). The expression for nondimensional

parameters (α, β, γ, ζ∗ etc.) are defined in Appendix C. Similarly the expressions

for the parameters related to the wind driven force i.e., k̂1 and k̂2 are defined in

Appendix D. For steady wind speed, neglecting the unsteady component from Eq.

(6.10) and (6.11) as ū(s, t) = v̄(s, t) = 0

U∗ = U(s) = Urel cosα (6.15)

U2
rel = U2(s) sec2α (6.16)

The net galloping force due to lift and drag forces under steady wind flow becomes

F (t) = 1
2
ρaU

2Dbf

[
k̂1

(
q̇

U

)
+ k̂2

(
q̇

U

)3
]

(6.17)

The detailed derivation is given in the Appendix D. After nondimensionalization

the nonlinear coupled electromechanical temporal governing equations of motion for

single mode in case of steady wind flow is expressed as follows.

q̈ + 2εζq̇ + q + ε
{
αq3 + βqq̇2 + γq2q̈

}
+ εη V = ε

[
k1q̇ + k2q̇

3
]

(6.18)
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V̇ (τ) + χV (τ) + q̇ = 0 (6.19)

Here,
·

( ) = d( )
dτ

, τ is the nondimensional time and V denotes the nondimensional

open circuit voltage. The coefficients appear in Eqs. (6.18) and (6.19) are defined in

Appendix C. It may be noted that in the absence of piezoelectric patches, galloping

force and inclusion of base excitation with single mode approximation, the equation

of motion of the system is similar to that of the model investigated theoretically and

experimentally by Zavodney and Nayfeh [182].

6.2.2 Solution using by the method of multiple scales

By using the method of multiple scales, a uniform first order approximate solution

of Eqs. (6.18) and (6.19) can be obtained. Similar to the derivation to the previous

Chapters, the time dependence is expressed in to the multiple time scales [13] as

Tn = εnτ, n = 0, 1, 2 (6.20)

d

dτ
= D0 + εD1 +O(ε2) ;

d2

dτ 2
= D0 + 2εD0D1 +O(ε2) (6.21)

where Dn =
∂

∂Tn
. According to this method, the solution of the system q(τ) and

V (τ) can be expanded in the following series form.

q(τ) = q0 (T0, T1) + εq1 (T0, T1) +O
(
ε2
)

(6.22a)

V (τ) = V0 (T0, T1) + εV1 (T0, T1) +O
(
ε2
)

(6.22b)

After substituting Eq. (6.22a) and (6.22b) into Eq. (6.18) and (6.19), then equating

the coefficient of ε0 and ε1 equal to zero gives the following differential equations.

D2
0q0 + q0 = 0 (6.23a)

D0V0 + χV0 = −D0q0 (6.23b)

D2
0q1 + q1 = −αq0

3 − ηV0 − 2ζD0q0 + k1D0q0 + k3D0q0 cos(φt)− βq0D0q0
2

+ k2D0q0
3 + k4D0q0

3 cos(φt)− 2D0D1q0 − γq0
2D2

0q0 (6.24)
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The solution of differential equations Eq. (6.23) of O(ε0) is expressed as follows.

q0 = A(T1) exp(iT0) + cc, (6.25a)

V0 = −ZA(T1) exp(iT0) + cc (6.25b)

where, Z = Zr + iZi;Zr =
1

χ2 + 1
; Zi =

χ

χ2 + 1
.

Here cc is the complex conjugate of the preceding terms and A (T1) is an unknown

complex function to be determined later. Using Eqs. (6.25) into Eq. (6.24) the

following secular terms are obtained which should be eliminated for finite amplitude

response of the system. Considering only principal parametric resonance condition

i.e., when the frequency of the external excitation Ω is nearly twice that of the

natural frequency of the system ω, the nearness of external excitation is expressed

as φ = 2 + εσ and the following secular terms are obtained.

−2iζA+ iAk1 −
1

2
ie−iσT0A3k4 + ηAZ − 3αA2Ā− βA2Ā+

3γA2Ā+ 3iA2k2Ā−
1

2
ieiσT0k3Ā−

3

2
ieiσT0Ak4Ā

2 − 2iA′ = 0 (6.26)

Expressing A in its polar form as A =
1

2
aeiλ̄, Eq. (6.26) reduces to the following

equation.

−iζa− 3

8
αa3 − 1

8
βa3 +

3

8
γa3 +

1

2
iak1 +

3

8
ia3k2 −

1

4
ieiσT0−2iλ̄ak3−

3

16
ieiσT0−2iλ̄a3k4 −

1

16
ie−iσT0+2iλ̄a3k4 +

1

2
ηaZ − ia′ + aλ̄′ = 0 (6.27)

Further, separating the real and imaginary parts and equating them to zero lead to

the following modulation equations.

a′ = −ζa+
1

2
ak1 +

3

8
a3k2 −

1

4
ak3 cos(σT0 − 2λ̄)− 1

4
a3k4 cos(σT0 − 2λ̄) +

1

2
ηaZi

(6.28)

aλ̄′ =
3

8
αa3 +

1

8
βa3 − 3

8
γa3 − 1

4
ak3 sin(σT0 − 2λ̄)− 1

8
a3k4 sin(σT0 − 2λ̄)− 1

2
ηaZr

(6.29)
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These equations can be written in a concise way as follows.

a′ = ζeffa+
3

8
a3k2 −

(
1

4
ak3 +

1

4
a3k4

)
cos(δ) (6.30)

1

2
aδ′ =

1

2
aσeff −Neffa

3 +

(
1

4
ak3 +

1

8
a3k4

)
sin(δ) (6.31)

Here,

Neff =
3

8
α +

1

8
β − 3

8
γ; ζeff = −ζ +

1

2
k1 +

1

2
ηZi − ζaa; σeff = σ + ηZr

δ = εσT0 − 2λ̄; δ′ = σ − 2λ̄′; λ̄′ = 1
2

(σ − δ′) ,

tan(δ) =

(
a2Neff − 0.5σeff
ζeff + 0.375 a2k2

× k3 + a2k4

k3 + 0.5 a2k4

)
At steady state a′ = δ′ = 0 leads to the following equation between the detuning

parameter σ and amplitude a which will be required to plot the frequency response

curves.

σ = 2Neffa
2 − ηZr ±

(
0.5k3 + 0.25k4a

2
)√

1−
(

ζeff + 3
8
k2a2

0.25 (k3 + k4a2)

)2

(6.32)

At steady flow condition k3 = k4 = 0. From Eq. (6.30), the response amplitude a

can be given by the following expression.

a2 −
(

8

3k2

)
a+

4

3k2

(k1 + ηZi − 2ζ) = 0 (6.33)

Hence,

a =

(
4

3k2

)
±

√(
4

3k2

)2

−
{

4

3k2

(k1 + ηZi − 2ζ)

}
(6.34)

One can obtain the steady-state response v(s, t), output voltage V (t) and output

power P over the load resistance Rl by using the following expressions.

v(s, t) = r ψ(s)a cos(ωt+ λ̄) (6.35)
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V (t) = rva√
χ2+1

cos(ωt+ λ̄+ ϑ) (6.36)

P =
1

Rl

(
rva√
χ2+1

)2

(6.37)

Here, ϑ = tan−1 (χ). In the next section the experimental and theoretical results

and discussions are presented.

6.3 Results and Discussion

A galloping based piezoelectric energy harvester (GPEH) system setup is fabricated

which is shown in Fig. 6.3. The setup consists of a vertical cantilever beam with

piezoelectric patch (PZT-5H) in unimorph configuration near its fixed end and a bluff

body attached near its free end. Two different bluff bodies of D-shape (Fig. 6.3(a))

and triangular shape (Fig. 6.3(b)) are considered for this analysis. The geometric

and material properties of the beam and piezoelectric patch are mentioned in Table

6.1. Similar properties of the bluff bodies (D and isosceles triangular shape) are given

in Table 6.2. Experiments have been carried out to determine the free vibration

(a) (b)

Figure 6.3: GPEH with (a) D shape bluff body (b) Triangular shape bluff body

characteristics viz., damping ratio and natural frequency of the GPEH system as

given in the next subsection.
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Table 6.1: Material and geometric properties of substrate and piezo patch (PZT-
5H)

Property Piezo Patch Substrate

Young’s modulus, GPa Ep = 66.7 Eb = 190

Density, kg m−3 ρp = 7500 ρb = 7800

Length, m Lp = 50× 10−3 Lb = 304× 10−3

Width, m bp = 23.4× 10−3 bb = 23.4× 10−3

Height, m tp = 0.61× 10−3 tb = 0.735× 10−3

Capacitance, nF Cp = 71.30 −
Piezoelectric constant, CN−1 d31 = −285× 10−12 −

Table 6.2: Geometric properties, mass and coefficients a1, a2 [1] of the Bluff
bodies

Bluff-Body Length (Lbf , m) Width (Dbf , m) Mass (m, kg) Angle a1 a2

D-Shape 182× 10−3 107× 10−3 140× 10−3 − 0.79 −0.19

Triangular 182× 10−3 107× 10−3 140× 10−3 53◦ 1.90 −6.7

6.3.1 The determination of the free vibration characteristics

One may study the free vibration response by tapping the free end of the cantilever

beam. The generated open circuit voltage due to this free vibration is measured by

using the Oscilloscope (InfinniVision, DSO-X, 3024A, Fig. 5.3(a)). The voltage time

response of the PEH without bluff body is shown in Fig. 6.4(a) and the corresponding

FFT is plotted in Fig. 6.4(b). Using the logarithmic decrement method, one may

find the damping ratio of the GPEH system. In the present case, the damping ratio

is found to be 0.0069 and the natural frequency of the beam without the bluff body

is found to be 6.8 Hz.

The experiment is repeated to find the free vibration responses for three different

position of the bluff body along the beam length. These responses are shown in

Fig. 6.5(a,c,e) for β = 0.88, 0.82 and 0.75, respectively. The corresponding FFTs

are shown in Fig. 6.5(b,d,f). It is observed that, the natural frequency of the system

increases form f = 1.04 Hz to f = 1.34 Hz as β decreases form 0.88 to 0.75. By

calculating the natural frequencies from Fig. 6.4 and Fig. 6.5, it is observed that

the mass of the bluff body reduces the natural frequency of the beam from f = 6.8

Hz to nearly f ≈ 1 Hz. Now, after calculating damping and natural frequency of
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Figure 6.4: (a) Voltage time response of the beam without bluff body attachment
(b) Corresponding FFT
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Figure 6.5: (a, c, e) Voltage time response for β = 0.88, 0.82 and 0.75 respec-
tively (b, d, f) Corresponding FFT

the GPEH system, the next subsection deals with the experimental findings of the

output voltage and power by performing experiments in the wind tunnel.

6.3.2 Experimental study of GPEH in wind tunnel

Figure 6.6 shows the wind tunnel which is used to test the performance of the GPEH

system. The dimensions of the wind tunnel are 600 mm×600 mm×2000 mm with a

maximum wind speed of 50 m/s. Figure 6.7 shows the GPEH system inside the wind
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Figure 6.6: Wind tunnel facility

tunnel which undergoes the galloping phenomenon. The voltage time response of the

GPEH system is obtained by varying the system parameters such as types of bluff

body (Fig. 6.8(a)), bluff body position (β), external load resistance (Fig. 6.8(b))

and wind speed. In the next subsection the voltage generated using D-shaped bluff

body in the GPEH system is discussed.

Figure 6.7: Galloping of GPEH system inside the wind tunnel
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.8: (a) D and Triangular shape bluff bodies (b) External electric circuit
with load resistances

6.3.2.1 GPEH with D-shaped bluff body (GPEH-DSB)
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Figure 6.9: (a) Voltage variation with load resistance (b) Corresponding power
output with load resistance for GPEH-DSB at β = 0.88, U = 4 m/s and 5 m/s

The present subsection deals with the experimental findings of the GPEH system

attached with D-shape bluff body. The output voltage and the power with variation

of load resistance is observed for two different wind speeds U = 4 m/s and 5 m/s as

shown in Fig. 6.9. Here the nondimensional distance of the bluff body from the fixed

end of the beam is kept at β = 0.88. It is observed from Fig. 6.9 that as the load

resistance increases the output voltage and corresponding power increases. Also, as

the wind speed increases the output voltage and power increases. At Rl = 300 kΩ

the voltage is found to be 9.4 V and 13.07 V at wind speed of U = 4 m/s and 5 m/s

respectively. The corresponding output power at the same load resistance is found

to be 0.3 mW and 0.57 mW.
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Figure 6.10: (a) Variation of voltage with wind speed (U) (b) Corresponding
output power with wind speed for GPEH-DSB at different values of β (c) Voltage

time response when β = 0.75 and U = 7 m/s (d) Corresponding FFT plot

The output voltage and power with the variation of wind speed is observed for

three different positions of D shape bluff body along the cantilever beam, and the

load resistance is kept invariant at Rl = 1000 kΩ as shown in Fig. 6.10. Here, β

is taken as 0.88, 0.82 and 0.75. As the wind speed increases the output voltage

and corresponding power increase for all β values. It may be observed from this

that below certain wind speed the beam does not vibrate and hence voltage is not

generated. The minimum speed at which the beam starts to vibrate which causes

generation of voltage is known as the onset speed of galloping. This is the pitchfork

bifurcation in V vs U plane and Hopf bifurcation in the plane of q vs U or V vs U

plane. This observation is similar to the finding of Hopf bifurcation in the work of
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Abdelkefi et al. [127]. For all β values the onset of galloping is invariant around 2

m/s wind speed. As β decreases the output voltage at a certain wind speed follows

an increasing trend. For example the voltages at wind speed of 7 m/s are found to

be 43.37 V, 36.18 V and 30.15 V for β = 0.75, 0.82 and 0.88, respectively and the

corresponding power output is found to be 1.9, 1.3 and 0.91 mW. The voltage time

response and corresponding FFT is shown in Fig. 6.10(c) and (d) respectively, at

β = 0.75 (U = 7 m/s). The major frequency component is having frequency of f =

1.3 Hz, which is same as the experimental value of the natural frequency as shown

in Fig. 6.5(f). Further, increase in the wind speed from 7 m/s causes high transverse

displacement of the beam system.
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Figure 6.11: (a) Variation of voltage with load resistance (b) Corresponding
power output with load resistance for GPEH-DSB at β = 0.88, U = 5 m/s

Figure 6.11 shows the variation of the output voltage and power with load resistance

for wind speed U = 5 m/s and β = 0.88. It is observed that as the load resistance

increases the output voltage and corresponding power increases. At Rl = 1000 kΩ

the voltage is found to be 21.04 V. The corresponding output power at the same

load resistance is found to be 0.44 mW. However, the maximum power output is

0.54 mW at a load resistance of 500 kΩ. This shows that there exist an optimal load

resistance at which the maximum power is obtained.
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Figure 6.12: (a) Variation of voltage with load resistance (b) Corresponding
power output with load resistance for GPEH-TSB; β = 0.88 and 0.82, U = 5 m/s

6.3.2.2 GPEH with Triangular-shape bluff body (GPEH-TSB)

Figure 6.12 shows the variation of output voltage and power with variation of load

resistance for GPEH-TSB at U = 5 m/s, β = 0.88 and 0.82. The dimension of the

bluff body is mentioned in Table 6.2 and the dimensions and material properties

of the whole system are previously mentioned in Table 6.1. It is observed that for

β = 0.88 the output voltage increases with Rl up to 600 kΩ and then decreases

with further increase in Rl. In this case, at Rl = 600 kΩ the voltage and output

power are found to be 27.34 V and 1.41 mW, respectively which is observed to be

the maximum power output. Similar variation is observed for β = 0.82, however V

and P become higher in this case when Rl exceeds the 600 kΩ mark. In this case

the maximum output power obtained is 1.29 mW, found at Rl = 600 kΩ and the

corresponding voltage is found to be 27.77 V.

For triangular shaped bluff body the variation of output voltage and power with wind

speed for β 0.88, 0.82 and 0.75, Rl = 1000 kΩ is shown in Fig. 6.13. It is observed

that with increases in wind speed the output voltage and power increase for all

values of β. One may clearly observe that the onset speed of galloping increases

as β decreases. Since maintaining the steady wind speed below 2 m/s in the wind

tunnel is not possible, hence the exact onset of galloping speed for higher value of

β could not be determined below U = 2 m/s. However, for lower β value as in case

of β = 0.75, the onset of galloping is clearly observable. One may obtained the

maximum output power of 2.95 mW (for β = 0.88) at a wind speed of U = 7 m/s
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Figure 6.13: (a) Variation of voltage with wind speed (U) (b) Corresponding
output power with wind speed for GPEH-TSB at different values of β and Rl =

1000 kΩ

and load resistance of Rl = 1000 kΩ. The maximum output power for β = 0.82 and

0.75 are 1.75 mW (at U = 8 m/s) and 2.33 mW (at U = 6 m/s), respectively.

6.3.2.3 Comparison of GPEH with D and triangular shaped bluff bodies
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Figure 6.14: (a) Variation of voltage with load resistance (b) Corresponding
power output with Rl for GPEH-DSB and GPEH-TSB at β = 0.88; U = 5 m/s

In this section the comparison has been made for the output voltage and power with

D-shaped and triangular shaped bluff bodies. Figure 6.14 shows the effect of Rl on
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output voltage and power for U = 5 m/s and β = 0.88. Clearly the GPEH-DSB

yields higher voltage and power than that of GPEH-TSB upto a load resistance of

800 kΩ. The output power variation is shown in Fig. 6.14(b). The maximum power

output for D shaped GPEH system is 1.41 mW at Rl = 500 kΩ and for GPEH-

TSB it is 0.54 mW at Rl = 700 kΩ. Further it may be observed that same values of

voltage (or power) can be obtained for two different values of Rl. Hence the designer

may choose the required load resistance for proper design of the GPEH system.

The variation of output voltage and power with wind speed for β = 0.75 and Rl =

1000 kΩ considering D-shaped and triangular shaped bluff bodies are shown in

Fig. 6.15. One may observe that at U = 2 m/s the output voltage and power

are same for the GPEH with both D and triangular shaped the bluff bodies. The

output voltage and power are found to be more in case of GPEH with triangular

shape (TS) bluff body. For example the voltage is found to be 48.24 V (at U = 6

m/s) and 38.6 V (at U = 6 m/s) for GPEH-TSB and GPEH-DSB, respectively. The

corresponding output powers are 2.33 mW and 1.49 mW as shown in Fig. 6.15(b).
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Figure 6.15: (a) Voltage variation with wind speed (b) Corresponding power
output with wind speed for GPEH-DSB and GPEH-TSB; at β = 0.75, Rl = 1000

kΩ

For β = 0.82 and Rl = 1000 kΩ the variation of voltage and output power with wind

speed is shown in Fig. 6.16. Fitting a cubic order polynomial the onset of galloping

is observed at U = 0.5 m/s for GPEH-TSB and U = 2 m/s for GPEH-DSB. The

maximum power obtained are found to be 1.31 (at U = 7 m/s) and 1.57 mW (at

U = 7 m/s) for GPEH-DSB and GPEH-TSB, respectively are shown in Fig. 6.16(b).
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Figure 6.16: (a) Variation of voltage with wind speed (b) Corresponding power
output with wind speed for GPEH-DSB and GPEH-TSB; at β = 0.82, Rl = 1000

kΩ.

Here also GPEH-TSB perform better than that of GPEH-DSB not only in output

power extracted but also in terms of having lesser value of onset of galloping as well.

Further increasing β to 0.88, Fig. 6.17 shows the variation of V and P with U for

the same Rl.
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Figure 6.17: (a) Voltage variation with wind speed (b) Corresponding power
output with wind speed for GPEH-DSB and GPEH-TSB; at β = 0.88, Rl = 1000

kΩ.

Figure 6.17 shows a comparative study between D-shaped (DS) and triangular

shaped (TS) bluff bodies for parameters β = 0.88 and load resistance Rl = 1000 kΩ.

The voltage and corresponding output power variation with wind speed is observed
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in Fig. 6.17(a) and 6.17(b) respectively. Here the onset of galloping for GPEH-TSB

is at U = 0.94 m/s (by cubic fit), and that for GPEH-DSB is U = 2 m/s. As

wind speed increases the voltage and corresponding power also increases for both

bluff bodies (BB); however, GPEH with the triangular shaped bluff body, one may

extract higher output voltage and power. The output power is found to be 2.95

mW (at U = 7 m/s) and 0.91 mW (at U = 7 m/s) for TS and DS bluff bodies,

respectively. From the last three figures it may be observed that there is not much

variation in the onset of galloping for GPEH-DSB. However, for GPEH-TSB system

the onset of galloping depends on β and takes place at a lower value of U than that

of GPEH-DSB. The GPEH-TSB yields higher voltage and power for a constant β,

Rl and U . In the next section parametric studies have been carried out by taking

the expressions given in Eq.(6.34) and Eq.(6.32).

6.3.3 Theoretical study

This section deals with the theoretical findings for the galloping based PEH system

with the constant wind flow. Initially, the theoretical results have been compared

with those of experimental findings obtained using the wind tunnel test.

6.3.3.1 GPEH with constant wind flow

Taking the system parameters as given in Table 6.1 and equations Eq. 6.34 and

(6.36),the variation of voltage with β, U and Rl are determined. Figure 6.18 shows

both experimental and analytically obtained (using the method of multiple scales)

values of output voltage and power with variation in wind speed for β = 0.88 and

Rl = 1000 kΩ. While Fig. 6.18(a) is plotted for GPEH-DSB Fig. 6.18(b) is plotted

for GPEH-TSB.

It may be noted that the experimentally obtained curve is for a beam of a thickness

of 0.71 mm. For the GPEH with the same dimension, the experimentally observed

onset of galloping, voltage and power is not found theoretically. However, by reduc-

ing the thickness of the beam to 0.470505660 mm the simulated theoretical results

are found to be very close to that of the experimental one. Similarly, for a GPEH

with triangular shape bluff body the comparison between the experimental and an-

alytical results is shown in Fig 6.18(b). It is observed that the experimental results

for GPEH with 0.71 mm thick beam is found to be lies between those of a beam
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Figure 6.18: A comparison of experimental results with the analytical findings
with (a) D shape bluff body (b) Triangular shape bluff body

with thickness 0.470510 mm and 0.470465 mm, respectively for the lower and the

upper curve. Further it has been observed that with minor changes in parameters

such as geometric, material and electric properties of beam, piezoelectric patch and

the bluff body of the GPEH system one can obtain similar voltage and power as

obtained in the experiment. Also it may be noted that the exact environment in

experiment can not be modelled in theoretical modeling and hence one may use a

thickness correction factor theoretically to obtain results very close to that of the

experimental findings.
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Figure 6.19: The variation of output voltage with the thickness of the beam
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In Fig. 6.19 the variation of output voltage with the thickness of the beam is shown

for β = 0.88 and Rl = 1000 kΩ. It is observed that as the thickness of the beam

increases, the onset of galloping wind speed and the output voltage increases. From

curve I and III, it may be noted that these variations are very sensitive to the value

of thickness of the beam.
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Figure 6.20: The variation of output voltage with the mass of the bluff body

Figure 6.20 shows the variation of output voltage with the mass of the D shaped bluff

body for β = 0.88 and Rl = 1000 kΩ. It is observed that as the mass of the bluff body

increases from Md = 141.9991 gm to Md = 142.0001 gm, the onset of galloping wind

speed reduces and simultaneously the voltage gets reduced. Figure 6.21 shows the

the variation of output voltage with the external load resistance Rl. It is observed

that as Rl increases from Rl = 600 kΩ to Rl = 1000 kΩ, the required onset galloping

wind speed for the oscillation of the GPEH system increases. However the required

speed is within the range of 2 m/s in this case.

One may note that the obtained analytical solution is very sensitive with respect to

the variation in thickness of the beam and the mass of the bluff body as compared

to the load resistance. One may observe that the obtained trends in the analytical

results are similar to those of the experimental findings. In the next subsection the

theoretical study is presented for the GPEH with time varying wind flow.
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Figure 6.21: The variation of output voltage with the external load resistance
Rl

6.3.3.2 GPEH with time varying wind flow

In this section considering the wind speed as a sum of a constant U and a har-

monically varying speed u0 cos(Ωt), the voltage and power of the GPEH has been

determined for different system parameter. The close form expression (Eq. (6.32))

obtained using method of multiple scale is used to plot the variation of V and P

with different system parameters such as amplitude of steady and unsteady wind

component, position of bluff body along the beam, type of bluff body attached and

load resistance. These results are qualitatively compared with a theoretical findings

available in the literature.

Figure 6.22 shows the frequency response plot of the GPEH-DSB with different val-

ues of u0 for β = 0.88, U = 7 m/s and Rl = 500kΩ. The system parameters are

same as given in Table 6.1 and Table 6.2 unless otherwise mentioned. The stable and

unstable response amplitudes are shown by black color and red color, respectively.

Using the expression Eq. (6.35), Eq. (6.36) and Eq. (6.37) one may obtained the

response amplitude v, voltage V and power P . The response amplitude are in the

form of isolated closed curve with stable and unstable parts. At a particular fre-

quency of excitation there exist two solutions where the upper half is stable and the

remaining is unstable. As u0 increase, the size of the concentric response curve grows

and hence the galloping amplitude increases as shown in Fig. 6.22(a). Similar effect

is also observed in the tip displacement and voltage response due to proportionality
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Figure 6.22: Frequency response with the variation of u0 for (a) Galloping
amplitude a (b) Tip displacement (c) Voltage (d) Power output, for D-shape bluff

body with system parameters β = 0.88, U = 7 m/s and Rl = 500 kΩ

with galloping amplitude which are plotted in Fig. 6.22(b) and (c) respectively. The

effect of load resistance Rl on the frequency response of GPEH-DSB is shown in

Fig. 6.23. As external load resistance Rl increases from Rl = 500 kΩ to Rl = 800

kΩ, the nondimensional galloping amplitude a decreases as shown in Fig. 6.23(a).

The response curve shifts towards higher values of external excitation frequency φ.

Similar trend is observed in the tip displacement as shown in Fig. 6.23(b). However

the output voltage amplitude (Fig. 6.23(c)) increases with increase in Rl. Higher

power is obtained with Rl = 800 kΩ, shown in Fig. 6.23(d).

The effect of steady wind speed U is studied by using the frequency response curves

as given in Fig. 6.24. Here the system parameters considered here are load resistance
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Figure 6.23: Frequency response with the variation of load resistance Rl for (a)
Galloping amplitude a (b) Tip displacement (c) Voltage (d) Power output, for
D-shape bluff body with system parameters β = 0.88, U = 7 m/s and u0 = 0.15U

Rl = 500 kΩ, β = 0.88 and u0 = 0.15U . As the wind speed increases from U = 4 m/s

to U = 7 m/s, the output voltage also increases as shown in Fig. 6.24(a). The gal-

loping phenomenon is possible for broad frequency range as well. The corresponding

power is shown in Fig. 6.24(b) with trends similar to the voltage.

The effect of the position (β) of the D-shaped bluff body is shown in Fig. 6.25. The

system parameters considered here are U = 7 m/s, Rl = 700 kΩ and u0 = 0.15U .

As β increases from β = 0.75 to β = 0.88, the output voltage increases as shown

in Fig. 6.25(a). It may be noted that the higher value of β indicates that the bluff

body is nearer to the free end of the beam. The corresponding power is shown in

Fig. 6.25(b). A maximum power of 1.16 mW at φ = 2.03 is obtained for β = 0.88.
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The effect of steady wind speed U on output voltage and power for a triangular

shape bluff body is shown in Fig. 6.26 with system parameters u0 = 0.15U , β = 0.88

and Rl = 500 kΩ. As the steady wind speed U increases from 6 m/s to 8 m/s, the

output voltage increases. The response curve shifts towards the higher value of φ

and the GPEH is effective for broader frequency range as well. The maximum power

of 5.58 mW is obtained at φ = 2.136 as shown in Fig. 6.26(b). The effect of load

resistance Rl is shown in Fig. 6.27 for triangular shape bluff body. The voltage and
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Figure 6.26: The effect of steady wind speed U on (a) Voltage (b) Corresponding
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power output increases with Rl. The response curve shifts towards higher voltage

range without change in the frequency range. The maximum power of 9.33 mW is

obtained at φ = 2.1 as shown in Fig. 6.27(b).
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Figure 6.27: The effect of load resistance Rl on (a) Voltage (b) Corresponding
power output for triangular shape bluff body with system parameters u0 = 0.15U ,

β = 0.88 and U = 7 m/s

The effect of variation of u0 and the position of triangular shape bluff body β is

observed in Fig. 6.28 and Fig. 6.29 respectively. While concentric response grows in

case of higher values of u0, the response curve shifts towards left and rotate counter

clockwise direction as well with increase in β value. From the voltage response
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curve in Fig. 6.29(a) one may observe that there exist an optimal position of bluff

body where the output voltage and power become maximum. Here for example, for

β = 0.82 the maximum voltage and power values obtained are 58 V and 6.76 mW,

respectively for φ = 2.05.
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6.4 Summary

In this chapter, the galloping based piezoelectric energy harvester (GPEH), which

consist of a vertical cantilever beam with a piezoelectric patch and attached with

a bluff body at near its free end, is investigated theoretically and experimentally.

The response of the GPEH system is studied by varying the system parameters viz.,

wind speed, load resistance and the position of the attached bluff body. Triangular

and D shaped bluff bodies are used in this investigation.

It is observed that as the wind speed increases, the amplitude of transverse vibration

increases due to high lift forces in the bluff body and hence the output voltage also

increases. Further, it has been observed that there exist an optimal external load

resistance and position of the bluff body at which the power output will be maximum.

The onset of galloping speed has been determined and they are found to be in good

agreement with the experimental findings. While for D shaped bluff body the onset

of galloping is found to be invariant with position of the bluff body, for triangular

shaped bluff body the onset of galloping is found to vary with the position of the

bluff body.

The GPEH system with triangular shaped bluff body performance better than that

of the D-shaped bluff body, where one may harvest more kinetic energy available in

the wind. Keeping the uniform wind speed and for a range of load resistance, the

GPEH with D shaped bluff body yields higher voltage than the triangular shaped

bluff body when the position of the bluff body is very close to the free end. However

GPEH with triangular shaped bluff body yields better output voltage for a higher

value of load resistance. One may achieve power in the range of mW. The analytical

solution presented here accommodates the variation in the position of the bluff

body along the beam, which helps adjust the onset of galloping and the natural

frequency of the harvesting system. Here the unsteady wind component is considered

as harmonically varying with having a single frequency, which makes the system

parametrically excited and hence multi resonance states of the system are possible.

The present system is capable of harvesting in low wind speeds. The ceramic PZT-

5H piezoelectric patch considered for analysis is found to be safe for higher wind

speeds, where large transverse deflection of the beam takes place. The parametrically

excited GPEH system can provide voltage for a wide range of frequencies even with

low amplitude of excitation.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Scope of Future

Work

7.1 Introduction

In this Chapter, the conclusions related to two different types of piezoelectric based

energy harvesters (PEH) have been presented. In the first type base excited piezo-

electric based energy harvester subjected to principal parametric and combination

parametric resonance conditions along with 1:3 internal resonance conditions have

been investigated. In the second type galloping based piezoelectric energy harvester

due to flow induced vibration have been studied. Both theoretical and experimental

investigations have been carried out and the general conclusions and the specific

conclusions are given in the next sections. Further, the scope of future work also

highlighted in this chapter.

7.2 General Conclusions

In this research work, four nonlinear problems related to piezoelectric energy har-

vester systems have been investigated. In the first work, a PEH system that con-

sists of a vertical cantilever beam with an attached mass at an arbitrary position and

piezoelectric patches covering the whole length of the beam is studied. The attached

mass is placed in such a way that the second mode frequency is three times the first

mode frequency giving rise to 1:3 internal resonance condition. Due to large trans-

verse deformation and rotary inertia of the attached mass, the system exhibits cubic

147
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and inertial nonlinearities. Here, the base excitation is given in such a way that the

system undergoes principal parametric resonance conditions, i.e., the frequency of

external excitation is twice the natural frequency of the system. The steady state

output voltage and power of the system are obtained for various system parameters

such as load resistance, amplitude and frequency of excitation and damping ratio.

The parametric instability regions with different load resistance and damping ratios

are also studied. The critical system parameters below which the system will always

remain stable are determined. So the system has to be operated above this critical

value for harvesting energy. The time and frequency response plots are obtained for

various system parameters which will help the designer to obtain the amplitude and

range of frequencies of external excitation where the PEH system can operate.

In the second work, a similar system is studied under combination parametric res-

onance of sum type. Here, the excitation frequency is nearly equal to the sum of

the first two modal frequencies of the system. The fixed point response and the

stability of the system are investigated. The instability regions for different system

parameters are analysed. The nonlinear frequency responses of the system are stud-

ied for different system parameters like load resistance, amplitude and frequency

of excitation and damping ratio. Unlike the operating range of frequencies for the

harvesters available in the literature here, by employing 1:3 internal resonance and

principal parametric and combination parametric resonance, it has been shown that

the harvester can operate in a wide range of frequency which is available in ambient

condition.

It has been demonstrated that there exists a range of system parameters such as

length and thickness of the beam, position of the attached mass, mass ratio and

Young’s modulus of the substrate and piezoelectric patch, which can be varied to

obtain 1:3 internal resonance.

In the third problem, an experimental investigation has been attempted to under-

stand the system dynamics and challenges posed by the system due to large trans-

verse vibrations. A slider-crank mechanism based shaker is designed and developed

in-house, to provide harmonic base excitation. The system is excited at principal

parametric resonance condition and the output voltage has been determined using

oscilloscope. These experimental results have been compared with the theoretical

findings and they are found to be in good agreement.

In the fourth work galloping based harvester is investigated both theoretically and
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experimentally. Here, a vertical cantilever beam with unimorph PZT patch and

an attached bluff body near its free end is considered as the PEH system. Taking

both D type and triangular bluff bodies, experiments are performed in the wind

tunnel to study voltage time response across a load resistance under uniform flow

condition. The effect of the position of bluff bodies on voltage and power output

are also studied. Theoretical investigation have been carried out considering both

uniform and time varying wind speed.

For the first two problems, two mode approximations have been used as internal

resonance conditions of 1:3 is considered. In the last two work single mode approx-

imation has been used. The temporal equations are further reduced by using the

method of multiple scales to obtain the approximate solution. The steady state

responses and their stability and bifurcations have also been studied to know the

operating range of system parameters for the PEH.

In the present work the nonlinear dynamics of PEH system is studied under the prin-

cipal parametric and combination parametric resonance conditions along with inter-

nal resonance condition. Due to the existence of cubic nonlinearity, the harvester

system is capable of harvesting energy not only in principal parametric resonance

condition (external excitation (Ω) twice that of fundamental frequency (ω) of the

system, i.e. Ω ≈ 2ω) but also at subharmonic (Ω ≈ 3ω), superharmonic (Ω ≈ ω/3)

and combination parametric resonance of sum and difference type (Ω ≈ ωm ± ωn,

here m = 1, 2 and n = 1, 2 ) as well.

Based on the theoretical and experimental findings the parameters affecting the

power output are the position of the piezoelectric patch, number of patches and

optimum value of external load resistance. Patch position nearer to the fixed end

of the beam is advantageous and also more patches will help to increase the power.

Proper selection of load resistance by impedance matching procedure can be utilised

to maximize the output power as well.

As the developed analytical solutions are found to be in good agreement with the

experimental findings hence these analytical solutions can be used for the parametric

studies for a wide range of system parameters for newly developed base excited or

PEH systems without conducting expensive experiments. In the next section, the

specific conclusions related to different PEH systems are highlighted.
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7.3 Specific Conclusions

7.3.1 PEH under principal parametric and 1:3 internal res-

onance condition

In this section specific conclusions related to harmonically base excited vertical can-

tilever beam with piezoelectric bimorph and an attached mass under principal para-

metric and 1:3 internal resonance condition have been presented.

• The instability region increases with an increase in the amplitude of base excitation

Γ. For example with increase in Γ from 2 to 3, the unstable frequency range increases

from 1.932 < φ < 2.069 to 1.869 < φ < 2.104 which is found to be an increase of 51.8

%. Hence the PEH system can operate for a wider frequency range by increasing

the amplitude of base excitation.

• The internal resonance condition increases the trivial state of instability. Here,

alternate stable and unstable zones with supercritical and subcritical pitchfork bi-

furcations have been observed which significantly increase the operating range of the

PEH system. As an example it is found that for Γ = 4 and ν = 0.001, the instability

region is observed between 1.863 < φ < 2.133 with an addition unstable range of

2.144 < φ < 2.157.

• With an increase in damping the regions of instability decreases and the critical

amplitude of base excitation (Γcrit) increases. Hence one requires to operate the

PEH at a higher amplitude of base excitation to generate voltage. For example, at

φ = 2, the critical value of amplitude is found to be 4.75 and 11.7, for ν = 1 and

ν = 2.5, respectively. The overall damping is varied in the range of 0.007 % to 10

%.

• With an increase in load resistance Rl, the stability boundary shifts towards higher

frequency range. Initially Γcrit increases with Rl, but for higher values of Rl it

decreases. For example, the Γcrit is found to be 1.6 at Rl = 10 kΩ and Γcrit = 1.05

at Rl = 100 kΩ.

• The critical bifurcation points in the trivial and nontrivial branches of the nonlinear

response are very critical to decide the operating range of the harvester. These

bifurcation points include saddle node, pitch-fork and Hopf bifurcations.

• While sweeping up the frequency for φ > 2.029, the PEH system without internal

resonance performs better. While sweeping down the frequency for φ < 2.029, the
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PEH system with internal resonance perform better for the system parameters ν =

0.001, Γ = 1 at Rl = 1 kΩ.

• It may be further noted that by adjusting the location of the attached mass the

frequency of the system can be tuned and other internal resonance conditions can

be utilized for harvesting more energy.

7.3.2 PEH under combination parametric and 1:3 internal

resonance

In this section, specific conclusions related to an energy harvester consisting of a

harmonically base excited vertical cantilever beam with piezoelectric path and at-

tached mass excited at a frequency equal to sum of first two modal frequencies is

highlighted. The first modal frequencies are nearly in the ratio of 1:3.

• The instability region is found to vary between the nondimensional frequency φ range

of 3.95 to 4.1, with increase in damping and decrease in load resistance. The critical

amplitude of base excitation below which the harvester is ineffective is determined

and found to increase with damping and load resistance. Hence to harvest energy

in a wide range of frequency one should use low damping and low load resistance. It

may be noted that the trivial state looses its stability due to Hopf bifurcation. But in

case of principal parametric resonance it loses its stability by pitchfork bifurcation.

• From the frequency response plots its is evident that more voltage can be generated

by operating the harvester at a frequency greater than sum of the first two mode

frequencies (that is when the system is positively tuned). In the studied system a

maximum voltage of 20 V and power of 200 mW are obtained. One may increase

these values by suitably changing the system parameters.

• Both saddle node and Hopf bifurcations are observed in the multibranched nontrivial

state.

• It is observed that the voltage and power increase significantly as Rl increases which

shows that the load resistance plays an important role in achieving an optimum

power output. Here at φ = 4.5, a voltage of 0.77, 3.8, 7.77 and 15.3 V with corre-

sponding power of 5.9, 29.5, 58.9 and 117 mW is achievable as the load resistance

increases from Rl = 0.1 kΩ to Rl = 2 kΩ.
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• With increase in damping the nontrivial states at a frequency below the sum of

two modal frequencies (negatively detuned) disappears. Hence no energy can be

generated in the region of frequency.

• With decrease in amplitude of base excitation the PEH system becomes ineffective

for φ < 4. It is operative only for φ > 4. Hence to generate voltage for a wider

range of frequency the amplitude of base excitation is moderately high.

• A significant change in the topology of the nontrivial branch of solution is observed

when the amplitude of base excitation and the damping are very high (Γ = 10, ν =

0.01). Power is generated only for narrow bandwidth of frequency. Hence one should

properly choose the system parameters to obtain the required voltage and power.

• It has been shown that by suitably changing the mass ratio µ, length of the beam,

position of the attached mass β, Youngs modulus of the beam and thickness of the

beam, one may obtain 1:3 internal resonance condition. It is clearly observed that

for 0.2 < β < 0.27 and 0.3 < µ < 0.4 one may find the first two modal frequencies

in the ratio of 1:3 giving rise to internal resonance.

7.3.3 PEH under parametric excitation: A theoretical and

experimental investigation

In this section, the specific conclusions obtained for the experimentally studied base

excited PEH system is presented.

• A slider-crank mechanism is developed for providing base excitation to the PEH

system which has a variable stroke length ls between 13 mm to 22 mm. Here a

maximum frequency of 25 Hz can be obtained to excite the harvester near twice the

principal parametric resonance condition.

• The experimentally obtained damping ratio and the fundamental frequency of the

system are found to be 0.0134 and 3.6 Hz, respectively. These values are found to

be in good agreement with the analytical results. Hence one may use the developed

analytical formulation for determining these parameters for any other sets of system

parameters.

• The supercritical pitchfork bifurcation is observed at 6.76 Hz, which is below twice

the natural frequency of the system. At this point the onset of harvesting takes

place. With increase in the external frequency of excitation the output voltage
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increases up to the saddle node bifurcation point, beyond which one may expect a

catastrophic failure due to jump down phenomenon. Hence one may operate the

PEH system between the supercritical and subcritical pitchfork bifurcation point

which is well below the saddle node bifurcation point.

• One may achieve a maximum power of nearly 22.7 mW around a frequency of

excitation of 7.25 Hz (near saddle node bifurcation point) for external load resistance

of 100 kΩ. This experimental results closely matches with the analytical findings.

• Near the theoretically observed saddle node bifurcation point, few hairline cracks

are observed in the piezoelectric patch (PZT-5H) after few cycles of operation. This

is because the patch is placed near to the base (spanned from 5.7 mm to 10.7 mm

length from the base), where the bending moment is maximum.

• It is observed that cracks are developed in the beam near to its fixed end due to

maximum stress, which leads to the breaking of the beam. Hence to improve the

life of the PEH system, it should be operated at a frequency lower than the saddle

node frequency. Also design modification may be carried out to strengthen the base

part by using torsional springs and stoppers.

• It is observed that the load resistance influences the power output and at a certain

value of Rl, which is 800 kΩ in the present case, the output power gets maximum.

The average value of voltage amplitude is found to be 54.72 V.

• As the position of attached mass increases, the threshold frequency at which beam

starts transverse vibration reduces. By suitably positioning the mass, one may

adjust the natural frequency of the system. Hence the resonance condition can

also be tuned to regulate the output voltage. Here it may be noted that magnetic

materials are used as attached mass, so they can be shifted to suitable position

easily.

• The normalized power density (power/(volume×acceleration2)) for the present PEH

system is found to be 15.9.

• The PEH system with the MFC patch is also investigated experimentally under

the parametric excitation. It is observed that the maximum power of 2.25 µW is

achieved for system parameters m = 36 gm, β = 0.233 and load resistance of 500

kΩ. Also the frequency of excitation decreases as m increases.

• As the attached mass varies from 9 gm to 45 gm while keeping its position and load

resistance constant, the voltage increases from 1 V to 2.6 V (160% increase). Also
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the threshold frequency at which supercritical pitchfork vibration occurs decreases

from 5.2 Hz to 4.5 Hz (13.5% decrease).

• An internal resonance of 1:2 is observed in FFT of voltage time response, Which

enhances the output voltage and power of the PEH system.

• As the position of the attached mass β increases, a percentage increase of 58.3 % is

observed in the output voltage.

• As the MFC patch positions bring nearer to the fixed end of the beam the output

power increases to nearly 25 µW.

• When the PEH system is excited at the frequency near to the sum of the first

two natural frequencies (4.3 Hz + 8.3 Hz ≈ 13 Hz) two major frequency peaks are

observed with having nearly 1:3 frequency ratio.

• For an external frequency more than 13 Hz, the FFT of voltage time response for the

PEH system shows multiple frequency components. Here, due to modal interactions

between several participating modes, synchronous and sub-synchronous frequencies

are observed which are generally observed in rotor bearing system.

7.3.4 Dynamics of galloping based piezoelectric energy har-

vester

Here the specific conclusions related to the galloping based PEH system (GPEH) is

described.

• Reduction of 84.6% is observed when the position of the bluff body β is kept at 0.88

as compared to the beam without a bluff body.

• PEH with D-shaped bluff body as the wind speed increases from 4 m/s to 5 m/s,

a 39% increase in voltage, and a 90% increase in output power is observed at load

resistance of 300 kΩ. Hence by adjusting the position of the bluff body, one may

control the resonance conditions and hence the output voltage.

• As the bluff body placed close to the fixed end, the output voltage increases for PEH

with D-shaped bluff body. The critical speed at which the PEH system starts to

vibrate and generate power is known as the onset speed of galloping. It is observed

that the galloping speed does not vary much by changing the position of the bluff

body. At higher speed (U = 7 m/s), a variation of 43.8% in voltage is observed.
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Hence though the onset of galloping does not depend on the positioning of the bluff

body, the voltage can be controlled by varying the position of the bluff body at a

higher speed.

• An optimal load resistance is observed at which the output power is found to be

maximum.

• GPEH with the triangular-shaped bluff body (GPEH-TSB), as β decreases, the

voltage variation with load resistance follows a similar trajectory up to 600 kΩ.

Beyond Rl > 600 kΩ, the GPEH with lower β performs better.

• For GPEH-TSB, the onset of galloping changes for different positions of the bluff

body.

• The onset speed of galloping is invariant for GPEH with D-shaped bluff body but

varies for GPEH with the triangular shaped bluff body with respect to the bluff

body position along the axis of the vertical cantilever beam.

• GPEH-DSB performs better than that of GPEH-TSB before 800 kΩ. The maximum

voltage variation of 38.6% at 500 kΩ is observed.

• It is observed that the onset of galloping wind speed is nearly similar at higher β

value for both GPEH-DSB and GPEH-TSB systems, but it is found to be lower for

GPEH-TSB as compared to GPEH-DSB for lower β values.

• The ceramic PZT-5H piezoelectric patch, which is considered for the analysis, is

found to be safe in the wind tunnel experiments, even in higher wind speeds beyond

the 12 m/s. Here the piezoelectric patch (of length 5 cm) is placed at a distance of

3.3 cm from the fixed end.

• The maximum power of 2.95 mW is achieved with the triangular-shaped bluff body

(GPEH-TSB) for parameters β = 0.88, U = 7 m/s and Rl = 1000 kΩ. Also in case

of GPEH with time varying wind flow condition a maximum power of 13 mW can

be achieved with system parameters β = 0.75, U = 7 m/s, Rl = 700 kΩ and u0 =

0.1U .

7.4 Scope of Future Work

In the present study, initially parametrically excited cantilever beam based PEH

systems are considered and later galloping based PEH system has been considered.
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There are many scopes to extend the present work in order to enhance the frequency

bandwidth and output power of the harvester. Some of them are given below.

• Considering hard excitation, the present system can be extended to study super-

harmonic, subharmonic, simultaneous direct and parametric resonance conditions

which will further improve the bandwidth and output voltage and power of the har-

vester. One may include the internal resonance conditions also to further improve

the bandwidth.

• In the present work, the beam is in a vertical position. The beam may be considered

in horizontal or in inclined positions as well.

• The attached mass is placed symmetrically in the present case. However it may

be placed unsymmetrically, which may bring more nonlinearities to the system and

investigation is required to know about the improvement in the power output and

frequency bandwidth.

• The dynamics of galloping based harvester may be studied under unsteady flow

conditions experimentally by developing new facilities in the wind tunnel.

• In the present system the internal resonance conditions is not considered in the

galloping based energy harvester. So, this may be considered for further analysis.

• In the present work only two mode interactions have been considered. Hence, this

analysis can be extended to study three mode interactions such as 1 : 3 : 5 or 1 : 3 : 9

as observes in the work of Dwivedy and Kar [215, 236].

• Here only D-shaped and triangular shaped bluff bodies have been taken. More dif-

ferent bluff bodies with an optimized shapes may be considered both experimentally

and analytically for further improvement of the harvester.

• Here only a single harvester is used for the analysis. An array of such systems

along with passive elements like springs and dampers may be used in the vibrating

structures such as moving vehicles, bridges, tall buildings etc., to generate more

voltage and power.

• Similar PEH systems may be explored for harvesting energy for biomedical applica-

tions.

• The PEH systems presented in this work can be further studied under more realistic

loading conditions such as random parametric excitation. Also, in case of Galloping
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based PEH system, a periodic variation in wind speed is considered which may be

extended to stochastic variation as well.

• There is a need to develop the electric circuit for regulated output voltage supply

for the present energy harvesters.

• The two degree of freedom beam system [320] may be investigated under the para-

metric excitation condition as well.
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Appendix A

Coefficients and expressions

h11 =

∫ 1

0

ψ2
ndx,

h12 =

∫ 1

0

δ(x− β)ψ2
ndx,

h13 =

∫ 1

0

ψ2
nx(β)dx,

h21 = h31 = h11, h32 = h12,

h33 =

∫ 1

0

(1− x)ψ2
nxdx,

h34 =

∫ 1

0

∫ 1

x

δ(ξ − β)dξψ2
nxdx,

h41 =
1

2

∫ 1

0

ψkψlxψmxψndx,

h42 =
1

2

∫ 1

0

δ(x− β)ψkψlxψmxψndx,

h43 = 3

∫ 1

0

ψkxψlxxψmxxxψndx+

∫ 1

0

ψkxxψlxxψmxxψndx,

h51 =

∫ 1

0

{∫ 1

x

(∫ ξ

0

ψlηψmxdη

)
dξ

}
ψkxψnxdx,

h52 =

(∫ β

0

ψlxψmxdx

)(∫ β

0

ψkxψnxdx

)
,

h53 = {ψkxψlxψmxψnx}x=β,

h61 = h51,

h62 =
1

2

∫ 1

0

ψkxψlxψmxψndx−
∫ 1

0

ψkxψlxx

(∫ 1

x

ψmdξ

)
dx,

h63 = h52,

159
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h64 =
1

2
{ψkxψlxψmψnx}x=β − ψm(β)

∫ β

0

ψkxψlxxψndx,

h65 =
1

2
h53,

~n = h11 + µh12 + Jλ2h13,

θ2
n =

EIκ4
n

ρL4~n
(h31 + µh32)− g

L~n
(h33 + µh34),

fnm = f̂nm
Γ
ε

=
Ω2Z0

εθ2
1~nL

(h33 + µh34),

αnklm =
EIλ2

ερL4~nθ2
1

{
κ4
k (h41 + µh42) + h43

}
,

βnklm =
λ2

ε~n
{
h51 + µh52 + Jλ2h53

}
,

γnklm =
λ2

ε~n
{
h61 − h62 + µ (h63 − h64) + Jλ2h65

}
,

αenj = αnj + βnj + γnj,

αnj =

{
3αnnnn for j = n

2(αnnjj + αnjjn + αnjnj) for j 6= n

}

βnj =

{
ω2
nβ

n
nnn for j = n

2ω2
jβ

n
njj for j 6= n

}
,

γnj =

{
−3ω2

nγ
n
nnn for j = n

−2
{
ω2
j

(
γnjnj + γnnjj

)
+ ω2

nγ
n
jjn

}
for j 6= n

}
,

Q12 = α1
121 + α1

211 + α1
112 + ω1ω2

(
β1

121 + β1
112

)
−
{
ω2

1

(
β1

211 + γ1
211 + γ1

121

)
+ ω2

2γ
1
112

}
,

Q21 = α1
111 − ω2

1

(
β1

111 + γ1
111

)
,

The transcendental equation is

4 (h1h4 − h2h3)

λ2µJ
+ 2κ4 {1− cosκβ coshκβ}

+
2κ3

µ

[
h1(sinκβ + sinhκβ)

+h2(cosκβ − coshκβ)

]
+

2κ

Jλ2

[
h4(sinκβ − sinhκβ)

−h2(cosκβ − coshκβ)

]
= 0 (A.1)

where, κ denotes the eigenvalue and nth linear natural frequency of the system is

given as follows

Θ2
n =

EI

ρ

(κn
L

)4

(A.2)
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The shape function in nondimensional form is given as

ψn (s) = [(sinκnx− sinhκnx)− Λ (cosκnx− coshκnx)]

+ U (x̄) [(h1 − Λh2) {sinκnx̄ sinhκnx̄}+ (h3 − Λh4) {cosκnx̄ coshκnx̄}]
(A.3)

Here, x̄ = x − β, and U is the unit step function and the values of h1, h2, h3, h4

and Λ are specified in Ref. [182]. Also the following parameter values are considered

for simulation.

Zr = 1 mm, c = 1 Ns
/

mm2, µ = 3.9524, J = 1.0473, β = 0.28, κ1 = 1.761541,

κ2 = 3.158918, ω1 = 1, ω2 = 3.25, ε = 0.001, λ = 0.1

αe11= 3.1, αe12=− 28.70, αe21= 23.05, αe22=− 245.927,

f̂11= 0.068713, f̂12= 0.01480294, f̂21= 0.0359777, f̂22= 0.147767,

Q12= 13.5708, Q21= 5.2148, ζ1= 0.0780
ν

ε
, ζ2 = 0.0378

ν

ε

K1 = 1.0000, K2 = −1.2261, η1s = −152.9231, η2s = 455.7053

Table A1: Few beam configurations to achieve 1:3 internal resonance with bp =
11.2 mm; tp = 0.125 mm; Lp = 107 mm; ρs = 8100 kg m−3; ρp = 5440 kg m−3;

Es = 190 GPa; Ep = 15.86 GPa

m (g) β Ls(mm) bs (mm) ts (mm) ω1 : ω2

50 0.30 295 20 0.51 1 : 3.2731
60 0.28 180 20 0.51 1 : 3.3503
60 0.28 180 17 0.51 1 : 3.2601
60 0.28 180 16 0.51 1 : 3.2299
40 0.29 150 14 0.51 1 : 3.2998
60 0.28 160 24 0.51 1 : 3.3724
60 0.28 150 24 0.51 1 : 3.3250
60 0.28 140 24 0.51 1 : 3.2793
30 0.28 140 15 0.30 1 : 3.2972
30 0.28 140 16 0.30 1 : 3.2758
30 0.28 140 15 0.30 1 : 3.2499
30 0.28 135 15 0.30 1 : 3.2277
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h11 =

∫ 1

0

ρ(x)
ρbAb

ψ2
ndx,

h12 =

∫ 1

0

δ(x− β)ψ2
ndx,

h13 =

∫ 1

0

δ(x− β)ψ2
nxdx,

h21 = h11,

h31 =

∫ 1

0

EI∗(x)ψ2
ndx,

h32 =

∫ 1

0

ρbAbEI
∗(x)

ρ(x)
ψ2
ndx,

h33 =

∫ 1

0

ρ
ρbAb

(1− x)ψ2
nxdx,

h34 =

∫ 1

0

∫ 1

x

δ(ξ − β)dξψ2
ndx,

h41 =
1

2

∫ 1

0

EI∗(x)ψkψlxψmxψndx,

h42 =
1

2

∫ 1

0

δ(x− β)EI∗(x)ψkψlxψmxψndx,

h43 = 3

∫ 1

0

EI∗(x)ψkxψlxxψmxxxψndx+

∫ 1

0

EI∗(x)ψkxxψlxxψmxxψndx,

h51 =

∫ 1

0

{∫ 1

x

(∫ ξ

0

ψlηψmηdη

)
dξ

}
ρ(x)
ρbAb

ψkxψnxdx,

h52 =

(∫ β

0

ψlxψmxdx

)(∫ β

0

ψkxψnxdx

)
,

h53 = {ψkxψlxψmxψnx}x=β, h61 = h51
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h62 =

∫ 1

0

1
2
ρ(x)
ρbAb

ψkxψlxψmxψndx−
∫ 1

0

ρ(x)
ρbAb

ψkxψlxx

(∫ 1

x

ψmdξ

)
dx

h63 = h52, h65 = 0.5h53,

h64 = 1
2
{ψkxψlxψmψnx}x=β − ψm(β)

∫ β

0

ψkxψlxxψndx

ζ∗n =
ch21

2ε~nρbAbθ1

; ~n = h11 + µh12 + Jλ2h13,

θ2
n =

κ4
n(h31 + µh32)

ρbAbL4~n
− g(h33 + µh34)

L~n
,

fnm =
Ω2z0

εθ2
1~nL

(h33 + µh34),

αnklm =
λ2

ερbAbL4~nθ2
1

{
κ4
k (h41 + µh42) + h43

}
,

βnklm =
λ2

ε~n
{
h51 + µh52 + Jλ2h53

}
,

γnklm =
λ2

ε~n
{
h61 − h62 + µ (h63 − h64) + Jλ2h65

}
αenj = αnj + βen + γen,

αnj =

{
3αnnnn for j = n

2(αnnjj + αnjjn + αnjnj) for j 6= n

}
,

βnj =

{
ω2
nβ

n
nnn for j = n

2ω2
jβ

n
njj for j 6= n

}
,

γnj =

{
−3ω2

nγ
n
nnn , j = n

−2
{
ω2
j

(
γnjnj + γnnjj

)
+ ω2

nγ
n
jjn

}
, j 6= n

}
,

Q∗1 = α1
121 + α1

211 + α1
112 + ω1ω2

(
β1

121 + β1
112

)
− ω2

1β
1
211 −

{
ω2

1

(
γ1

211 + γ1
121

)
+ ω2

2γ
1
112

}
,

Q∗2 = α1
111 − ω2

1

(
β1

111 + γ1
111

)
Other parameters are defined as follows

zr = 1 mm, c = 1 Ns−mm−2, µ = 3.6, J = 0.0366, β = 0.27, λ = 0.1

κ1 = 1.791, κ2 = 3.244, ε = 0.001, ω1 = 1, ω2 = 3.013

αe11=− 9.306, αe12= 9.312, αe21= 60.12, αe22=− 255.7

f11= 0.033, f12= 0.0124, f21= 0.0358, f22= 0.0852

Q∗1=− 10.12, Q∗2=− 37.4, ζ1= 3.126ν
ε
, ζ2 = 1.267ν

ε
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In the present work, the extended Hamilton’s principle

∫ t2

t1

(δT − δΠ + δWnc) dt is

used to derive the governing equation of motion of the system. The kinetic en-

ergy (T ) and potential energy (Π) of the harvester under parametric excitation are

expressed by the following expression.

T =
1

2

L∫
0

[ρ(s) +mδ (s− d)]
(
u̇(s, t)2 + v̇(s, t)2) ds+

1

2
J0ϕ̇(d)2 (C.1)

Π =
1

2

L∫
0

EbIbϕ
′(s)2 ds−

L∫
0

[ρ(s) +mδ (s− d)] g u(s, t) ds (C.2)

Here ρ, δ, J0, ϕ, EbIb and g denotes the unit mass density of beam system, Dirac

delta function, rotary inertia of mass m , angle of rotation, the flexural rigidity of

beam system and gravity constant, respectively. The lateral and longitudinal dynam-

ics is governed by inextensibility condition [12] as u(s, t) = 1
2

∫ s

0

{v′(ξ, t)}2
dξ+ z(t).

Here z(t) denotes the harmonic base excitation. On observing the deflected beam

geometry the relation between the angle of rotation ϕ(s) and transverse deflection

v(s, t) is defined as sinϕ = v′ and cosϕ = (1− v′2)1/2. As per the Euler-Bernoulli

beam theory the curvature κ(s, t) is defined as follows.

κ(s, t) = ϕ′ =
∂ϕ(s)

∂s
=

v′′

cosϕ
=

v′′√
1− v′2

≈ v′′
(

1 +
1

2
v′

2

)
(C.3)

The non-conservative virtual work done Wnc involves the work done in dissipation of

energy by viscous force effect and electrical forces in moving charges by piezoelectric
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elements [176].

δWnc = −
L∫

0

cv̇(s, t)δv ds−
L∫

0

[H(s− L1)−H(s− L2)]Mele(s, t)δκ(s)ds (C.4)

The total moment due to piezoelectric patches Mele is expressed as

Mele =

h2∫
h1

d31Epbp(−Ee) y dy (C.5)

Here,

Ee =
V̄ (t)

tp
; h1 = 1

2
tb − ȳ; h2 = 1

2
tb + tp − ȳ; ȳ =

Eptpbp(tp + tb)

2(Eptpbp + Ebtbbb)

The governing nonlinear equation of motion becomes

ρ∗vtt + cvt + EI∗
[
vssss + {vs(vsvss)s}s

]
− [J∗(vs)tt]s − (Nvs)s −Hssη̄V̄ = 0 (C.6)

Here,

ρ∗ = ρ(s) +mδ(s− d), ρ(s) = ρbAb +HρpAp, EI
∗ = EbIb +HEpIp, J

∗ = J0δ(s− d),

η̄ = e31bp
tp

[
(tp + 1

2
tb − ȳ)

2 − (1
2
tb − ȳ)2

]
, Ab = bbtb, Ap = bptp,

H = H(s− L1)−H(s− L2), e31 = d31Ep,

Ip = 1
3
bp

[
(tp + 1

2
tb)

3 − 1
8
tb

3
]
, Ib = 1

12
bbtb

3, Lp = L2 − L1

N =
1

2

L∫
s

ρ∗
ξ∫

0

(v2
s)ttdηdξ + (ztt − g)

L∫
s

ρ∗ξdξ − J0δ(ξ − d)

{
1

2
vsttv

2
s + vsv

2
st

}

where subscript ’p’ is used to denote terms related to PZT and ( )s, ( )t denotes

the differentiation w.r.t curvilinear coordinate ’s’ i.e. d( )
ds

and time d( )
dt

respectively.

The term N denotes the longitudinal load at ’s’. The electric circuit equation in

unimorph configuration can be obtain by applying the Gauss’s law [176]

dQ(t)

dt
=

d

dt

∫
Ap

D .n dAp (C.7)
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Here D and n denotes the electric displacement vector and outward normal to the

surface. The electric displacement vector (D) in terms of axial stress (σp) and

generated electric field (Ee) in the present case is defined by constitutive relation

D3 = d31σp + ê Ee where, σp = Epεp − e31Ee and εp = −yκ(s, t). Using these

expressions in to Eq. (C.7) the circuit equation becomes

CpV̄t +
1

Rl

V̄ − i(t) = 0 (C.8)

Here,

i(t) = −e31tpcbp

L2∫
L1

(vss)tds, Cp =
êbpLp
tp

The four boundary conditions at fixed and free ends are represented as follows

v(0, t) = 0, vs(0, t) = 0, vss(L, t) = 0, vsss(L, t) = 0 (C.9)

At the fixed end, displacement and slope are zero and at the free end, the bend-

ing moment and shear forces are zero. By considering single-mode approximation

in the Galerkin’s method, the transverse displacement v(s, t) is represented by a

scaling factor r, time modulation qi(t) and shape function ψ(s) [182] of the beam

system as v(s, t) = r ψ(s) q(t). After nondimensionalizing the nonlinear coupled elec-

tromechanical temporal governing equations of motion for single mode, are given as

follows.

q̈ + 2εζq̇ + q + εαq3 + εβqq̇2 + εγq2q̈ + εηV = εq f̂ cos(φτ) (C.10)

V̇ + χV + q̇ = 0 (C.11)
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Appendix C2

Coefficients are as follows

h11 =

∫ 1

0

ρ(x)
ρbAb

ψ2dx,

h12 =

∫ 1

0

δ(x− β)ψ2dx,

h13 =

∫ 1

0

δ(x− β)ψ2
xdx,

h21 = h11, h22 =

∫ 1

0

ψ3dx

h31 =

∫ 1

0

EI∗(x)ψ2dx,

h32 =

∫ 1

0

ρbAbEI
∗(x)

ρ(x)
ψ2dx,

h33 =

∫ 1

0

ρ(x)
ρbAb

(1− x)ψ2
xdx,

h34 =

∫ 1

0

∫ 1

x

δ(ξ − β)dξ ψ2dx

h41 =
1

2

∫ 1

0

EI∗(x)ψ2ψ2
xdx,

h42 =
1

2

∫ 1

0

δ(x− β)EI∗(x)ψ2ψ2
xdx,

h43 = 3

∫ 1

0

EI∗(x)ψψxψxxψxxxdx+

∫ 1

0

EI∗(x)ψψ3
xxdx,

h51 =

∫ 1

0

{∫ 1

x

(∫ ξ

0

ψ2dη

)
dξ

}
ρ(x)
ρbAb

ψ2
xdx,

h52 =

(∫ β

0

ψ2
xdx

)2

; h53 =
{
ψ4
x

}
x=β

, h61 = h51,

h62 =

∫ 1

0

1
2
ρ(x)
ρbAb

ψψ3
xdx−

∫ 1

0

ρ(x)
ρbAb

ψxψxx

(∫ 1

x

ψdξ

)
dx

h63 = h52, h65 = 0.5h53
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h64 = 1
2

{
ψψ3

x

}
x=β
− ψ(β)

∫ β

0

ψψxψxxdx,

ζ∗ =
ch21

2~ρbAbω
; ζa =

4

3π

λLµah22

ρbAb~
, ~ = h11 + µh12 + Jλ2h13,

ω2 =
κ4

ρbAb~L4
(h31 + µh32)− g

L~
(h33 + µh34),

f̂ =
Ω2z0

εω2~L
(h33 + µh34),

α =
λ2

ερbAb~L4ω2

{
κ4 (h41 + µh42) + h43

}
,

β =
λ2

ε~
{
h51 + µh52 + Jλ2h53

}
,

γ =
λ2

ε~
{
h61 − h62 + µ (h63 − h64) + Jλ2h65

}
The characteristic equation to find the Eigenvalue (κn) of nth mode vibration is

4 (h1h4 − h2h3)

λ2µJ
+ 2κ4 {1− cosκβ coshκβ}

+
2κ3

µ

[
h1(sinκβ + sinhκβ)

+h2(cosκβ − coshκβ)

]
+

2κ

Jλ2

[
h4(sinκβ − sinhκβ)

−h2(cosκβ − coshκβ)

]
= 0

Here hi (i = 1, 2, ..) and Λ are defined in [182]. The nondimensional mode shape

ψ (x) is considered as

ψn(x) =
{

(sinκnx− sinhκnx)− Λ (cosκnx− coshκnx)
}

+{
h12 (sinκnx̄− sinhκnx̄) + h34 (cosκnx̄− coshκnx̄)

}
U(x̄)

where, x̄ = x− β, h12 = h1 − Λh2, h34 = h3 − Λh4 and U is the unit step function.

Other parameters are defined as follows

zr = 1 mm; c = 1 Ns−mm−2; µ = 0.92; J = 0.0107

β = 0.71; λ = 0.1; κ = 1.469; ε = 0.01
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Displacement-curvature relation

By considering an arbitrary point along the longitudinal direction of the beam, at a

curvilinear distance ’s ’ from the base, the transverse and axial displacements are ex-

pressed as v(s, t) and u(s, t), respectively. Due to large deflection, the displacement-

curvature relation of the beam is considered to be nonlinear. By observing the

deflected beam geometry the relation between the angle of rotation ϕ(s) and trans-

verse deflection v(s, t) is defined as sinϕ = v′ and cosϕ = (1− v′2)1/2. As per the

Euler-Bernoulli beam theory the curvature can be expressed as follows.

κ(s, t) =
∂ϕ(s)

∂s
=

vss
cosϕ

=
vss√

1− vs2
≈ vss

(
1 +

1

2
vs

2

)
(D.1)

Here κ(s, t), ϕ(s) denotes the curvature and the angle of deflection of the cantilever

beam. Here ( )s denotes the differentiation with respect to ’s ’. The relation between

lateral and longitudinal displacement is assumed to be governed by the inextensibil-

ity condition which can be expressed by the following expression.

us = 1−
√

1− v2
s ≈ 1

2
v2
s (D.2)

The corresponding longitudinal displacement and its time derivative can expressed

as follows.

u(s, t) = 1
2

∫ s

0

{vξ(ξ, t)}2dξ (D.3)

u̇ (s, t) = 1
2
d
dt

∫ s

0

{vξ(ξ, t)}2dξ =

∫ s

0

vξ(ξ, t)vξt(ξ, t)dξ (D.4)
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The boundary conditions at fixed and free ends of the cantilever beam system are

represented as follows.

v(0, t) = 0, vs(0, t) = 0, vss(L, t) = 0, vsss(L, t) = 0 (D.5)

Moment due to piezoelectric patch

In the present work the PZT-5H piezoelectric patch is added to the vertical beam

in unimorph configuration. The moment Mp, which is generated due to the voltage

V̄ across the PZT layer electrodes can be written as [64, 319]

Mp (s, t) = γcV̄ (t) ; γc = Epd31bp(tb + tp) (D.6)

where the constant γc depends on the dimensions and material properties of the

components of the system, configuration and piezoelectric material. Also, d31, Ep, bp,

tb and tp denotes piezoelectric constant, Young’s modulus of piezoelectric material,

width, beam thickness and piezo-patch thickness respectively.

Modelling of wind load on the structure

Figure D.1 shows the lift and drag forces on the D-shape bluff body in a top view.

The

U*

dv/dt
U*rel

α

FD

FL

Dbf

y

z

α

Figure D.1: Lift and drag forces on bluff body with D section

The aerodynamic lift and drag forces, denoted respectively by FL and FD, acting

across and along the relative wind speed direction are as follows.

FL = 1
2
ρaU

2
relDbfCL = 1

2
ρaDbfCL

[
U2 + 2U ū(t)

]
sec2α (D.7)

FD = 1
2
ρaU

2
relDbfCD = 1

2
ρaDbfCD

[
U2 + 2U ū(t)

]
sec2α (D.8)
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The total fluid force per unit length in the transverse direction to the incident flow

is

Fy = FL cosα + FD sinα = 1
2
ρaDbf

[
U2 + 2U ū(t)

]
(CL cosα + CD sinα) sec2α

(D.9)

Fy = FaCa (D.10)

Here,

Fa = 1
2
ρaDbf

[
U2 + 2U ū(t)

]
; Ca = (CL cosα + CD sinα) sec2α

The excitation lift force Fg(t) and moment Mg(t) at near the free end of the harvester

is due to the galloping effect on the attached bluff body which is modelled as force

and moment imparts to the beam structure. The total force and moment component

acting in the transverse direction of the system is expresses as follows. One may find

the similar expressions in the work of Abdelkefi et al. [1], where only steady state

wind component is taken into consideration.

Fg(t) = −
Lbf∫
0

[FL cosα + FD sinα]ds (D.11)

Mg(t) = −
Lbf∫
0

s [FL cosα + FD sinα]ds (D.12)

The total aerodynamic force coefficient (for higher Reynolds number) can be ex-

pressed by a polynomial function [1, 84] as

Ca = a1 tanα + a3(tanα)3 (D.13)

where Ca is the total aerodynamic force coefficient in the direction normal to the

incoming flow. Also, the coefficients a1 and a2 depends on the geometry of the

attached bluff body. Aerodynamic lift and drag forces are across and along the
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relative wind speed direction is (as shown in the Fig. D.1). The angle of attack is

expressed as

α = tan−1

(
v̇(d, t) + sv̇′(d, t)

U

)
(D.14)

Respective force and moment at near the free end (a distance d from the fixed end,

where d < L) are expressed as follows.

Fg(t) = −Fa

Lbf∫
0

[
a1

(
v̇(d, t) + sv̇′(d, t)

U

)
+ a3

(
v̇(d, t) + sv̇′(d, t)

U

)3
]
ds (D.15)

Mg(t) = −Fa

Lbf∫
0

s

[
a1

(
v̇(d, t) + sv̇′(d, t)

U

)
+ a3

(
v̇(d, t) + sv̇′(d, t)

U

)3
]
ds (D.16)

By considering only single mode approximation (i = 1) in the Galerkin’s method,

the transverse displacement of the GPEH system is represented by a scaling factor

r, time modulation qi(t) and shape function ψi(s) of the beam system as follows.

v(s, t) =
∑n

i=1
r ψi(s) qi(t) (D.17)

Now the galloping force becomes

F (t) =
1

L

1∫
0

Fgδ(x− β)ψ(x)Ldx− 1

L2

1∫
0

Mgδx(x− β)ψ(x)Ldx (D.18)

F (t) = Fgψ(β) +
1

L
Mgψx(β) (D.19)

F (t) = 1
2
ρa
[
U2 + 2U ū(t)

]
Dbf

[
k̂1

(
q̇

U

)
+ k̂2

(
q̇

U

)3
]

(D.20)
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On further simplification the galloping force F (t) expressed by the flowing expres-

sion.

F (t) = 1
2
ρaDbf

(
Uk̂1q̇ +

k̂2

U
q̇3 + 2u0 cos (Ωt) k̂1q̇ + 2u0 cos (Ωt)

k̂2

U2
q̇3

)
(D.21)

Here,

k̂1 = a1r

[
ψ2(β)Lbf +

1

L
ψ(β)ψx(β)L2

bf +
0.33

L2
ψ2
x(β)L3

bf

]
k̂2 = a3r

3 [ψ4(β)Lbf +
2

L
ψ3(β)ψx(β)L2

bf +
2

L2
ψ2(β)ψ2

x(β)L3
bf

+
1

L3
ψ(β)ψ3

x(β)L4
bf +

0.2

L4
ψ4
x(β)L5

bf ]
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